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ABSTRACT

An Ex Post Facto Analysis of Proposals
That Intended to
Improve Instructional Practice

February

1984

Leonard Louis Amburgey, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. William C. Wolf, Jr.

The problem addressed by this study is how to obtain data about
the process of proposal conceptualization which can be used to improve
the process in particular and improve planned change initiatives in
general.
zation,

To obtain data about the process of proposal conceptuali¬
proposals that intended to improve instructional practice were

obtained and analyzed.
Proposals were solicited from seven different agencies that
served to improve instructional practice in either elementary or
secondary schools in Massachusetts.

Contacts in these agencies provided

access to over two-hundred and fifty proposals that intended to improve
instructional practice during the past ten years (1972 - 1982).
study was based upon forty-six proposals chosen randomly from the
two-hundred and fifty proposals accessed.
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The

An instrument was designed to gather qualitative and quantitative
data.

The study tested four hypotheses.

Study results indicated that:

(1) proposals did not adequately delineate information related to forty
variables that described a program aspiration; (2) insufficient
involvement of the intended users of improvements was routine,

but

results do not support the notion that the intended users were ignored
by agencies,
officials;

proposal writers or Local Educational Agency (LEA)

(3) unattainable aspirations were set forth within a majority

of proposals submitted;

(4) instructional improvements did not attain

aspiration levels set forth at the proposal stage,

but results do not

support the notion that these improvement enterprises were entirely
unsuccessful; and (5) variables of program aspiration, user
participation and aspiration level predicted were positively related to
eventual outcomes.
The overall data yielded by this study indicated two results of
special importance to the improvement process in general and the
proposal process in particular:

first, a great deal of information was

readily available at the proposal stage related to strengths, weaknesses
and aspirations of intended improvements; and second, this information
did not appear to be utilized by LtA or agency officials dui ing the
proposal conceptualization process.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Statement of the Problem

As professionals we are constantly searching for ways to increase
the effectiveness of our instructional practice.

We either discover

existing improvements from our colleagues or create the improvements
ourselves.

Fabun (1967) notes that the process of creating new ideas is

the natural result of the way our nervous system reacts to the
environment M...we cannot help but innovate; we cannot do the same thing
twice" (p.

8).

If we ascertain that a change or innovation does improve existing
practice we want to share it and persuade others to utilize this
improvement.
new ideas,

However, as many have discovered, the process of creating

practices and products is one thing.

The process of

spreading such innovations and influencing others to take advantage of
them is quite another.

The task of spreading new innovations and

persuading others to modify existing practices has resulted in
frustration for the developers, decision makers and the practitioners.
The net result of this frustration and stress has often been either the
outright disappearance of new ideas,
resemble neither the old practice,

or their mutation into forms that

nor the new practice.
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Sarason's (1971) adage; "the more things change the more they
stay the same" has become the dominant theme in the arena of education
change.
How is new knowledge (i.e., a new practice,

product or idea)

spread to persons likely to make use of it, and how are effects of new
knowledge upon users determined?

Concerns about these and related

questions have transcended numerous disciplines and most decades of the
twentieth century.
anthropology,

Scholars from such diverse areas of inquiry as

business, chemistry, communications, education, marketing,

and physics have contributed extensively to what is now called a
diffusion or communication research tradition.
This research tradition has expanded considerably during the past
two decades.

Literature scans covering the time between 1960 and 1980,

suggested example after example of hard work and creative ingenuity
aimed at building viable communication know-how.

Persons responsible

for such inquiry offered sets of variables believed to be of importance
to both knowledge diffusion and knowledge utilization; they proposed
ways to sequence variables identified; and,

they speculated upon ways to

proportionally weight identified variables in relation to each
variable's potential impact upon communication.

The literature scans

also suggested efforts to establish the viability of the evolving
communication know-how which varied considerably across disciplines
(Wolf,

1981).
The field of education began contributing to the evolving

communications research with the efforts of Paul Mort.

Mort (1941)

recognized the process and development of invention as the spontaneous
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and obvious manifestations of resourceful and creative people.

The

effort of Mort's research was directed at diffusion and dissemination.
Mort determined that lack of communication was responsible for a fifty
year life cycle of an innovation.

Educational research contributions

trickled into the literature until the mid-nineteen sixties, when the
base of this communication research tradition began to expand
dramatically (Havelock,

1973).

The communication research base

continued to expand throughout the seventies and into the eighties.
Unfortunately, little effort has been expended to order, to verify, or
to integrate what has been made available.

The result is that an

extensive array of communication studies has accumulated,

but few

educators can figure out how to apply the information reported (Wolf,
1981).
The rapid expansion of the educational research base is directly
correlated to the substantial amounts of money made available by the
federal government for the purpose of improving instructional practice
within the nation's schools.

The billions of dollars allocated lor

instructional improvement were made available primarily through the
National Science Foundation and the U.S. Office of Education.

The

impetus for this funding was the belief that planned change initiated at
the federal level, could bring about meaningful school
Bennis,

improvement.

Benne and Chin (1969) defined planned change as "...a

conscious, deliberate and collaborative effort to improve the operations
of a human system...through the use of scientific knowledge" (p. 4).
Guba (1968) conceived change as "...a perceptual difference between some
original time (tO) and some later time (tl)" (p.

1).

Federal ol finals
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believed conscious, deliberate, and collaborative efforts would bring
about perceptual differences in school practices between point (tO) and
(tl).

Whereas the efforts were clearly planned change, the results were

quite mixed.
Studies by various researchers (Derrick,
Emrick & Peterson,

1978; Goodlad,

1972; McLaughlin,

1979; Farrar et al.,

1975;

1980) yield mixed

results concerning many of the efforts at implementing planned change.
The major findings indicated successful implementation of improvements
to instructional practice were the exception.

What occurred was not

expected and what was expected did not occur.

Goodlad (1979) pointed

out "...intense utilization accompanied by unprecedented funds has not
produced the intended effect in the products" (p. 346).
imply,

This does not

nor does Goodlad accept the proposition that school improvement

is an impossible goal.

But as Goodlad (1979) indicates, simply wishing

for change or trying harder with what has been done will not effect
change in our schools.
Emrick and Peterson (1978) indicated that "educational change is
a gradual, complex, multipli-determined process..." (p. 55), and many of
the failures of the "sixties" were due to oversimplification of, or
inattention to this complex process.

They also indicated that the

judgement of failure has occurred simply because the change was viewed
as an event rather than a process; the final event has a clear and
measurable component, whereas a process does not.
The reality of the situation is that many people did not know how¬
to conceive viable strategies and tactics to bring about the desired
change.

Nor did many people know how to capitalize upon communication
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research outcomes to bring about planned change (Wolf,

1979).

Federal officials routinely went through the process of
identifying and prioritizing needs for instructional improvement within
our nation’s schools, and then made various financial arrangements to
expedite their policies.

For example, the new math, science study

groups, and early elementary science projects were arrangements made and
funded by these federal officials.

Typically, these efforts did not

reflect the outcomes of the diffusion research literature, nor did the
arrangements take into account potential influences of local
participation in the process.
(1980),

According to Farrar, DeSanctis and Cohen

local participation could contribute to the modification of

and/or the reformulation of program intentions.

They described a three

stage process involving policy formation, policy implementation and
local adaptation as what seemed to unfold during policy implementation.
The third stage highlighted by Farrar et al., accounted for the variable
outcomes of federal initiatives to upgrade instructional practice at the
local level.

The Rand Corporation's change agent study (1975;

1978)

suggested that "local ownership" was an important ingredient in program
success.

The implication here is that "mutual adaptation" or a dynamic

interplay between provider, user and improvement is key between
implementation of federal intentions and local wishes and realities.
Since most federal programs only define a general domain for improvement
or action and establish specific priorities, there is left, b\
definition, room for legitimate interpretation (Farrar et al.,

1980).

Regardless of the generality or specificity of federal
guidelines,

they can only identify and prescribe the general structure
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and content of improvements to instructional practice.

Unfortunately,

they cannot guarantee that the strategy and tactics that are spelled out
in specific proposals by LEA's (Local Educational Agencies) to implement
changes will, in fact,

bring about the desired improvement within a

particular educational setting.

There are no guarantees because persons

can conceive proposals pertaining to identified change themes that meet
requirements for RFP's (request for proposals) on the one hand, but
often cannot carry out the proposed work within a setting of practice on
the other hand.

Hence, the planned change enterprise collapses at the

local, state or regional level.
Reitman and Green (1973) indicated that there are no hard and
fast rules on getting funded through proposal writing; they term it
"...an art” (p.

5).

On the specific issue of government agency grants,

they indicate a fifteen (15) point outline to successfully gain
approval.

The future grantee is advised that paying close attention to

key words enhances the acquisition of funds.

They believe the process

of proposal writing to be a game of key words, matching general themes
of funding agencies and perceived local needs.
Some large LEA’s employed specialists as consultants, proposal
writers, and project coordinators, as state and federal funding
opportunities increased.

One measure of the success of these

administrators was in getting funded, not in successfully carrying out
the proposed improvements to instructional practice.

As indicated b\

one such administrator to the author (in confidence); "nothing e\er
fails here, its always replaced by something better".

Change was

initiated to obtain funding; actual needs of users or the reality of
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implementation of change were not considerations.

Since funding

agencies typically prescribed that funds were to be spent on
improvement, neither needs assessments nor evaluation work were
adequately provided for; hence, little documentation exists to verify
prior need, roles, or actual effects of the proposed improvements.
Whereas proposal conceptualization has been the keystone of
federal initiatives to instructional practice, little energy has been
expended by federal officials to obtain information either about the
process of proposal conceptualization or the relationship between what
was promised in proposals and what subsequently occurred within
educational practice (Wolf,

1982).

Since the process of effective

proposal conceptualization is not well understood, more information
pertaining to the process needs to be obtained and analyzed in order to
identify what does and does not work.

Once positive and negative

aspects of the process can be documented, steps can be taken that
utilize the former and eradicate the latter.

The problem, then, is how

to obtain data about the process of proposal conceptualization which can
be used to improve the process in particular and to improve planned
change initiatives in general.
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Purpose of the Study

Proposals submitted to various agencies that intended to improve
instructional practice in either elementary or secondary schools will be
analyzed for the following purposes:
1. To determine the extent to which program aspirations have been
operationalized within each proposal;
2. To determine the extent to which persons apt to be recipients of
the proposed work participated in conceptualizing what is to be
improved within each target instructional setting;
3. To judge the viability of program aspiration levels set forth
within each proposal.
Where data pertaining to outcomes of the proposal enterprise were
obtained,

those data were related to each of the above purposes.

Hypotheses to be Tested

1. That program aspirations as stated are

'fuzzy concepts

in at

least two out of three proposals analyzed.

2. That persons apt to be recipients of the proposed work either were
not involved or were marginally involved in conceptualizing what
is to be improved in at least two out of three of the proposals
analvzed.
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3. That unattainable program aspiration levels have been set forth in
at least two out of three proposal analyzed.

Where data pertaining to the outcomes of the enterprises were obtained,
one additional hypothesis was tested, namely: that the program
aspiration levels set forth were not realized in at least two out of
three proposals analyzed.

Terminology

The diffusion research tradition has received input from a
diversity of fields, each contributing its own jargon.

Most of these

areas have used various synonyms to communicate their particular
enterprise.

The result of this jargon has been confusion, not

communication.
new idea,

Basically the literature treats an innovation (be it a

practice, or product new to some one) in two distinct ways:

(1) strategies and tactics to spread the innovation, and (2)
consequences of the efforts to spread the innovation.

The terms

associated with the first category include; diffusion, dissemination,
communication, marketing and promotion.
includes; adoption,

implementation,

Whereas the second category

institutionalization, and

utilization.
For the purpose of this study communication is used as an
overarching term,

reflecting diffusion (spread) and utilization (effect)

since it describes most accurately what is happening (Uolf,
Emrick and Peterson in their recent document;

I

1980).

A Synthesis of
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Findings Across Five Recent Studies in Educational Dissemination and
Change,

provide an updated glossary.

The substance of this glossary

will define the major terms of this study (1978):
Adoption:

Informed and explicit action taken to undertake some

previously unused program or practice with an expressed intention
to continue such utilization.

Assimulation:

The third major stage in the change process, in

which the new practices,

behaviors, and knowledge are fully

internalized within the target unit.

Awareness:

Knowledge on the part of a potential user or target of

the existence of a program,

product, or practice; recognition of

the possibility and potential benefit of change.

Campaign:

A coordinated set of activities intended to accomplish a

specific objective (e.g., to publicize services, to build support
among teachers for a new program).

Capacity Building:

A strategy for promoting improvement-oriented

change that attempts to enhance the target systems'

internal

capabilities to detect and diagnose weakness or problem areas, to
identify potential potential solutions, and to select and implement
the most appropriate solutions; advocates of this approach ai gue
that it promotes development of a sustained internal mechanism for
self-renewal.
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Change Agent:

A critical stimulus for the planning and

implementation of improvement-oriented change; usually used to
describe a person who assumes a major role in change efforts, but
also used to refer to some other force for change (e.g., seed money
as a change agent).

Concurrence:

Agreement or support for a decision or action.

Critical Mass:

The minimum number of participants needed for an

effort to succeed.

Demonstration:

A display or representation of a product,

practice,

or project intended to highlight its key features or techniques and
to interest potential users.

Demonstration Site:

A location which potential users can visit to

see the knowledge (product,

practice or project) in operation and

talk with current users.

Developer:
practice,

The knowledge originator or inventor of a new project,
or project; a National Diffusion Network change agent

associated with an innovation validated by the Educational
Division’s Joint Dissemination Review Panel and funded to provide
materials,

demonstrations,

training, and other assistance to

personnel interested in the innovation.
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Diffusion:

The spread of new programs, practices, products, or

knowledge beyond the initial users, whether intended by the
originator or not.

Direct Intervention:

A strategy for dissemination/utilization of

innovations in which the information providers (individuals or
sponsoring agencies) interface directly with the target system,
using various tactics to bring about knowledge utilization.

Dissemination;

The spread or sharing of information, materials,

knowledge, or ideas possibly (but not necessarily) with the intent
of changing the behaviors of beliefs of recipients.

Occurs in four

stages (1) spread: one way casting out of knowledge in all its
forms;

(2) exchange: the two-way or multi-way flow of information

as to needs,

problems, and potential solutions; (3) choice: the

facilitation of rational considerations and selection of knowledge
that can be used for the improvement of education; (4)
implementation: the facilitation of adoption, installation and the
ongoing utilization of improvements.

Essential Features:

Those core or irreducible elements that are

both necessary and sufficient to a given program or innovation;
these elements set the innovation apart from others and must be
present in any valid utilization.
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Irn£act:

A consequence of the introduction of a new program or

practice into a existing set of conditions.

Implementation:

The second major stage in the change process,

in

which attempts are made to utilize new knowledge and to effect
actual change in behaviors and practices.

Incentive:

A positive stimulus for action; an indicator that a

particular course of action will result in some desired or valued
consequence.

Incorporation:

A formal codification or explicit policy statement

regarding an adopted program or practice such that the program or
practice becomes accepted operating procedure within the adopting
unit.

Initiation:

The first major step in the utilization process.

In

this stage the users become aware of some innovation and begin to
explore personal and systematic implications of its use, usually by
seeking additional information and/or preparing to undertake trial
implementation.

Innovation:

The process by which new knowledge,

and practices are developed; also a new program,
practice developed through such process.

products,

programs

product, or

(The innovation does not
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to be new, it only has to be perceived as new by the intended
users.)

Institutionalization:

Assignment of institutional status to a

program or practice (official endorsement); however, something that
is institutionalized retains a separate organizational identity.

Linker:

A person or agent whose job it is to connect disparate

individuals,

groups or institutions to information systems,

specialists and other resources.

Materials:

Brochures, manuals, workbooks, handbooks,

filmstrips,

video tapes, and other hard-copy or mediated presentations of
information.

Three different types are used in

dissemination/utilization efforts: descriptive, instructional and
support.

Mutual Adaptation:

A dynamic interplay between the provider, the

user, and knowledge or products which results in modification in
the products being provided to current and future users and in the
user systems that receive the products.

Networking:

A technique for affecting the flow of information and

degree of interaction among knowledge providers and users through
the establishing multiple linkage at system and individual levels.
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Outcome:

A measured consequence which is assumed to be the result

of some identified cause; outcomes are the physical evidence of
impacts.

Slack Resources:

Funds in excess of monies required to meet

standard operation expenses and current obligation that can be
applied to other purposes.

Can stimulate desired activities that

would not happen otherwise.

Strategy:

A collection of the organization,

priorities, and the

sequencing of tactics constituting a system for goal attainment.

Tactic:

An activity or procedure intended to accomplish an

objective.

Utilization:

The manifest implementation or use of practices,

procedures, or knowledge (as distinguished from knowledge awareness
or absorption).
(pp. 93-100)
Terms that are unique to the methodology of the study are defined
in Chapter III.

Limitations to the Study

The hypotheses being tested in this study do require that the
study be conducted in an ex post facto manner.

The procedures in this
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study use instruments that are primarily diagnostic, or formative
evaluation tools.

By definition, these instruments and tools are used

to identify existence of deficiencies inherent in an effort to improve
instructional practice.

The purpose of identifying these deficiencies

is to eradicate them, thus affect the outcomes.
The nature of an ex post facto study raises a variety of
questions related to the data obtained.

Campbell and Stanley (1963)

consider studies of this type a pre-experimental design, designated as a
static-group comparison.

That "...is a design where some group has

experienced X is compared with one which has not,
effect of X" (p.

182).

for establishing the

The major weakness of this design is primarily

the extent that the researcher can manipulate the X (i.e., intruded into
the normal course of events).

Other weaknesses include: matching on

background characteristics other than 0 (observation or measurement);
possible natural instances of X occurring;

the units under comparison

can differ not only to the presence and absence of X,

but in innumerable

other attributes; correlation does not imply causation.

These factors

just mentioned pertain to ex post facto studies, in general.
limitations to this study,

Specific

beyond the control of this researcher's are

the following:
(1) Generalizability of the data, or external validity.
which populations,

Exactly

particular setting or type of instructional

improvement the effect of treatment variables can be generalized to is
not answerable; particularly, according to
(1963),"...

Campbell and Stanley

in the case of (improvement of) teaching, in which

generalizations applied to settings of known character is the
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desideratum" (p.

175).

A further consideration, regarding this

limitation, is that effect is only interpretable when comparisons are
made between jointly contributing, matching variables for each
comparison.
(2)

Funding agencies, either private or public, and LEA’s who

willingly share documents might not be representative of LEA's as a
whole, even in a geographic area. Furthermore, it would not be
unreasonable to conclude that a funding agency or LEA would withhold
documents, or limit accessibility to projects that they considered
"sensitive" or could be judged as failures under rigorous examination.
(3) Data gathered determining the implications of the efforts,
may have inherent weakness.

Much of the data gathered is dependent on

various forms of record keeping.

It is possible dilution of essential

data would occur and not represent an accurate accounting of the
occurrences, or impact of individuals on a project.

Also, discussion of

the projects with participants would be influenced by maturation, bias
and ability to provide an accurate recollection.

The associated

research designs of the projects may have design limitations that
further limits the accuracy of data available for this study.
(4) Validity of sampling procedure utilized.
proposals generated each year is immense.

The number of

Documents available to this

researcher may not be from systematic archives.

Thus, even though a

representative sample was obtained from the archive, the population that
the sample was taken from may not be representative of the proposals
actually submitted to, or compiled by the agency.
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Significance of the Study

Perhaps one of the only constants in the universe is change.
the area of instruction there will always be improvements.

In

The past

twenty years have seen a multitude of improvements aimed at
instructional practice.

These attempts at improvement have been

introduced to various educational enterprises with questionable results.
Researchers seem to conclude that few significant differences occurred,
or that the improvements didn't often get beyond the awareness and pilot
study aspiration.

This study intends to glean from improvement

undertakings information crucial to the early stages of the change
process.

This study seeks data that do determine the realistic

aspirations of a future change enterprise. That information is most
crucial to the early stages of a change enterprise.

The knowledge of

realistic aspiration levels will do much to influence the evolution of a
change enterprise, and possibly effect its outcome.
The study is also significant in that it attempts to build on
recent research efforts, and their implications toward the introduction
of planned instructional improvement. This study builds on the
theoretical configuration of Wolf (1980) and associates: Fiorino,
Hutchinson, Welsh, Allan, Goodman, and Thayer (1973-1980) which
represent accumulated empirical research on diffusion and utilization
variables.

This study is also a field test of practical applications

derived from the theoretical configuration, the Wolf/Welsh linkage
Methodology (1980) and the Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization
Inventory (1981).
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Findings from this study will also be of particular significance
to the various funding agencies and local educational agencies that have
provided access to their past efforts to improve instructional practice.
The information gleaned from those efforts will provide guidance and
direction for future efforts, both in the proposal conceptualization
process and introduction of instructional improvements in the future.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

The review of the literature for this study is categorized into
three areas.
research;

(1) overview, status,

framework and theory of communication

(2) current directions of diffusion and utilization research;

and (3) specific research abstracted from the literature for its
relation to the purpose and procedures of this study.

Overview and Status of Communication Research

Havelock, in 1969, managed to organize a comprehensive document
pertaining to a sub-set of social change theory—knowledge
diffusion/utilization theory and practice.

This document, Planning for

Innovation through Dissemination and Utilization of Knowledge, according
to Wolf (1981),

provides "...the basis for understanding the processes

of innovation, dissemination, and knowledge utilization" (p. 3). The
Havelock effort analyzed approximately four thousand studies, and
concluded that the current status of dissemination and knowledge model
building is that a few scholars are trying to:
...integrate research, anecdote, case history, and
change theory on knowledge utilization... to build a
general theory to replace the fragments drawn from
sociology and psychology, (p. 3)
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Model Building

Havelock summarized knowledge diffusion/utilization model
building as well as the status of research inquiry in the area.

The

major conclusions from this massive review identify that the principal
models of diffusion and utilization fit into three perspectives:
(1) Research, Development and Diffusion;
(2) Social Interaction;
(3) Problem Solving models.
Havelock further combined the important features of these three
perspectives into what is termed a "Linkage Model".

This model is

suggested by Havelock as an efficient, rapid and effective way to
transfer information.

The term "model" is used quite loosely by

Havelock; as used, it pertains to "...a complete conceptual system
within which all the facts pertinent to Diffusion and Utilization can be
ordered" *(p. 40, Ch.

2).

These four models are described in detail in

the following paragraphs.

Research, Development and Diffusion Model
The Research,

Development and Diffusion perspective assumes a

user population that can be reached effectively and influenced by the
process of "dissemination",

provided dissemination is preceded by an

extensive and complex research and development process.
associated with this model include:

# Pages are numbered in this text by each chapter.

Key words
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"basic research", "applied research", "development", "production", and
packaging .

Despite some variation within this perspective there are

five essential features identified:
(1) rational sequence—from research to dissemination;
(2) planning

on a massive scale, coordinated and all activities

have a logical relationship;
(3) Division of labor—separation of roles and functions;
(4) Passive consumers—will accept innovation if delivered on the
right channel, and scientific evaluation will assure this
happening;
(5) high development costs—which pays off in terms of efficiency,
capacity and quality.
This research development and diffusion perspective has been used most
effectively in industry, defense and agriculture.

Educational advocates

of this model included Henry M. Brickell, Egon Guba, and David Clark.
It is further noted by Havelock that the model appeared to be the
rationale behind U.S. Office of Education policy planning for years.
The Research,

Development and Diffusion perspective does not

assume that all knowledge flows in a linear fashion,

but a constant

recycling process does occur between design, evaluation and re-design.
The major criticism levied toward the model relates it to an
over-rational, over idealized, research-only oriented perspective, that
is inadequately user oriented (pp. 4-7, Ch.

11).
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Social Interaction Model
The social interaction perspective has its roots in
anthropological studies.

Social interaction researchers assume the

existence of a diffusable innovation as a pre-condition for analysis of
the diffusion process.

The empirical research orientation of the social

interaction perspective identifies the innovation as a "stable element"
and it remains a constant throughout the process.

Social interaction

researchers have studied: the pattern of flow, effects of social
structure, social relationships, and social grouping on the fate of
innovations.

Six major points are identified with this research

tradition:
(1) Social relations network—A complex and intricate set of
human sub-structures and processes must be operative before diffusion
will succeed.

This is based upon the idea that individual human beings

are part of, and connected to a social network made up of other
individuals.
(2) User’s position in the network—The concept of "opinion
leadership" became formulated, where an initial acceptance by a small
minority of key influentials whose status as exemplars and norm setters
governed diffusion of an innovation to the entire social system.

The

social interaction researchers have identified a host of other positions
in the social system relative to the diffusion process: innovators,
laggards, early majority, and late majority.

These finding have

identified the significance of the user's position in the network for
predicting adoption behavior.
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(3) Informal personal contact—a corollary of opinion leadership
is the importance of face-to-face personal contacts.

An opinion leader

generally depends on word—of—mouth communication with innovators to
build their inventory of ideas and innovations.

These leaders further

depend on word-of-mouth to spread ideas.
(4) Individual group identity/group loyalty—The research of
Newcomb (1943) identified the significance of the psychological group as
distinct from the manifest group.

People thus adopt and maintain any

attitudes and behaviors perceived as normative for their psychological
reference group.
their "old ways".

This enables individuals within a group to persist in
Innovators were identified as likely to place

themselves in a wide variety of reference groups.

They are cosmopolite,

and can see personal relevance within ideas and values other perceive as
foreign.

A society which permits, or encourages cosmopolite behavior

will be quite innovative.
(5) Irrelevance of the size of an adopting unit—Studies related
to the size and diversity of adopter units (i.e., individual, school,
factory, state etc.) did not effect the pattern of flow of an innovation
within the social interaction model.

The impact of this finding

according to Havelock et al. is significant, since findings in one
setting can be applied to other setting irrespective of time,
circumstances, or unit size.

This particular finding formed the basis

for the configuration theory of Bhola (1965).
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(6) Stages of adoption for diffusion/utilization strategies—The
"AIETA" model identified phases of the adoption process.

Awareness,

interest, evaluation, trial, and adoption were stages identified by
social interaction researchers.

It was also indicated by this research

that there were various communication strategies that were more
effective at each stage.
The social interaction perspective was influenced greatly by
Newcomb and Lewin.
Katz,

Its advocates included: Ryan and Gross, Coleman,

Rogers, Carlson and Mort.
Weaknesses attributed to the social interaction model include:

failure to study processes related to invention, research and
development; the likelihood of transformation of innovations diffusing
through the system; sketchy understanding of psychological processes
inside the user/adopter; ignorance of research pertaining to psychology
of organizations; and lack of knowledge of message flow’ within
organizations (pp.

7-9, Ch.

11).

Problem Solver Model
The problem solving model rests on the major assumption that
knowledge utilization is part of a problem solving process. This process
begins with a need and ends with its satisfaction.

The problem solving

model is closely associated with the human relations tradition. It
represents a psychological and "user oriented" approach.

The problem

solving theorists stress five key points:
(1) The user’s world is the only sensible place to consider
utilization.

Without the consumer needs and circumstances as a prior
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consideration, innovation is meaningless.
(2) Diagnosis precedes solution identification, where symptomatic
needs are analyzed and interpreted.

The result is a problem statement

that accurately reflects the real problem and the real need underlying
the clients’ manifest symptoms.
(3) Outside helping role is non-directive.

What the client

system really needs is guidance and training to do their own problem
solving.

The outside change agent becomes a non-directive consultant,

advising more in the process than the content.
(4) Internal resource use.

The marshalling of internal forces

should at least be given equal priority with outside resources.
Essentially "home-grown" knowledge and "home-stored" is probably more
relevent and more suitable for the local problems than imported
knowledge.
(5) User initiated change is the strongest.
change has the firmest motivational basis.

Self initiated

A user must internalize the

innovation and certainly any innovation a user sees as their own—their
choice—their need and adapted to their situation, will command greater
energy and enthusiasm.
There are three main drawbacks to this model: (1) it places
excessive strain on the user and user capacity is often questioned;

(2)

the role of outside resources are minimized, thus inadequate
consideration of the scope, variety and potential of outside resources,
(3) it is not an effective model for mass diffusion and utilization,
because there is no clear strategy for using the problem solver model,
(pp.

11-15, Ch.

11)
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The three models detailed were quite useful for organizing the
contributions to knowledge diffusion and utilization research.

Havelock

conceived a fourth model which weighed strengths and limitations of the
Research, Development and Diffusion model, Social Interaction model, and
the Problem Solving model. He called the model a "linkage model".

The Linkage Model
The linkage model synthesized by Havelock starts with the focus
of the user as a problem solver.
depicted by these stages:
by user;

This internal problem solving cycle is

(1) felt need by user; (2) problem diagnosed

(3) search for information among the user’s own resource system

and then sending a problem message to external resource systems; (4)
retrievial of information (internal and external searches);
fabrication of a solution; and finally,
to the problem at hand.

(5)

(6) application of the solution

This model stresses that the user must be

meaningfully related to outside resources.

The relationship described

by Havelock is a reciprocal relationship initiated by the user during
the search phase of their problem solving cycle.

This interaction is

described within the model as the "problem message" sent to an external
resource.
Once the problem message is received by the outside resource
system, members of the outside resource system must recapitulate the
need of the user in their diagnostic stage.

The external resource

system members then begins a cycle of their own:

(1) they search among

their own internal resources or links to other resources for relevent
information;

(2) they retrieve information from internal and external
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searches;

(3) they fabricate a solution; (4) then they test solutions,

evaluate results, and then either revise by the same cycle or
disseminate a solution to the user system as a "solution message".

The

users then apply it to their own problem situation and provide Feedback
to the resource system on its effectiveness.

In this stage the user

evaluates the adequacy of the resource system which created a simulation
model based upon the users’ problem message in order to fabricate a
solution message.

Havelock describes this functional relationship as a

"chain of knowledge utilization" which then becomes a "macrosystem" of
knowledge linkage.

(pp.

15-19, Ch.

11)

The intense effort and analysis put forth by Havelock et al. also
uncovered seven major factors of importance that seemed to explain
diffusion/utilization phenomena.

The factors: linkages, structure,

openness, capacity, reward, proximity and synergy were related to four
process elements of diffusion/utilization phenomena: resource system,
user systems, message (innovation) and medium.

These seven factors

turned up consistently, regardless of the area or level of analysis.
Each of these factors are summarized:

1.

Linkage: The number, variety, and mutuality of Resource
System—User system contacts,
collaborative relationships.

degree of inter-relatedness,
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2. Structure: The degree of Systematic Organization and
Coordination:
a) of the resource system
b) of the user system
c) of the dissemination-utilization strategy
d) of the message (coherence)
3. Openness; The belief that change is desirable and possible.
Willingness and and readiness to accept outside help.
Willingness and readiness to listen to the needs of others
and to give help. Social climate favorable to change.
4. Capacity; The capability to retrieve and marshall diverse
resources.
wealth,

Highly correlated with this capacity factor are:

power, size, centrality, intelligence, education,

experience, cosmopoliteness, mobility and the number and
diversity of existing linkages.
5. Reward: The frequency,

immediacy, amount, mutuality of, planning

and structuring of positive reinforcements.
6. Proximity: Nearness in time,
similarity,
7.

place, and context.

Familiarity,

recency.

Synergy: The number,

variety,

frequency, and persistence of

forces that can be mobilized to produce a knowledge utilization
effort.
(p. 20, Ch.

11)
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Communication of Innovations

Rogers (1962) assimilated the existing information about what he
termed a sub-set of communications research, diffusion research.
synthesis first appeared as the Diffusion of Innovations.

That

The purpose

of the effort was to show that diffusion results have a great deal in
common, despite the innovation studied or the discipline involved.
the literature expanded,

As

far faster than he estimated, he revised this

earlier work; ideas presented were reorganized as a special type of
communication, communication dealing with the diffusion (spread) of new
ideas and practices (innovations).

The major concern of this second

work Communication of Innovations by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) was to
"...explore how social systems are changed through the diffusion of new
ideas" (p.

1).

The prime purpose of the Rogers and Shoemaker work was

to synthesize generalizations from the research on the diffusion of
innovations.

The generalizations developed were around the

relationships of two or more concepts.

The secondary purpose was to

prevent unnecessary duplication that occurs when the research is not
thoroughly analyzed and synthesized (p. 41).
Rogers and Shoemaker attempted to organize thousands of diffusion
studies drawn from eighteen different disciplines according to scores of
diffusion generalizations.

The studies were grouped to indicate numbers

which supported and which did not support each generalization.

Appendix

A of their book summarized the work.
One weakness in the methodology employed by Rogers and Shoemaker
related to the research compartmentalized, in that the qualit\

of
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research was not taken into account.

For example, if fifteen studies

supported a generalization and only one study indicated non-support, the
generalization would appear to be confirmed.

If the study that did not

support the generalization was an especially valid study, that factor
was not considered by Rogers and Shoemaker.
Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) identified the need to understand how
new ideas are spread from their originator (source) to their designated
utilizers (receivers), and the factors that affect the diffusion
(spread) and utilization (adoption).

Thus, Rogers and Shoemaker’s

central theme became ’’communication is essential for social change” (p.
6) and social change is the effect of communication.

Social,change is

defined in this context as an alteration in the structure and function
of a social system.

The process according to Rogers and Shoemaker

consists of three sequential steps:
1) Innovation—a process by which new ideas are created or
developed.
(2) Diffusion—a process where these new ideas are communicated to
members of a social system.
(3) Consequences—the changes that occur within a social system as
a result of either adaptation or rejection.
(p. 7)
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Sources and Units of Change

Rogers and Shoemaker believed that the most useful way of viewing
social change is to focus on the source of the change.
general categories:

They define two

(1) internal change and (2) external change.

Internal change is referred to as Immanent when with little or no
external influence members of a social system create and develop (i.e.,
invent) a new idea. The invention then spreads within their social
system.

External change is specifically referred to as Contact Change,

when a source external to the social system introduces a new idea.

This

type of change source is sub-divided intp two types depending upon the
nature of contact.

.

If the social system were exposed to an outside

source because of need, then the change is called Selective Contact
change.

When a planned change is caused by others (outsiders) who

intentionally seek to introduce new ideas in order to achieve goals they
have defined, then the change is defined as Directed Contact Change.
A second perspective toward the source of change is to look at
the nature of the unit that adopts of rejects the new idea.

The

microanalytic approach considers the individual as the unit of measure.
Changes at the individual level are traditionally referred to as
"adoption, diffusion, modernization, acculturation,
socialization".

learning or

The macroanalytic approach considers the entire socia'

system, and changes are termed " specialization, integration, oi
adaption" (pp.

10-11).

Change is closely interrelated at these two

levels; hence, changes at the individual level will influence the system
and changes at

the system level will influence the individuals.

Because
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of this Rogers and Shoemaker suggest that analysis of social change must
center on the communication process:
...all explanations of human behavior directly stem
from an examination of how individuals acquire and
modify ideas through communication with others.
The
learning process, the diffusion process, the change
process...basically involve the communication of new
ideas,
(p. 11)
Rogers and Shoemaker identify communication as the process by
which messages are transmitted from a source to a receiver.

Hence, they

evolve this model: S-M-C-R where (S) is the source, and sends a (M)
message, via certain channels (C) to the receiving individual (R).
Communication factors are vitally involved in many aspects of the
process of decision making of social change, (pp.

7-11)

Innovation is defined by Rogers and Shoemaker as:
...an idea, practice, or object perceived as new by an
individual...whether or not an idea is "objectively"
new...it is the perceived or subjective newness of the
idea for the individual that determines his reaction
to it..."new" in an innovative idea need not be simply
new knowledge.
An innovation might be known by an
individual for sometime, but he has not yet developed
a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward it, nor has
he adopted or rejected it..."newness"...may be
expressed in knowledge, in attitude, or regarding the
decision to use it. (p. 19)
Further,

innovation may have an idea component as well as a material

component.

Thus,

innovation with only an idea component are in reality

adopted as a symbolic decision.

These innovations become quite

difficult to analyze since they are difficult to physically observe.
Whereas, innovations that have an object component require an action
that is physically observable in their adoption.

For example, Rogers

and Shoemaker point out the communist ideology is difficult to be
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physically observed,

but the use of a drug is quite easily observed.

Rogers and Shoemaker caution that innovations like these two are not
equivalent units of analysis.

Characteristics of Innovations

Characteristics of innovations as perceived by the receiver
contributes to explanations regarding the rates of adoption.

Rogers and

Shoemaker identified five characteristics of innovations: relative
advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability.
The attributes of each of these characteristics of an innovation are:
(1) Relative advantage—the degree a particular innovation (idea
or object) is perceived by the reviewer as better than what it
supersedes.
by a crisis.

The relative advantage of an innovation can be emphasized
The relative advantage is an indicator of the reward or

punishment resulting from adoption of an innovation.

Thus, these

sub-dimensions are noted: economic profitability, cost (low investment),
risk involved, savings in time or effort, immediacy of reward.

It is

noted, where innovations have "preventive" components they are difficult
to adopt, simply because the relative advantage is difficult to
demonstrate since it occurs some later time in the future.

Often,

incentives are applied to innovations to increase the immediacy or
degree of relative advantage.

Essentially,

in these cases,

the

incentive encourages a small scale trial which could increase an
innovations relative advantage,

(pp.

138-145)

(2) Compatibility—the degree that a particular innovation (idea
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or object) is perceived by the receivers as consistent with their
existing values and beliefs,

past experiences, and current needs.

Compatibility insures less risk and greater security.

If the innovation

conflicts with a culturally learned value, its adoption will not occur
in most instances.

Further, the compatibility of an innovation with

preceding innovations can either speed up adoption or retard it.

Rogers

and Shoemaker stress: "one cannot deal with an innovation except on the
basis of the familiar and the old fashion" (p.

147).

It is suggested

since very compatible (congruent) innovations represent little change
they may pave the way for future, less congruent innovations.

Another

dimension of the compatibility factor is the degree to which it meets a
perceived need of the receivers.

It becomes a realistic suggestion for

innovators to determine needs of the receiver. To do this, an innovator
must have a good rapport with a potential receiver and empathize with
their needs.

In light of the compatibility dimension, it is suggested

by Rogers and Shoemaker that innovators need to create what they termed
"innovation packages" that include a variety of related and sequential
innovations that can enhance compatibility, thus, relative advantage.
There is a need to carefully examine complex innovations in an
evolutionary sequence, and then to determine the compatibility of their
sequential elements with the receivers,

(pp.

145-155)

(3) Complexity—refers to the degree to which an innovation is
perceived as either difficult to understand or use.

The complexity of

an innovation is related to the degree it needs to be learned from
others.

Does the innovation require personal detailed instructions or

can the inherent ability of individuals enable them to get the
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innovation to function without assistance, (pp.

154-155)

(4) Trialability—refers to the degree to which an innovation can
be experimented with on an individual basis.
term divisibility first,

Rogers (1962) used the

but because divisibility does not refer to the

notion that at least a psychological trial is involved by individuals,
the term was abandoned.

Thus, an innovation ought to be tried on an

installment plan whenever possible,

(p.

155)

(5) Observability—refers to the degree to which the results of
an innovation are visible to others.

This dimension is based upon

Ogburn’s (1922) cultural lag theory where Ogburn claimed material
innovations diffused more readily than non-material innovations.

The

observability from innovation to innovation is extremely important to
Rogers and Shoemaker.

The greater the observability of an innovation

the easier it is for a receiver (user) to determine its relative
advantage, compatibility, complexity, and determine if trialability is
possible for the receiver.

Further, the greater the observability the

easier it is for an innovator or linkage agent to lend assistance or
even to determine the needs of a receiver.
Rogers and Shoemaker indicated that the type of decision making
involved influenced adoption rates.
decisions:

They identified three types of

(1) authority decisions—where only a few individuals are

involved in the decision making process;

(2) optional innovation

decisions—an individual process which occurs more slowly, since the
individual makes decisions within the context of a prescribed process;
(3) collective decision making—a most complex process and the most Lime
consuming, since the majority of the social system is involved.

An
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assumption drawn by Rogers and Shoemaker is that to speed up the rate of
adoption one can alter the unit size for decision making to the fewest
individuals possible.

Other factors of importance delineated by Rogers

and Shoemaker that appeared to influence the rate of adoption were:

(1)

particular communication channels chosen and their integration; (2)
functions within the innovation-decision process of (a) knowledge (b)
persuasion and (c) decision,

(pp.

157-160)

Adopter Categories

Rogers and Shoemaker delineated a series of adopter categories
based upon their findings that individuals within a social system do not
adopt at the same time.

Individuals do adopt in a time ordered

sequence, and the individuals in a particular social system can be
grouped on the basis of innovativeness. By using psychological research
findings that indicated when individuals learn a new skill, knowledge,
or facts through the learning process, the relationship of learning by
individuals follows a normal curve when plotted over time. To further
substantiate this perspective Rogers and Shoemaker utilized a noted
diffusion effect that an increasing degree of influence occurred on
individuals in a social system.

Thus, the first adopter would discuss

the innovation to two others in a social system, who in turn would then
discuss the innovation with two others.

The resulting distribution

would follow a binomial expansion, and as indicated by Rogers and
Shoemaker,

binomial expansion follows a normal curve when plotted. On

the basis of a classification scheme conceived by Jahoda (1951),

Rogers
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and Shoemaker used the properties of a normal curve to delineate adopter
categories as a function of innovativeness as a continuous variable.
These adopter categories were delineated by Rogers and Shoemaker:
innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and finally,
laggards.

The attributes associated with these categories are:

(1) Innovators: are termed venturesome, eager to try ideas, and
because of this attribute, are often lead out of the local circle of
peers into what is termed cosmopolite relationships.
(2) Early Adopters: are what is considered a more integrated,
stable part of a social group. Members of this group tend to quickly
realize and adopt new ideas from interaction with the innovators.

Often

these people are also respected opinion leaders, who others look up to
as role models.

These persons are important in the early stages of a

change effort.
(3) Early Majority: these members are termed deliberate, they
interact freely with peers,

but leadership positions are generally not

held by these members of a social system.

Members of this group

deliberate a long time before adopting a new idea, these members seldom
lead.

Adoption occurs just before the average person adopts.
(A) Late Majority: these members are considered skeptics.

Adoption occurs just after the average person adopts,

possibly adoption

is economic necessity or an answer to social pressure.
(5) Laggards: are the last to adopt an innovation. They possess
no opinion leadership and their point of reference is the past.

It

seems as if when a laggard adopts an innovation it is already superseded
by a new idea.

(pp.

184-185)
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The reality of a particular social system actually following a normal
curve is unlikely; however, these ideal types of adopter categories were
useful for Rogers and Shoemaker to organize 3,000 studies pertaining to:
(1) socioeconomic status,

(2) personality variables, and (3)

communication behaviors.

This organization made possible the selection

of strategies or communication channels for reaching these adopter
types,

(pp.

176-191)

One generalization developed from looking at adopter categories
and the diffusion rate of innovation was the direct influence of opinion
leaders.

Rogers and Shoemaker defined an opinion leader as: "the degree

to which an individual is able to influence informally other
individuals' attitudes or overt behavior in a desired way with a
relative frequency" (p.

199).

Opinion leaders have the ability to

either impede or accelerate an innovation that is dependent on their
attitude toward the innovation.

The particular effectiveness of opinion

leaders seems related to what is termed homophily (similarity) between
pairs of individuals that interact.

Role of Change Agents

One additional area that Rogers and Shoemaker investigated that
has a bearing on elements of this study, was the role of a change agent,
a change agent is defined as:

"a professional who influences

innovation-decisions in a direction deemed desirable by a change agency"
(p.

227).

A seven role process was identified:
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(1) develops a need;
(2) establishes a change relationship;
(3) diagnoses the problem;
(4) creates intent to change in the client;
(5) translates intent into action
(6) stabilize change and prevents discontinuances;
(7) achieves terminal relationship
Successful change agent efforts were attributed to:
effort expended by the change agent;

(1) the extent of

(2) positive relation to the

clients needs (empathy); (3) homophily with the client; and finally,

(4)

the degree to which the change agent identifies and works with the
opinion leaders,

(pp. 233-247)

Havelock's summary Planning for Innovation through Dissemination
and Utilization of Knowledge (1969), along with Rogers and Shoemaker's
Communication of Innovation (1971), represented the status of knowledge
diffusion/utilization model building into the 1970's. Little has been
added to their base since then (Wolf,

1980; Thayer,

1981).
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Current Directions in Diffusion and Utilization Research

Wolf indicated that literature scans to date reveal hard work
aimed at building know-how about knowledge diffusion and utilization.
Persons involved in such inquiry have offered varied sets of variables
for contemplation as potential determinants of change; they suggest
varied ways in which identified variables follow a sequence leading to
change; they speculated upon varied ways in which interactions of
identified variables bring about change; and, they speculated upon ways
to proportionally weigh identified variables in relation to each
variables potential impact upon change (1982).

Variables

Identifying variables
Different individuals have offered sets of variables for a number
of reasons.

Typically,

these sets are used to plan

diffusion/utilization work, to predict diffusion/utilization outcomes,
and/or to diagnose problems within diffusion endeavors.

Three examples

are offered to clarify each application.
The Battele Memorial Institute (1973) identified twenty-one
factors which impacted upon the diffusion of ten outstanding scientific
innovations.

These factors were ranked in the order of their

significance, which was determined by measuring the frequency
occurrence of each factor during critical incidents in the diffusion of
the innovations.

The factors are:
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1.

Recognition of technical opportunity

2.

Recognition of the need

3.

Internal research and development management

4.

Management venture decision

5.

Availability of funding

6.

Technical entrepreneur

7.

In-house colleagues

8.

Prior demonstration of feasibility

9.

Patent/license considerations

10. Recognition of scientific opportunity
11. Technology confluence
12

Technology gatekeeper

13. Technology interest group
14. Competitive pressures
15. External direction to research and development
personnel
16. General economic factors
17. Health and environmental factors
18.

Serendipity

19. Formal market analysis
20.

Political factors

21. Social factors.
The officials of the Battelle institute believed these factors are of
probable importance to the direction and rate of the
diffusion/utilization planning process.
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Gerald Zaltman and several colleagues (1973) studied an array of
attributes that seemed relevant to describing, explaining, and
predicting responses to innovations.

These researchers identified

nineteen attributes:
1.

Cost—financial and social, initial and continuing

2.

Returns to investment—tangible and intangible

3.

Efficiency—overall timesaving and avoidance of bottle necks.

4.

Risk and uncertainty—on the part of early adopters, lessened
for later adopters

5.

Communicability—ease of dissemination and clarity of results

6.

Compatibility—consistency with "existing values, past
experiences, and needs of receivers."

7.

Complexity—of ideas and in actual implementation

8.

Scientific Status—reliability,

9.

Perceived Relative Advantage—its visibility and

validity,

generality, etc.

demonstrability
10.

Point of Origin-^-whether from within or from without the
organization

11. Terminality—point beyond which adoption becomes less
rewarding, useless, or even impossible
12.

Status Quo Ante—reversibility and divisibility

13. Commitment—prior attitudinal or behavior acceptance
14.

Interpersonal Relationships—impact on a disruptive
integrative continuum

15.

Publicness versus Privateness—availability to all members
of the social system
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16. Gatekeepers—number of approval channels
17. Susceptibility to Successive Modification—ability to refine,
or modify innovation
18. Gateway Capacity—opening of avenues to other innovations
19. Gateway Innovations—instrumental setting of stage for
large-scale innovations
These attributes are not listed in their order of importance as in the
Battelle example.

Rather, each attribute is apt to have a differential

effect within a given targeted setting.

These effects seem to be

related to unique aspects of the targeted setting and to different
stages in the diffusion utilization process.
Havelock and Lingwood (1973) offered a set of variables for
diagnosing communication problems which occur between senders and
receivers.
1.

Their set of variables form the acronym HELP SCORES:
Homophily—Similarity of characteristics of sender and
receiver

2.

Empathy--Understanding and feeling for the other’s
situation

3.

Linkage—Contact or relationship between persons or groups

4.

Proximity—Placement of persons or groups near each other

5.

Structuring—Evidence of planning, ordering, systematic
arrangement

6.

Capacity—Sign of affluence, talent, experience, wisdom etc

7.

Openness—Sign of willingness to listen, receive, and give

8.

Reward—Provision of financial support, security, and esteem
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9.

Energy

Investment of time and effort,

persistence,

aggressiveness
10. Synergy—Comming together of forces, orchestration,
synchronization, etc.
Since each factor can be scaled and then rated, Havelock and Lingwood
have been able to use the HELP SCORES to identify problem aspects of
diffusion/utilization work.
Other sets of variables, which are potential determinants of
diffusion/utilization outcomes, are easily uncovered in the literature
to illustrate each of the above-mentioned points.

For instance, Howard

Davis (1971) offers A VICTORY, an acronym that encompasses eight factors
of importance to the diffusion and utilization of new knowledge.

And,

Edward Glaser (1973) conceived CORRECT, an acronym that highlights seven
characteristics of new knowledge which, seemed to be related to
diffusion/utilization outcomes.
The most promising aspect of these sets is their similarity.

The

five sets of variables mentioned were conceived independently within
diverse academic disciplines; all share common variables and common
concerns (Wolf,

1982).

Sequencing Variables
The North Central Rural Sociology Subcommittee for the Study of
Diffusion of Farm Practices postulated a five-stage "adoption process"
model to account for the process of diffusion Utilization that occurs
over time.

Their model, offered in 1955, attempted to standardize the

so-called adoption process.
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The five stages of their model are:
Awareness
Interest
Evaluation
Trial
Adoption
No model has received more attention in the literature, which is a
tribute to the committee's industry.
There have been numerous attempts since 1955, to refine the
adoption process model to make it more functional.

Many of these

subsequent efforts attempted to relate research being done on relevent
variables to stages in the adoption process.

Everett Rogers (1971)

described such a four stage "innovation-decision process".

Rogers and

Shoemaker recognized these stages:
Knowledge
Persuasion
Decision
Confirmation
Their model was designed to overcome criticism of the 1955 adoption
process and also to reflect relevant research on the process.
A somewhat different tact was pursued by Havelock (1969) and
others.

Havelock, to illustrate this alternative, believed the process

involved the interaction between a user and a resource.
six stage formula for analytical purposes.

He set forth a
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Havelock formula involved:
says what to whom by what channel to what effect for what
purpose?
Relevant research is easily related to each of the six stages.
Paul Berman and other researchers (1975) affiliated with the Rand
Corporation suggested three stages in the diffusion/utilization process:
Initiation
Implementation
Incorporation
Their conclusion was derived from a study of federal programs supporting
educational change.
The trend toward relating research pertaining to salient
variables to the process of diffusion/utilization enterprising gives
order to what is known about the variables.

If subsequent research

reveals systematic pattern of adoption do exist, the relevation will
culminate what the North Central Rural Sociology Sub-committee started
in 1955.

Variable Interaction and Variable Weighting
Not much is known about these matters yet,
systematic study.

because both thwart

Personal variables, organizational variables, and

communication variables need to be addressed within specific contexts in
order to ascertain interaction effects.

Then, interaction effects

across contexts need to be addressed in order to prioritize the
variables.

No one has studied both variable interaction and variable

weighting systematically to date (Wolf,

1981).
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Harbans S. Bhola (1965) set forth a configurational theory of
innovation diffusion to address variable interaction.

Bhola has

continued to refine the theory over the years, and offered a
comprehensive publication which summarized progress being made (1977).
Bhola believed optimum diffusion to be a function of four variables
(configurations, linkages, environments, and resources) which could be
expressed as:
D(opt.)= f (C, L, E, R)
Bhola believed the four variables configurations, linkages, environments
and resources must be synergistically optimized to increase the
possibility of a change event occurring.

Other researchers such as

David Clark and Egon Guba have studied the problem of variable
interaction.

However,

both Bhola’s and Clark and Guba's configuration

perspectives have provided much discussion but little field application
(Wolf,

1981).

Recent Research Findings
The Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
National Institute of Education, and various students and practitioners
of educational dissemination have spearheaded an effort to define areas
of agreement and disagreement within the research, development and
practice communities.

Central to this effort is identifying factors of

importance to the process of educational improvement.

Piele's review of

the literature on linking functions and linking training has focused the
initial directions of the above organizations.

Piele (1975) highlighted

a number of problems in the available literature.

These include:
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(a) linking tends to be equated with change and with adoption
of innovations rather than with support to program
achievement;
(b) the important system variables which influence change and
improvement are not seen as related to the functions of the
linkage agent;
(c) role of the school administrator is often ignored;
(d) the function of information provision, technical information
provision, and helping the school system build its capacity
to assess and improve education is usually seen as external,
separate and un-integrated with no attention paid to their
interrelationships with school district resource persons;
(e) there is little research on the functions of linking agents.

The major implications of Piele's review, according to Ward (1978) were
that attention to:

(1) role of the school administrator; (2) viewing the

school as an organization; and (3) role of the linking agent; were
important to understand the process of educational improvement.
Emrick and Peterson (1978) extended the effort put forth by Piele
by reviewing and integrating large scale investigations of educational
change.

It was their purpose to derive a set of conclusions regarding

the current state—of—knowledge and understanding of this phenomenon.
They concentrated on "...conditions and transactions which increased the
likelihood of improvement oriented change..."(p. 3).

Since Emrick and

Peterson (1978) worked with a diversity of large studies and focused
upon the processes of the efforts, their finding "...that large-scale
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directed change is a reasonable and attainable goal” (p. 89) is
significant.

Specifically, they offered five generalizations:

1. utilization must be approached as a process, not an event;
2. some form of in—person intervention is of major importance in
initiating and guiding utilization processes;
3. continuity of participation by utilizing staff throughout the
utilization process is essential;
4. administrators occupy a crucial role in establishing change
orientation;
5. materials at a ”how to" level appear necessary,

particularly

for utilizations of organizational and instructional changes.

Specific research findings related to the study methodology

This study is rooted in research drawn from three areas:

(1)

research on the role of the administrator to the educational change
process;

(2) research on relation of "needs assessments" and "program

statements" to outcomes;

(3) research on current efforts in linkage

methodology and feasibility assessments of a change enterprise.

The Role of the Administrator
A re-occurring theme within the research on educational change
has been the role administration plays.

The result of the failure of

administrators to initiate change was indicated by the research of Ka.z
and Kahn (1966) and Harris and Bessent (1969) as to what they term
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organizational drift

as the dominant theme of the change process.

Havelock (1971) indicated that the administration of an organization has
the responsibility to maintain an organization as well as change it,
thus enabling it to perform better.
Goodlad (1975) expanded what Havelock indicated in a more
practical, and realistic sense:
...despite beliefs that reconstruction should be
effected by those who work and live in them each day,
they will probably not initiate or
sustain...productive tension between inner-directed
and outer-directed forces that must be directed and
maintained, (p. 2)
Clearly, as indicated by both Havelock and Goodlad, the role responsible
for change is the administrator, and their administrative leadership and
support is crucial to the change environment; but, Goodlad further
specifies that "initiation and the process of sustaining change will be
dependent on a productive tension of inside and outside forces upon the
organization" (p.

20) a tension that is mediated by the school

administrator.
Holman further delineates that the administrator(s) role must:
"...conceptualize the system...focus on needed change...(and) mediate
inside and outside demands" (p.

24).

The administrator thus becomes a

"gate keeper" for both inside and outside demands to change.

Foshay

(1975) articulates the most important concern over this "gate keeper"
role:
...first, innovation or change not comprehensive to
the leadership...wil1 be trivialized or aborted... the
quality of instruction cannot rise above the level of
the administrators mind. (pp. 7-8)
Administrators in their "gate keeper" role do govern the influx of Rrr s
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and are often responsible for generating proposals with the specifics
and capacity that a funding agency would use to determine if a LEA is to
be funded, and to what level.

Harris and Bessent (1969) expand the

importance of the administrators role beyond that of being the impetus
for change, and

a "gate keeper".

They indicate that the internal

climate of self improvement is not really set unless the status leader
(administrators) does enter into the process of change as a participant,
not just as an observer.

They stressed the importance of adequate needs

assessment and the value of establishing what the change is to
accomplish, as integral components of the change process. They indicated
that little attention is paid to the desired outcomes of most programs;
hence, means are confused with ends.

The analysis of outcomes of an

enterprise where means have been confused with outcomes becomes most
difficult.

Operationalizing Program Aspirations
Hutchinson and Benedict (1970) stressed the importance of
operationalizing the goals and intentions of any enterprise.

The

existence of intentions or goals that are what they term "fuzzy
concepts" (i.e., vague, not broken down into observable parts) does not
permit evaluation or focusing of an enterprise.

A process developed by

these researchers, as part of an evaluation methodology, makes possible
the breakdown of any purpose or intention into directly observable
components.
Morris and Fitz-Gibbon (1978) document the importance of
developing a "needs assessment" and what they term a "program statement"
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as part of an evaluation model developed by the Center for the Study of
Evaluation (CSE), University of California at Los Angeles.

The CSE

evaluation model describes a "needs assessment" as an uncovering or
delineation that determines the need for a program or proposed change,
and a "program statement" as a working consensus of program planner(s)
and client(s) describing in written terms what the program or change is
about.

The program statement consists of goals, objectives, activities,

and a rationale which describes the relationship between objectives and
activities.

The program statement developed becomes a process model

that describes: why a program exists, and why implemented materials,
activities and administrative arrangements are expected to produce the
desired outcomes.

The results of the experiences of Morris and

Fitz-Gibbon where program statements were utilized indicate:
...it's useful because it demands careful
thought...about what they intend the program to look
like and do.
This thinking alone can lead to program
improvement.
Most successful programs are built on a
structured plan... clearly thought out...describes as
precisely as possible the programs activities,
materials, and administrative arrangement, (p. 28)
Program success was encouraged since:
program is headed;

(1) everyone knows where the

(2) critical characteristics are identified,

variation is easy to identify and assess.

(3)

A clear understanding of

what an instructional improvement purports is an important factor in
determining the success of implementation of that improvement.

The

researchers at CSE do indicate that the process of needs assessments and
program statement development must occur early on in the process of
implementation to be most effective.
Morris et al.,

(1978) declare that the major limitation to
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development of program statements is:
skills

(p.

28).

"success depends on interpersonal

Their conclusion is based upon disagreements during

the process, and problems associated with eliciting the perceptions of
the client in any reliable way.

The impact of that limitation has often

resulted in the adoption of what may be termed "canned programs" which
have "official objectives".

But, as Morris et al., have documented:

...canned programs, or sets of published materials,
are another source of official objectives...while
adoption of a particular program may reflect the
philosophy shared between program staff and the
developer of the materials, it is possible that the
staff...consciously or unconsciously possesses a
different set of goals and will only use certain
components of purchased materials, (p. 29)
That does offer an explanation as to why various funding agencies and
school systems did identify with certain National Science Foundation
programs and purported to use them, when in reality they only used
certain activities,

usually out of context.

The result certainly would

diminish the impacts of the programs that were utilized.

The efforts

described underscore the importance of clarifying what proposed programs
are to achieve and the involvement of the recipients in conceptualizing
what is to be improved.

Linkage Methodology and Feasibility Assessments
The research efforts of Wolf (1980) from 1973 to the present have
conceptualized a theoretical diffusion/utilization

configuration

represent the accumulating empirical research on the topic.
configuration:
...takes into account variables and processes of
importance to knowledge/diffusion utilization.
The

Wolf ^

to
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variables amount to important ingredients needed to
successfully expedite diffusion/utilization tasks.
The processes amount to directions for combining the
ingredients and doing something with them over
time...the configuration consists of four classes of
variables (conditions for change, characteristics of
the innovator, characteristics of the innovation, and
characteristics of the target audience) and one class
of processes (systems of linkage), (pp. 15-16)
The development and critical review process conducted by Wolf and his
associates ( Fiorino, Hutchinson, Welsh, Allan, Goodman and Thayer
(1973-1981) during the development of this configuration) made clear:
"...(a) specific variables and processes to be addressed; (b) a modus
operandi, called metamethodology,

for addressing the variables and

processes; and (c) how to apply the outcomes of the enterprise" (p.

16).

This configuration "...establishes a frame of reference for disciplined
inquiry" (p.

24).

Hutchinson developed the "metamethodology" for creating the
specific methodologies referred to in the above quotation.

Hutchinson

(1978) defines the word "methodology" from the more general term
"method" as:
...a systematical, operational, standard set of rules
to accomplish an operationally defined purpose
(Hutchinson 1972).
The word "method" is defined as a
general set of guidelines for the accomplishment of a
task. (p. 1)
The term "metamethodology" is a technology for constructing
methodologies and has the purpose:
...to build a methodology for any definable purpose.
Metamethodology is composed of a systematic,
operational, standard set of rules and procedures.
These rules and procedures are organized into a
smaller number of major processes, (p. 5)
The methodologies involve in the development of Wolf's configuration
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were based upon the work of Hutchinson from the years between 1970-1978.
The framework of the methodologies developed by Hutchinson are the base
of the current research directions of Wolf.
The recent efforts by Wolf (1980) have been to produce practical
applications,

based upon the theoretical configuration,

assume the responsibility for

linking the world of knowledge production

and needs of knowledge users" (p.
instruments;

for persons that

16).

This effort has produced two

(1) Wolf/Welsh Linkage Methodology (1980), and (2) Wolf

Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory (1981).

The Wolf/Welsh

Linkage Methodology (WWLM) is a "blue print" that identifies salient
classes of variables and processes that are important to the process of
knowledge diffusion/utilization.

The WWLM converts the original

theoretical configuration into nine action steps.

Wolf (1980) notes:

"persons who rely on the methodology aren't apt to lose sight of their
aspiration or make foolish decisions" (p. 24).

The WKD/UI makes

possible an analysis of the level of aspiration and receptivity
change that is achievable by a client system.
score related to four levels of aspiration:
and reaction;

WKD/UI yields a numerical

(1) awareness;

(3) pilot testing; (4) adoption or adaption.

numerical score is formulated upon:

to

(2) analysis
This

(1) conditions for change within the

target audience; (2) characteristics and commitments of person(s)
responsible for the change;

(3) characteristics of the innovation;

(4)

characteristics of the environment for change; and (5) characteristics
of the selected communication strategies and tactics.

The use of these

instruments does provide a practical reference frame for assessing the
feasibility of the change enterprise,

for reviewing actions of the
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linkage agent, and for replicating their modus operandi—a step toward
disciplined inquiry.

The instruments developed by Wolf and associates

are a key referent for the specific procedures and data gathering
methodology of this study.

Theoretical foundations of WKD/UI and WWLM

The conceptual framework Wolf first set forth (1974) is based
upon four classes of variables and one class of processes.
of variables are:

The classes

(1) conditions for change within the target audience;

(2) characteristics and commitments of person(s) responsible for the
change;

(3) characteristics of the innovation;

(4) characteristics of

the environment for change; and the class of processes refers to
characteristics of the linkage diffusion strategy.

Wolf's framework

provided the frame of reference of two linkage tools for use in various
educational enterprises.

These tools: Wolf/Welsh Linkage Methodology

and the Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory are practical
tools for linkage agents to link knowledge producers with knowledge
users.

Since the majority of the research that underlies the framework

was derived from disciplines other than education, the generalizabilit\
of research from those other disciplines to education was questioned
(Thayer,

1981).

Thayer (1981) indicated that educators and researchers needed to
consider answers to these questions before generalizing research from
other disciples to education:
(1)

Are there linkage generalizations,

based upon
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research completed in disciplines other than
education, which can be legitimately utilized within
varied educational contexts?
(2)
Are there linkage generalizations, based upon
research completed in disciplines other than
education, which should not be utilized within a
varied educational contexts?
(3)
Are there linkage generalizations, based upon
research completed in disciplines other than
education, which should be - but are not being
utilized within varied educational contexts? (p. 228)
Thayer (1981) completed a systematic analysis of educational research
related to the twenty-six generalizations that form the basis of the
Wolf configuration.

The research effort determined similarities and

differences reported across disciplines and compared these to what
researchers reported about these same generalizations within the
discipline of education.
The methodology employed by Thayer utilized a two step procedure:
(1)

determining the quantity of diffusion/utilization research that

pertained to the twenty-six generalizations in educational contexts; and
(2) using a procedure called vote taking to accumulate information from
the studies.

Studies that supported, that did not support, or that did

not offer definitive information pertaining to the twenty-six
generalizations were identified.

The vote taking procedure offered an

indication of the direction of research outcomes related to each
generalization.

Another important dimension utilized in this procedure

was determining if the research was empirical or non-empirical in
nature.

Thus,

not only quantity was a consideration but also the

quality of the research available in educational contexts.
The completed findings as reported by Wolf and Thayer (1931)
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suggest a

yes

response to two of the three questions posed by Thayer.

Thayer s (1981) remaining question was not answerable since the
available data was insufficent to address the question.

The educational

studies analyzed supported twenty-three out of the twenty-six
generalizations.

The range of support for each generalization was from

60%-100% and question 1 was affirmed.

The education studies analyzed

did not support one generalization, weakly supported another and were
inconclusive on another, thus question 2 put forth by Thayer (1981) was
also affirmed.

The results of Thayer’s study indicate that the

Wolf/Welsh Linkage Methodology can be legitimately utilized within
educational contexts.

Since the Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization

Inventory was also based upon the same generalizations its usage would
appear to be supported by the evidence.
Despite the overwhelming pattern of strong support for the
generalizations that underlie the Wolf configuration we are cautioned
about that evidence.

Wolf and Thayer (1981) conclude:

Whereas the quantity of studies completed within the
discipline of education was encouraging, the quality
of many of the studies was clearly disconcerting.
Most of the educational studies analyzed were
theoretical in nature, contentious and anecdotal in
nature, or non-empirical case study accounts.
Only a
small portion of all the studies used (available) met
minimal conditions of disciplined inquiry, (p. 32)
Similar evidence has been provided by others (Giaqu^nta,
Piele,

1975; Butler and Paisley,

associates,

1975;

1978; Hood & Cates,

19-o,

19 3; Berman &

1978) suggesting that educational

diffusion/utilization research outcomes lack quality control and are not
very well focused to impact on educational matters in the immediate
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future.

Wolf and Thayer (1981) note that it is not unreasonable to

believe patterns believed true across a variety of disciplines may also
prove true in educational contexts in time.

Summary

The researcher has attempted to analyze the literature to provide
an overview of the status, framework, theory and directions of
communication research. The researcher has carefully outlined for the
reader the development of knowledge diffusion/utilization model
building, and factors important for the communication of innovations.
The theoretical foundation outlined by the researcher reviews the
directions of knowledge diffusion/utilization research to date.

The

initial focus of knowledge diffusion/utilization research was upon
variables that influenced the diffusion and utilization of innovations.
Researchers identified variables, sequenced variables and investigated
the interactions and weighting of those variables.

That research has

expanded considerably and is now focused upon linkage functions, linkage
training,

linkage methodology, and the conditions and transactions that

increase the likelihood of change.

This study is an outgrowth of a

research tradition in linkage methodology and relates this research to
the earliest stages of the knowledge/diffusion process: that of proposal
conceptualization and feasibility assessment.
research related to linkage methodology,

The study is rooted in

feasibility assessments, role

of administrators and the users of instructional improvements.

The

research cited provided the theoretical base for the researcher s

instrument.

This instrument was designed for the systematic Ex Post

Facto analysis of proposals that intended to improve instructional
practice.

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

Introduction

Central to the purpose and hypotheses of this study are the
existence and availability of proposals of projects that intended to
improve instructional practice during the past ten years.

Agencies apt

to maintain archives of such proposals were identified and contacted.
These agencies were solicited to ascertain the availability of proposals
that intended to improve instructional practice in either a private or
public school setting.

A variety of agency officials

indicated sought

after proposals were available; hence, study plans were conceived.
Chapter III spells out these plans.

Chapter III consists of seven

sub-topics:
1. Parallel Research Modus Operandi
2. Proposal selection criteria
3. Instrumentation
4. Data Acquisition and organization
5. Operational definitions
6. Time schedule
These sub-topics spell out the scope and sequence of the study
enterprise.
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Parallel Research Modus Operandi

A computerized literature search was conducted through the
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) to determine the
existence of any similar studies involving proposal conceptualization,
or other descriptors central to this study.

The following steps were

carried out:
(1)
innovation,

Studies related to educational change, instructional change,
instructional improvement, pilot projects, needs assessment,

educational planning were indexed.

The studies comprising this category

of descriptors totaled 26,042 and of those studies identified 14,327
were major topics.
(2)

Studies related to the descriptor,

proposal writing, totaled

92, and when this group was intersected with (1) the number of studies
was narrowed to the possibility of two studies.

Examination of the

abstracts of these studies indicated they were not of importance to the
methodology of this study.
(3)
development,
validation,

Studies related to program descriptions,
program implementation,
program improvement,

program

program effectiveness,

program

program proposals, when indexed totaled

43,432 in number. Of those studies indexed 21,212 were major topics. The
intersection of this group of studies and the studies under the
descriptors of (1) narrowed the possibilities to 1,029 related studies.
(4)

The descriptor,

formative evaluation, identified 1,256

studies and by intersecting those studies with the studies in group (1)
and (3) the computer narrowed possibilities to 22 related studies.
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Analysis of the abstracts by the researcher further delineated the
studies to six studies of related interest to topics in the study.
(6)

The descriptor,

proposal, with the descriptor,

conceptualization, was used to index studies using that combination for
either its title or abstract.

Apparently, no studies are listed within

the ERIC files described as relating to proposal conceptualization, as
of October 1982.
(7)

The descriptor,

program validation, identified another 221

studies, and when intersected with the descriptors indicated by category
(1), yielded 10 studies; however, the abstracts indicated no
relationship to the methodology employed in this study.
(8)

The descriptor, input-output analysis, resulted in the

identification of 329 studies.

The intersection of this descriptor with

both categories (1) and (2) further identified two studies.

Examination

of these abstracts indicated no relationship to the methodology of this
study.
(9)

Finally,

the descriptors, educational change, and,

instructional innovation, were used, and did index 11,892 additional
studies.

When this group was intersected with category (8),

input-output analysis, the search yielded 15 related studies.

However,

the abstracts only suggested areas of interest, and were not related to
the methodology.
In summary,

this search of the ERIC network did not index studies

that were related specifically to the methodology used in this study.
The search did indicate a wealth of information related to the topic of
improvement and education.

Unfortunately, these studies were not

.
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related to the specific relationship between: what was proposed to
improve instructional practice to what occurred eventually; proposal
conceptualization; or matrix analysis of proposals related to
instructional practice.

Proposal Selection Criteria

Public and private funding agencies which had in the past ten
years put out RFP's (requests for proposals) were initially surveyed.
These agencies were solicited for access to proposals received and still
maintained in their archives.

Prospects in these agencies were

contacted by mail (Appendix A) and acquainted with the study purpose.
There were a total of fourteen officials contacted in eleven different
agencies.

Each letter was followed up by personal contact to answer

questions or provide additional information. In some cases, agency
officials were contacted initially by phone to determine the existence
of proposals, and to ascertain interest to participate in this study.
Two considerations were paramount in the proposal acquisition
process:

first, to access proposals in a generalized way; and second, to

selectively categorize the proposals accessed as to their eventual worth
to the study.

In the first, more generalized way, any proposals of

projects were sought that were proposed within the past ten years, that
intended to improve instructional practice, and that had the primary
purpose of installation.

Second, once acquired, the reviewer would

further delineate the proposals by using five additional criteria, that
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is, the proposal: (a) had some outside evaluation component,(b) had more
than one person involved in the installation process,

(c) has one or

more persons that participated in the project available for discussion,
(d) developed documents and records,

(e) documents from inception to

implementation were available.

Proposals Acquired for the Study

The researcher gained access to approximately three hundred
proposals that intended to improve instructional practice.

These

proposals were accessed from nine contacts in seven different agencies
located in Massachusetts.

The contacts solicted represented: three

offices within the Massachusetts Department of Education, departments
from two Massachusetts State Colleges, one department from the
University of Massachusetts, departments from two private colleges, and
a private non-profit educational agency.
The researcher utilized a representative sample (fifteen
proposals) drawn from a group of fifty proposals to field test the
instrument developed for this study.

These proposals, sampled and

analyzed for the purpose of the field test, were not included in the
study.

This decision was made since extensive re-reading, review and

discussion occurred during the development of the researcher's
instrument.

The inclusion of these proposal would have created problems

because of excessive familiarity gained about the specific proposals and
the group sampled from, as compared to a proposal read and analyzed as
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specified by the instrument.
The forty-six proposals utilized for the study were a
representative sample drawn from approximately two hundred and fifty
proposals.

Where possible the sample was drawn randomly.

The actual

breakdown is as follows: representative and random - sixty-five percent;
representative,

agency selected but chosen randomly by the researcher -

twenty percent; representative, contact selected but chosen randomly by
the researcher - fifteen percent.

In brief, the proposals represent:

funded (sixty-one percent) and non-funded (thirty-nine percent) efforts;
the development of (forty-six percent) or implementation (fifty-four
percent) of

instructional improvements; efforts at the elementary

(fifty-six percent) and secondary or above (forty-four percent) levels .
The Massachusetts communities that submitted the reviewed proposals,
improvement area, and the funding agency solicted is presented for the
reader in Table 1.

The specific descriptors and categorical variables

of these proposals are described in Chapter IV of the study (pp. 98 107).

TABLE 1
COMMUNITIES PROPOSALS ORIGINATED

COMMUNITY

Tewksbury
Mattapoisett
Lancaster
Framingham
Falmouth
Attleboro
Walpole
Shrewsbury
North Andover
Haverhill
Blackstone
Georgetown
Harwich
Abbington
Warren
Worcester
New Braintree
Oxford
Worcester
Andover area
Holden
Holliston
Medfield
Natick
Ludlow
Clinton
Cambridge
Gloucester

CATEGORY

Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Elem. Science
Maladapted
Racist/Sexism
Arts
Env.Ed. P.E.
Environment
Consortium
Gifted
Foreign lang.
Gifted
Counseling
Pre-school
Middle School
Urban P.Adven
Outdoor Couns

FUNDING SOURCE

*NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
NSF AGENT
*STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE

continued

FUNDED

yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes

TABLE 1 continued

COMMUNITY
Regional
Regional
Paxton
Regional
Bridgewater Area
Fitchburg Area
Fitchburg Area
Regional
Worcester
Auburn
Cambridge
Framingham
Natick
Grafton
Oxford
Barre
Uxbridge
Worcester

CATEGORY

FUNDING SOURCE

Dev.Reasoning
Elem.Science
Elem.Science
Elem.Sci/Math
Elem.Science
Concept Mast.
Water Quality
Imp.Sci.Teaching
Outdoor Ed.
Ecology Curr.
Envir.Ed.
Career
Career
Career
Computer Bus
Career
Career
Career

FUNDED

NSF
*DEF.DEPT
NSF
NSF
NSF
NSF
NSF
NSF
STATE
STATE
*US0E
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE

*NSF - National Science Foundation
*NSF AGENT - NSF funded project to a college or univers
to assist LEA's implement science programs
STATE - Massachusetts Department of Education
Title IV - IVc, Occ.Ed.
DEF.DEPT. - Department of Defense
USOE - United States Office of Education

yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
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Instrumentation

Orientation
An instrument (Appendix B) was designed and field tested by the
researcher in cooperation with a psychometric expert.

The purpose of

the instrument was to systematically analyze proposals that intended to
improve instructional practice.

Data were sought from selected

proposals to shed light on the process of proposal conceptualization in
general, and, to determine the degree to which these proposals:
operationalized their program aspirations; could achieve their
aspiration level; and finally,

determine the extent to which persons apt

to be recipients participated in the process.

The instrument consists

of six distinct parts:

Part I. Background Variables and Descriptors
This part details thirty-two items termed background variables
and descriptors.
nominal.

The data gathered in this section are entirely

Numbers are assigned to various descriptors for the purposes
i

of identification and to determine frequencies obtained from the
proposals examined.

Part II. Proposal Diffusion/Utilization variables and Descriptors
This part identifies eighteen items termed proposal
diffusion/utilization variables and descriptors.
this section are entirely nominal.

The data gathered in

Numbers are assigned to the various

descriptors for the purposes of identification and to determine the

frequencies obtained from the proposals examined.

Part III. Program Aspiration.
This part consists of forty items, each related to the program
aspiration.

Each item can receive a maximum score of four points;

hence, each proposal can have a score from 0—160.

The cumulative score

is used to determine the degree to which a proposal operationalized its
program aspiration.

Part IV. User Participation
This part consists of nineteen items related to user
participation.

Up to four points can be obtained for each item; hence,

the range of scores for each proposal is from 0-76.

The cumulative

score is used to determine the degree to which proposals indicated that
recipients of the improvement participated in the proposal
conceptualization process.

Part V.

Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory
This part utilizes the Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization

Inventory items.

This instrument designed by Wolf (1982) determines the

viability of aspirations set forth by a particular change enterprise.
The inventory consists of five separate parts, each of which includes
four items rated by the reviewer.

Up to four points can be earned on

each item; hence, the proposals can receive a cumulative score from
0-80, and the mean of a score determined by the Wolf Inventory (1982) is
related to four levels of aspiration of the change enterprise.

This
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part consists of twenty-one items from the Wolf instrument and three
additional items to referent the WKD/UI score.

PART VI. Improvement Description/Outcomes
This part consists of six items related to outcomes of the change
enterprise.

It consists of a summary and description of the proposed

improvement to instructional practice.

It also describes outcomes of

the proposal where that information was available.

Outcomes of the

proposals were matched to each level of aspiration as defined by the
study.

Scoring Methodology

Archival documents obtained by the reviewer were first ordered
sequentially in ascending order as a first step.

Only documents

pertaining to the proposed instructional improvement were read prior to
scoring.

Documents pertaining to outcomes, or reviewer remarks about

the proposal were ignored until all variables that could be influenced
were scored.

Responses to each variable were recorded on a separate

score sheet that was organized for entry into the computer file.
Each proposal obtained was read, re-read after which time the
reviewer wrote a brief abstract.

The reviewer then referred to each

item and scored proposals obtained.
done as needed to insure accuracy.

Reference back to a proposal was
Trials indicated one to two hours to

complete proposal readings and scoring, and from fifteen to twenty
minutes to computerize the data obtained.
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User Participation
The instrument scored ninteen items in part IV.

Proposals were

considered to have sufficiently involved the intended users by achieving
a mean score of 3.0 and above on part V. on the instrument.

Users were

marginally involved if a mean score between 2.0 and 2.99 was achieved,
and insufficiently involved if a score below 2.0 was achieved.

The

qualifiers, weights for the user participation scale are:
User Participation Scale

(0) No apparent consideration or participation of
intended user.

or, item clearly reflects a top down implementation
or, item clearly reflects user input was ignored

(2) University/Federal/state, other LEA, central administration or
principal conceptualized or determined.

or, item reflects non-representative sample of user
or, item reflects user input had little weight on response
or, item was external to present or intended users

(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
determined/participated in the process.

or, item reflected involvement of representative sample
or, item reflected "bottom" up source of improvement
or, item developed externally but did involve intended users
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to the proposed improvement, and evaluates its potential worth (various
communication channels may be used by the target audience including
direct contact with the innovation or innovator).

Based upon the definition and parameters of change as expressed
by Guba (1968), the remaining more complex aspirations are quantified by
time and percent (%) of utilization related to the targeted users and
the total population of that environment:

(3) Pilot test: An informed and explicit action taken where:
linker, targeted LEA, innovator or other source interfaces twenty to
fifty percent (20%-50%) of a targeted audience with some previously
unused program or practice,
years.

for a duration of up to two (2) academic

The purpose is to gather formative or summative information: to

adopt, to reject, or to defer action relative to the improvement.
(4) Adoption-adaption: An informed and explicit action where a
previously unused program or practice is installed within more than
fifty-one percent (51%) of the targeted audience,
five (2-5) academic years.

for a period of two to

This stage generates an explicit policy

statement, and the adopted program becomes incorporated as the only
acceptable operating procedure.

The improvement is termed

institutionalized if it is given and retains a separate identity.
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Proposals were considered sufficiently operationalized by
achieving a mean score of 3.0 and above.

Proposals were considered

fuzzy by achieving a score between 2.0 and 2.99.

Proposals were

considered insufficent by achieving a score between 1.0 and 1.99.

Quantified definitions of WKD/UI Aspiration Levels
The WKD/UI provides a numerical score that a linker can use to
predict the aspiration level that is achievable for a particular change
enterprise.

The score is based upon antecedent characteristics of four

conditions for change, and selected communication strategies and tactics
of the change enterprise.
Arranged simple to complex the four aspirations levels delineated
by Wolf (1982) are:
(1) awareness-interest
(2) analysis-reaction
(3) pilot test
(4) adoption-adaption
To further clarify and quantify these aspiration levels, the following
definitions were used for this study:

1. Awareness-interest: Knowledge on the part of greater than
thirty percent (30%) of a potential user or target of:
a program,

the existence of

product or practice; the recognition of the possibilities and

potential benefits of change.
2. Analysis-reaction: Greater than thirty percent (30%) of a
potential user or targeted audience actively seeks information related
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scored on one of three weighted items.

Each category included possible

options as qualifiers for that item. The qualifiers, weights and items
for the fuzziness scale are:

Fuzziness Scale

(0) No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

or, item not mentioned in proposal in any context
or, item known to reviewer, but not implied by proposal

(2) Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear

or delineated for reviewer.

or, item not specified but easily understood as being implied
or, item implied in "fuzzy" terms ie. conceptual
or, item identified in specific terms, but not clear
or, item identified to a common core without boundaries

(4) Specified and delineated within proposal for
reviewer

or,
or,
or,
or,

item
item
item
item

specified specifically, and highlighted
further specified for understanding and clear meaning
delineated, but not operational for reliable meaning
delineated and operationalized for reliable meaning
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Operational

Definitions

This section defines the terms that are unique to the methodology
and hypotheses of the study.

Further, this section states the

operational conditions under which each of the hypotheses will be
accepted or rejected.

Program Aspiration
The overarching term,

program aspiration, takes into

consideration a number of factors important to knowledge diffusion and
utilization.

This term: gets at why the program needs to exist;

delineates what the program is, and defines what ways the program is
accomplished; addresses reasons why the program is appropriate; and
finally,

delimits the degree to which a program is intended for use

within the proposed change enterprise.
aspiration,

This overarching term,

program

can be delineated further by these specific categories:

(1)

Need assessment—process employed, and by who; (2) Innovation—goals,
objectives purported,

its essential elements ("hardware",

process or

activities) and the rationale that links them; (3) Innovation
stage—conceptual, trial,

final (packaged,

validated etc.);

(4)

Utilization level—one of four stages intended for the change enterprise
(awareness-interest,
adaption);

analysis-reaction,

pilot test, adoption or

(5) Utilization assistance for the intended user. Each of

these categories were further operationalized into a total of into 40
items and were scored as part III of the instrument (Appendix B)
designed for this study.

Each item in part III of the instrument was

Proposals for Improvement
of Instructional Practice

Analyzed for

12 General Categories
of data

1
Delineated into
six part instrument

Part I
32
Items

Part II
18
Items

Part III
40
Items

Part IV
19
Items

Part V
20
Items

Part VI
6
Items

Each part organized
under each hypothesis
and variable type
Independent Variables
Part I

- Demographics

Part II

- Proposal descriptors

Dependent Variables
Part VI - Hypothesis 4
Outcomes

Part III - Hypothesis 1
Program Aspiration
Part IV - Hypothesis 2
User Participation
Part

V - Hypothesis 3
Aspiration Level

Figure 1.

Research Blueprint.
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Hypothesis (4) Program aspiration level set forth are not realized in at
least two out of three proposals analyzed.

Relevent data points

include:

1.

Project records existing, availibilty and depth

2.

Project evaluation completed and type of evaluation

3.

Evaluation funding level

4.

Project institutionalized within LEA

5.

Project incorporated within LEA

6.

Maintenance funding of enterprise

7.

Accessibility to participants

8.

Identified aspiration level purported by proposal

9.

Score from Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory

10. Operationalized definitions of each aspiration level of the
Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory
11.

Interviews with participants related to outcomes based upon
operational definition of item 10.

Figure 1 summarizes the data acquisition and organization of the
study.

^• Characteristics of selected communication strategies plans/tactics

17. Number of persons specifically assigned to make and carry out
communication plans.
18. Complexity of communication strategies/tactics planned (outside
resources, money, consultants etc).
19.

Percent of target audience likely to be reached as a direct
outcome.

20. Extent to which selected communication strategies are likely to
facilitate personal communication between linker-opinion
leader-members of target audience.
21. Aspiration level indicated by proposal for instructional
improvement in LEA.
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6.

Compatibility between characteristics and background of linkers
and targeted audience.

7.

Time commitment linker(s).

8.

Extent to which linker is capable of providing the expertise ie.
needs assessments, evaluation, know-how.

HI. Characteristic of innovation to be institutionalized

9.

Information assembled to establish the worth of the proposed
innovation.

10. Problems apt to be associated with the institutionalization of
the innovation.
11. Compatibility of proposed innovation with existing practice.
12. Extent to which the proposed innovation can be observed being
utilized.

IV. Characteristics of environment targeted for change

13.

Number of person in targeted environment for change.

14.

Number of opinion leaders and other influentials identified
within target audience likely to support.

15.

Number of decision making levels in targeted environment.

16.

Number of administrative units (academic dept.) to be affected
by the change.

Hypothesis (3)

That unattainable program aspiration levels have been

set forth in at least two out of three proposals analyzed.

Relevent

data points include:

Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory Data

I. Conditions for change in target audience

1. Number of new practices/products successfully adopted within or
adapted to the targeted environments) over the past three years.
2. Extent of dissatisfaction with the current practice (earmarked)
for change.
3. Availability of a current needs assessment pertaining to the
change contemplated.
4. Resource potential of environment: money,

facilities,

flexibility etc.

II. Characteristics and commitments of linkage person(s)

5.

Prior history of successfully linking some aspect of knowledge
production with some aspect of knowledge utilization in an
instructional setting.
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14.

Implementation strategy for improvement indicated in proposal

15.

Extent of dissatisfaction with the current practice (earmarked)
for change indicated by proposal.

16.

Information assembled to establish the worth of the proposed
innovation indicated by proposal.

17.

Problems apt to be associated with the institutionalization of
the innovation indicated by proposal.

18.

Compatibility of proposed innovation with existing practice
indicated by proposal.

19.

Extent to which the proposed innovation can be observed being
utilized indicated by proposal.
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Hypothesis (2) That persons apt to be recipients of the proposed work
either were not involved or were marginally involved in conceptualizing
what is to be improved in at least two out of three proposals analyzed.
Relevent data points include:

1.

Proposal aspiration

2.

Instructional improvements original development indicated

3.

LEA source of improvement for utilization in proposal

4.

Adopter regularities to be affected

5.

Adopter materials available for users indicated by proposal

6.

Adopter requirements for utilization indicated in proposal

7.

Adopter assistance for utilization indicated by proposal

8.

Assistance channels for utilization indicated by proposal

9.

Proposal indicates its goals-cbjectives-activites

10. Proposal rationale (for item 9.)
11. Needs assessment data gathering and analysis in proposal
12. Instructional improvement has:

goals-objectives-

activities- linked by a rationale
13.

Project director selection indicated in proposal

30. Problems apt to be associated with the institutionalization of
the innovation.
31. Compatibility of proposed innovation with existing practice.
32. Extent to which the proposed innovation can be observed being
utilized.
33. Number of person in targeted environment for change.
34. Number of opinion leaders and other influentials identified
within target audience likely to support.
35. Number of decision making levels in targeted environment.
36. Number of administrative units (academic dept.) to be affected by
the change.
37. Number of persons specifically assigned to make and carry out
communication plans.
38. Complexity of communication strategies/tactics planned (outside
resources, money, consultants etc).
39. Percent of target audience likely to be reached as a direct
outcome.
40.

Extent to which selected communication strategies are likely to
facilitate personal communication between linker-opinion
leader-members of target audience.

17. Change agent/Linker present
18. Project allocates professional development time for users
19. Change agent/Linker experience
20.

Implementation strategy present in proposal

21. Number of new practices/products successfully adopted within or
adapted to the targeted environment(s) over the past three years.
22. Extent of dissatisfaction with the current practice (earmarked)
for change.
23. Availability of a current needs assessment pertaining to the
change contemplated.
24. Resource potential of environment money,

facilities,

flexibility

etc.
25. Prior history of successfully linking some aspect of knowledge
production with some aspect of knowledge utilization in an
instructional setting.
26. Compatibility between characteristics and background of linkers
and targeted audience.
27. Time commitment linker(s).
28. Extent to which linker is capable of providing the expertise ie.
needs assessments, evaluation, know-how.
29.

Information assembled to establish the worth of the proposed
innovation.

Relation of Data to Hypotheses

The following relates the specific items delineated from the
twelve major categories to each hypothesis.

Hypothesis (1)

That program aspirations as stated are "fuzzy concept

in at least two out of three proposals analyzed.

The relevent data

points include:

1.

Proposal has goals-objectives-activites

2.

Aspiration level indicated by proposal

3.

Needs assessment source for proposal

4.

Instructional improvement to be implemented as a result of
proposal has goals-objectives-activities

5.

Program statement exists (rationale for item 4.)

6.

Instructional improvement stage of development

7.

Origin of improvement for proposal

8.

Improvement materials available for implementation

9.

Worth of the proposed improvement established.

10. Adopter (user) regularities affected
11. Adopter (user) materials available
12. Adopter requirements to utilize improvement
13. Adopter assistance to utilize improvement
14. Assistance channel for users
15. Assistance funding for implementation of improvement
16. Assistance supervision for execution of improvement

Proposal diffusion and Utilization Descriptors and Variables

Proposal aspiration level as indicated by proposal
-Source of improvement for users rated by reviewer
-Instructional improvement stage rated by reviewer
-Improvement materials available for users rated by reviewer
-Adopter regularities affected rated by reviewer
-Adopter materials available for users rated by reviewer
-Adopter requirements for improvement rated by reviewer
-Adopter assistance for improvement rated by reviewer
-Assistance channel for utilization rated by reviewer
-Assistance funding source for implementation of improvement
indicated by proposal
-Assistance supervision provided for execution of improvement
indicated by proposal
-Change agent/Linker present indicated by proposal
-Relation of change agent/linker
-Project director working 50% of time as regular duty
and qualifications rated by reviewer
-Change agent/Linker experience rated by reviewer
-Fidelity of improvement required by user

-Number of individual Units
-Total funds agency provided
-Total funds LEA actually allocated for improvement effort
(not in-kind service)
-Population addressed by project effort
-Total population addressed by effort
-Population affected by project effort
-Total Population affected by effort
-Population level addressed by project
-Category descriptor (area of improvement)
-Process descriptor (specific processes employed)
-Content descriptor (subject matter involved)
-Extent of project records
-Project evaluation
-Evaluation type
-Evaluation funding level
-Project status desired in proposal
-Accessibility to participants
-Level of maintenance funding for proposed improvement
-Other instructional improvments occurring parallel to project
-Present population of users affected are involved in parallel
improvement s
-Agency ranking of proposal
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Each of these twelve categories was further delineated to
specific items that data would be gathered around.

These delineated

items were organized under five topics: background variables and
descriptor data,

proposal diffusion/utilization descriptors, program

aspiration items, Wolf knowledge diffusion/utilization items, and user
participation items.

Each of these delineated items was then organized

as part of one of the four study hypotheses.
The specific elements comprising the data base,
and hypothesis are as follows:

Background and descriptor variables:

-Proposal title
-Case code #
-Agency file source
-Selection mode
-City/town located
-Zip code
-Population of city/town
-Population of Local Education Agency
-State
-Proposal inception date
-Proposal status
-Project duration indicated from proposal in years
-Funding agency
-Unit for utilization of improvement

grouped by topic
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Project materials—descriptive, instructional and support
(guides, manuals,
(3)

Project records

books,

films, manipulatives etc.).

(a) proposal (b) progress reports

(c) project summary (d) financial summary
(9)

Adopter requirements—(a) staffing, organizational etc;
(b) potential adopter problems; (c) direct cost per
classroom unit (student or teacher); (d) time allocation
per classroom unit.

(10)

Adopter materials—descriptive, instructional and support.

(11)

Adopter assistance available—(a) degree-intensive,
moderate, occasional,

none;

(b) channel-workshop, meetings,

print, non-print, demonstration, consultation, training,
job, informal; (c) cost allocation from: (1) LEA;
(2) Innovator.
(12) Factors empirically related to knowledge diffusion and
utilization— (a) conditions for change in the target
audience;
person(s);
utilized;

(b) characteristics and commitments of the linkage
(c) characteristics of the innovation to be
(d) characteristics of the environment targeted

for change; and (e) characteristics of selected
communication strategies plans/tactics.
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Data Acquisition and Organization

Twelve different categories of information were sought from the
accessed proposals. These are:
(1) Project abstract—(a) goals and features written as a
brief description,

(b) specific regularities affected by

the project (ie. behaviorial or programatic).
(2)

Project descriptors—(a) content area,

(b) method,

(c) subject area.
(3)

Audience—(a) specific population addressed in the change
effort (ie. teachers, administrators,

parents etc.), and (b)

specific population to be affected by the assimilation of the
improvement to instructional practice.
(A)

Impact—(a) number of persons in targeted audience to be
effected by the change,

(b) specific sub-systems within the

LEA (ie. science teachers, elementary teachers) measured by
number (n) and percent (%) of population.
(5)

Allocations—(a) specific allocations for all areas from
initiation to assimilation, as intended by the project, and
indicated in the proposal;

(b) specific allocations for

maintenance after institutionalization of the project.
(6)

Evaluation—(a) formative; (b) summative.

Both (a) and

(b) were measured in dollars ($) allocated.

Evaluation

source—(a) external (Federal, State or Foundation;
(b) internal

(LEA);

(c) other.
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Time Schedule

Time scheduled
January - April

Event or Item
1982

May
June - August

Development of dissertation proposal
Presentation/acceptance of proposal

1982

Development of instrument

June - September

Chapter

November - December

Solicitation of Agencies

December - January

1983

I

completed

Preliminary data collection
Pilot test of instrument

February - March

Completion of Chapter II & III

February - April

Revision of instrument

May - June - July

Data collection
Feedback incorporated - Chapters I -

August - September

Data analysis - Chapter IV

October - November

Chapter V

December

Defense

III

CHAPTER

IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introduction

The varied kinds of data obtained in conjunction with the study
are organized,

presented and summarized in Chapter Four.

Five different

sets of data are described:
1. Background variables and descriptors
2. Proposal diffusion/utilization variables and descriptors
3. Program aspiration fuzzyness
4. User participation
5. Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory
6. Outcomes
Figure 2 identifies the analytic procedures utilized.
Frequencies, cumulative percentages, means, standard deviations,
correlations, and chi-squares are used to bring order to the data
obtained.

These were selected because they reveal sought after patterns

of central tendency,

patterns of dispersion, and patterns of

relationships among variables.
Data are presented in the following sequence: first, information
related to the proposals studied is provided; second, item response data
are provided and related to study hypotheses; third, outcomes of
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Frequencies and Cumulative percentages
of each nominal variable.

Frequencies and Cumulative percentages
of ordinal scaled items.
Each weighted item's mean and standard deviation.

Means and Standard Deviations
of instrument parts and outcomes related to each hypothesi

I
Reliability coefficients to determine
Rater Reliability.

Analysis of Upper and Lower Strata
of Proposals

Correlations between the
Major Variables and Outcomes

Chi-Square Analysis of
Outcomes of Major Variables
by selected variables

Supplementary Analysis
Inter-correlations of Instrument Parts

Figure 2. Data analysis
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two sets of correlation analyses, three sets of chi-square analyses and
t test results are provided; and finally, significant and noteworthy
outcomes of the analyses are summarized.
are discussed in Chapter Five.

Implications of the outcomes

Figure 3 summarizes the analyses.
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Universe of proposals
N = ?

Proposals within Massachusetts
accessible to the researcher
N = 250

Proposals sampled and analyzed
by the researcher
N = 46

Proposals scored under three constructs:
Program Aspiration - User Participation - Level of Aspiration
these are then related to hypothese 1-3

Outcome Data
Related to Hypothesis 4

Rater Coef icients
(Table 2)

Proposals rank ordered by construct scores
Lower - Mid - Upper
N - 10 N = 26 N = 10
(Table 3)

t Tests of Construct scores
of Lower/Upper Strata
(Table 4)

Correlation Analysis - Cross Tabulations
(Table 5)
(Tables 6 and 7)

Figure 3. Summary of analyses
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Proposals Examined

The researcher was provided access to approximately two-hundred
and fifty proposals from nine contacts in seven agencies serving
Massachusetts schools.

The researcher obtained forty—six proposals for

analysis from the archives of the contacts in these educational
agencies.

Proposals obtained were read, re-read and then summarized.

Data were then gleaned from each proposal and related to the appropriate
topics of inquiry.

Analysis and scoring of each proposal included in

the study took approximately one hour and forty-five minutes.

Item Response Data

Frequencies and Cumulative Percentages of Nominal Variables

Part I. Background Variables and Descriptors
Thirty-two items were scored in Part I.
items are reported.
NO.*
2.

Twenty-four of those

The data assumed the following patterns:
ITEM

Selection mode of proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

000
030
009
007

00.000

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Group
Representative sample, random selection
Representative, but agency selected
Other, but representative of proposal
type and was randomly selected

65.271
19.565
15.217

* Instrument Part number presented
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5.

6.

Population of Local Education Agency:
MIN

MAX

SUM

MEAN

018

0761

-

—

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

(1)

Massachusetts

046

8.

9.

10.

MISSING
25

N
46

PERCENT
54.34 — DELETED

State:
FREQ.

7.

STD.DEV.

100.000

Proposal inception date:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

030
016

65.271
34.783

(1)
(2)

Years from 1972 - 1977
Years from 1978 - 1982

Proposal status:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

018
028

39.130
60.870

(1)
(2)

Not Funded
Funded

Project duration indicated by proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

019
022
005
000

41.304
47.826
10.870

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

1-2
2-4
4-6
6-8

00.000

years
years
years
years

Funding agency:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

021
022
000
003

45.652
47.826

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

National Science Foundation related
Massachusetts Department of Education
Private
Other

00.000
6.522

100

.
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12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Unit for utilization of improvement:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

007
Oil
017
006
003
000

15.217
23.913
36.957
13.043
06.522

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

School system
Schools
Classrooms
Administrators
Teachers
Other

00.000

Numbe r of units
MIN

MAX

SUM

001

i0147

1446

MEAN
31.435

STD.DEV.

MISSING

N

PERCENT

7

46

15.217

N

PERCENT

46

02.174

39.627

Total Funds intended:
MIN

MAX

SUM

MEAN

STD.DEV.

1.3K

198K

2.32M

50.4K

48.69K

MISSING
1

Total funds LEA indicated was allocated for improvement
effort (not in-kind costs):
MIN

MAX

SUM

MEAN

STD.DEV.

0.0K

83K

948K

20.6K

27.1 IK

MISSING
10

N

PERCENT

46

21.740

M

PERCENT

Population addressed by project effort:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

001
036
000
009

02.174
78.261

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Administrators
Teachers
Parents
Other

00.000
19.565

Total population addressed (users) by effort:
MIN

MAX

SUM

MEAN

STD.DEV.

001

260

1906

41.435

51.775

MISSING
9

46

19.00

101
17.

Population affected by project effort:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

002
002
000
033
007
002

OA.348
04.348

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Administrators
Teachers
Parents
General students
Special stduents
Other

00.000
71.739
15.217
04.348

TOTAL POPULATION AFFECTED : 53,218
Population level addressed project:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

026
017
001
002

56.522
36.957
02.174
04.348

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Elementary
Secondary
Higher Education
Other

Extent of project. records :
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

032
Oil
003
000

69.565
23.913
06.522

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Proposal only
Few
Many
Extensive

00.000

Project evaluation intended:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

002
018
006
020

03.348
39.130
13.043
43.478

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

None
Internal
External
Both external and internal
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25.

26.

Evaluation type intended:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

003
Oil
031
001

06.522
23.913
67.391
02.174

(1)
(2)
(3)
(A)

Anecdotal
Formative
Summative
Not indicated

Evaluation funding level:
MIN
0.5K

27.

28.

29.

MAX

MEAN

STD.DEV.

3.5K

-

—

MISSING
28

N
46

PERCENT
60.87 — DELETED

Project status desired by proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

008
038

36.957
63.043

(1)
(2)

Incorporated
Institutionalized

Accessibility to ]participants:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

004
041
001

08.696
89.130
2.174

(1)
(2)
(3)

No
Yes
Missing

Level of maintenance funding for proposed improvement:
Item deleted - 65 .217 percent were missing data

30.

Other instruction improvements occurring parallel to project:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

002
002
042

04.348
04.348
89.137

(1)
(2)
(3)

Yes
No
Undetermined from proposal data
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Agency scoring of proposal ;
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

032
014

69.565
30.435

(1)
(2)

Yes, available in file
No, not available in file

MIN

MAX

MEAN

STD.DEV

52.

72.

61.3

8.50

Part II.

(raw score converted to a percent)

Diffusion/Utilization Variables and Descriptors

Part II identifies eighteen items termed diffusion/utilization
variables and descriptors.
entirely nominal.

The data gathered in this section is

Numbers were assigned to categories of each

descriptor for the purposes of identification and to determine the
frequencies obtained from the proposals examined.

1.

Proposal aspiration level as indicated from proposal
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

000
001
004
041

00.000

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Awareness
Analysis
Pilot test
Adoption/Adaption

02.174
08.696
89.134

Source of improvement for users rated by reviewer:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

000
028
002
004
009
003

00.000

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

State developed
Curriculum developer/University
External LEA
Central administrator (coordinator)
Administrator/Teacher curriculum group
Teacher curriculum group

60.870
04.348
08.696
19.565
06.522

Instructional improvement stage rated by reviewer:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

017
007
006
016

36.957
15.217
13.043
34.748

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Conceptualized - idea stage, some attempt
Trial - field tested, second year of use
Final - packaged for dissemination
Validated - JDRP guidelines or equivalent

Improvement materials available for user rated by reviewer:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

004
007
004
021

08.696
15.217
08.696
45.652

(1)
(2)
(3)
(5)

None
Descriptive - tells about
Support - assists instructional
All above used in unison

Adopter regularit ies affected for user rated by reviewer:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

003

00.000

011

23.913
76.087

(1)
(2)
(3)

Behavioral
Programmatic
Both affected

035

105

.

6

7.

.

8

9.

Adopter materials available for users rated by reviewer:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

003
012
002
009
020

06.522
26.087
04.348
19.565
43.478

(1)
(2)
(3)
(A)
(5)

None
Descriptive - tells about
Instructional - tells how
Support - assists instructional
All above - used in unison

Adopter requirements for improvement rated by reviewer:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

001
008
034
003

02.174
17.391
73.913
06.522

(1)
(2)
(3)
(A)

No training required
Some orientation and organization
Requires special assistance/organization
Requires extensive assistance and
organization

Adopter Assistance for improvement rated by reviewer:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

002
023
018
003

04.348
50.000
39.130
06.522

(1)
(2)
(3)
(A)

None to once
Occasional - quarterly
Moderate - monthly
Intensive - weekly

Assistance channel for utilization rated by reviewer:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

001
000
018
027

02.174

(1)
(2)
(3)
(A)

Print alone
Media alone
Human interaction
All above - in unison

00.000
39.130
58.696
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.
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Assistance funding source for implementation of Improvement
indicated by proposal:
FREQ.
000
046

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

00.000

(1)
(2)

LEA
Funding

100.000

Assistance supervision provided for execution of improvement
indicated by proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

002
039
002
003

04.348
84.783
04.348
06.522

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

LEA
Funding (note: could be State)
Federal or State agency
Innovator

Change agent/linker present as indicated by proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

002
044

04.348
95.652

(1)
(2)

No
Yes

Relation of change agent/linker:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

014
007
025

30.435
15.217
54.348

(1)
(2)
(3)

Internal only
External only
Both internal/external

Project director available fifty percent of the time with
qualification rated by reviewer:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

020
003
012
002

43.478
06.522
26.087
04.143

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

No
Assigned
Suitable
Qualified
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15.

Change agent/linker experience rated by reviewer:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

004
028
012
002

08.696
60.870
26.087
04.143

(1)
(2)
(3)
(5)

None
Limited, interested in process
Moderate, some training
Extensive, formally trained

Fidelity of improvement required of user:

17.

FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

002
002
018
023.
001

04.348
04.348
39.130
50.000
02.174

(1)
(2)
(3)
(A)
(5)

Unknown to reviewer
No fidelity required
Limited fidelity required
Moderate fidelity required
Extreme fidelity required

Improvement status at proposal inception for user
as defined by criteria:
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

023
015
008
000

50.000
32.143
17.391

(1)
(2)
(3)
(A)

Awareness
Analysis
Pilot test
Adoption/Adaption

00.000

Proposal category :
FREQ.

PERCENT

CODE

CATEGORY

025
021

54.348
45.652

(1)
(2)

Implementation of improvement
Development of improvement
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Frequencies, Cumulative Percentages and Means of Ordinal Scaled Items

Part III,

Program Aspiration

Part III consisted of forty items, each related to the program
aspiration construct.
points.

Each item could receive a maximum score of four

The mean score of all the items was used to determine the

degree to which a proposal operationalized its program aspiration.
NO.
1.

ITEM
Proposal has goals - objectives - activites:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

021

45.652

(2)

025

54.348

(A)

MEAN
3.087

SCALE

WEIGHT

No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION

NUMBER
46

1.007

Aspiration level indicated by proposal:
PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

028

60.878

(2)

018

39.130

(4)

MEAN
2.783

SCALE

WEIGHT

FREQ.

No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.978

NUMBER
46

109
3.

Needs assessment source for proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

002

04.348

(0)

021

45.652

(2)

023

50.000

(4)

MEAN
2.913
4.

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.170

NUMBER
46

Instructional improvement to be implemented as a result of
proposal has goals - objectives - activities:
FREQ.

PERCENT

003

06.522

(0)

030

65.217

(2)

013

28.261

(4)

MEAN
2.435

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for :reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.109

NUMBER
46

Program statement exists (rationale for item 4.):
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

030

65.217

(2)

013

32.609

(4)

MEAN
2.609

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.022

NUMBER
46

no
6.

Instructional improvement stage of developement;
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

037

80.435

(2)

009

09.565

(4)

MEAN
2.391

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.802

NUMBER
46

Origin of improvement for proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

025

54.348

(2)

020

43.478

(4)

MEAN
2.826

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION

NUMBER
46

1.081

Improvement materials available for implementation:
FREQ.

PERCENT

004

08.696

(0)

027

58.696

(2)

015

32.609

(4)

MEAN
2.478

SCALE

WEIGHT

No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.206

NUMBER

46

111
9.

Worth of the proposed improvement established:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

029

63.043

(2)

017

36.957

(A)

MEAN
2.739

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.709

NUMBER
46

10. Adopter (user) regularities affected:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

005

10.870

(0)

040

86.957

(2)

001

02.174

(A)

MEAN
1.826

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION

NUMBER
46

0.709

11. Adopter (user) materials available:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

005

10.870

(0)

037

80.435

(2)

004

08.696

(A)

MEAN
1.957

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.893

NUMBER
46

112
12. Adopter requirements to utilize improvement:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

041

89.130

(2)

005

10.870

(4)

MEAN
2.217

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.629

number
46

Adopter assistance to ut ilize improvement:
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

036

78.261

(2)

009

19.565

(A)

MEAN
2.348
14.

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD deviation

number
46

0.875

Assistance channel for users:
FREQ.

PERCENT

002

04.348

(0)

033

71.739

(2)

Oil

23.913

(A)

SCALE

WEIGHT

No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

MEAN
2.391

STANDARD deviation

1.000

number
46
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15. Assistance funding for implementation of improvement:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

000

00.000

(0)

026

56.522

(2)

020

43.478

(4)

MEAN
2.870

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.002

NUMBER
46

16. Assistance supervision for execution of improvement:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

001

02.174

(0)

036

78.261

(2)

009

19.565

(4)

MEAN
2.348

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION

NUMBER
46

0.875

Change agent/linker present:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

003

06.522

(0)

014

30.435

(2)

029

63.043

(4)

MEAN
3.130

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.240

NUMBER
46

114
Project allocates professional development time for
1 users:
FREQ.

PERCENT

003

06.522

(0)

025

54.348

(2)

018

39.130

(A)

MEAN
2.652

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.197

NUMBER
46

Change agent/linker experience:
FREQ.

PERCENT

004

08.696

(0)

029

63.043

(2)

013

32.609

(A)

MEAN
2.391

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.164

NUMBER
46

20. Implementation strategy present in proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

004

08.696

(0)

028

60.870

(2)

014

30.435

(A)

MEAN
2.435

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.186

NUMBER
46
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21. Number of new practices/products sucessfully adopted within or
adapted to the targeted environment(s) over the past three years.
FREQ.

PERCENT

008

17.391

(0)

028

60.878

(2)

010

21.739

(A)

MEAN
2.087

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.262

NUMBER
46

22. Extent of dissatisfaction with the current practice (earmarked)
for change.
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

030

65.217

(2)

015

32.609

(A)

MEAN
2.609

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION

NUMBER
46

1.022

23. Availability of a current needs assessment pertaining to the
change contemplated.
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

025

54.348

(2)

021

45.652

(4)

MEAN
2.913

SCALE

WEIGHT

No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.007

NUMBER
46

116
24. Resource potential of environment: money, facilities,
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

018

39.130

(2)

027

58.696

(4)

MEAN
3.130

WEIGHT

flexibility:

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.087

NUMBER
46

25. Prior history of successfully linking some aspect of knowledge
production with some aspect of knowledge utilization in an
instructional setting:
FREQ.

PERCENT

003

06.522

(0)

032

69.565

(2)

Oil

23.913

(4)

MEAN
2.435

SCALE

WEIGHT

No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION

NUMBER
46

0.834

26. Compatibility between characteristics and background of linkers
and targeted audience:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

036

78.261

(2)

010

21.739

(4)

MEAN
2.435

SCALE

WEIGHT

No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.834

NUMBER
46

117
27. Time commitment linker(s):
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

036

78.261

(2)

010

21.739

(4)

MEAN
2.435

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.834

NUMBER
46

28. Extent to which linker is capable of providing the expertise i.e.
needs assessments,, evaluation, know-how:
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

031

67.391

(2)

014

30.435

(4)

MEAN
2.565
29.

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.910

NUMBER
46

Information assembled to establish the worth of the proposed
innovation:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

033

71.739

(2)

013

28.261

(4)

MEAN
2.565

SCALE

WEIGHT

No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.910

NUMBER
46
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30. Problems apt to be associated with the institutionalization of
the innovation.
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

045

97.826

(2)

000

00.000

(4)

MEAN
1.957

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD deviation
0.295

number
46

31. Compatability of proposed innovation with existing practice:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

000

00.000

(0)

036

78.261

(2)

010

21.739

(4)

MEAN
2.435

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION

NUMBER
46

0.834

32. Extent to which the proposed innovation can be observed being
utilized:
SCALE

WEIGHT

FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

027

58.696

(2)

018

39.130

(4)

No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

MEAN
2.739

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.063

NUMBER
46
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33. Number of persons in targeted environment for change:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

005

10.870

(0)

019

41.304

(2)

022

47.826

(4)

MEAN
2.739

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.357

NUMBER
46

Number of opinion leaders and other influentials identified
within target audience likely to support:
FREQ.

PERCENT

002

04.348

(0)

033

71.739

(2)

Oil

23.913

(4)

MEAN
2.391

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.000

NUMBER
46

Number of decision making levels in targeted environment:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

000

00.000

(0)

042

91.304

(2)

004

08.696

(4)

MEAN
2.174

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.570

NUMBER
46
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36. Number of administrative units (academic dept.) to be affected by
the change:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

040

86.957

(2)

006

13.043

(4)

MEAN
2.261

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.681

NUMBER
46

Number of persons specifically assigned to make and carry out
communication plans:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

010

21.739

(2)

036

78.261

(4)

MEAN
3.565

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.834

NUMBER
46

38. Complexity of communication strategies/tactics planned (outside
resources, money, consultants etc.):
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

045

97.821

(2)

000

00.000

(4)

MEAN
1.957

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.295

NUMBER
46
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39. Percent of target audience likely to be reached as a direct
outcome:
FREQ.

PERCENT

003

06.522

(0)

023

50.000

(2)

020

43.478

(A)

MEAN
2.739

WEIGHT

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.219

NUMBER
46

40. Extent to which selected communication strategies are likely to
facilitate personal communication between linker: opinion leaders
and members of target audience:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

000

00.000

(0)

042

91.304

(2)

004

08.696

(4)

MEAN
2.174

SCALE
No information discerned from proposal by
reviewer.
Implied or identified in proposal, but not
clear or delineated for reviewer.
Specified and delineated within proposal
for reviewer.

STANDARD DEVIATION
0.570

NUMBER
46
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Part IV. User Participation
Part IV consisted of nineteen items related to user
participation.

Up to four points could be obtained for each item;

hence, the range of scores for each proposal was from 0 - 76.

The mean

score was used to determine the degree to which proposals indicated that
recipients of the proposed improvement participated in the proposal
conceptualization process.

User Participation Data
1.

Proposal aspiration:
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

035

76.087

(2)

010

21.739

(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.391
2.

WEIGHT

SCALE
No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Education
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.

0.906

NUMBER
46

Instructional improvements original developement indicated:
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

034

73.913

(2)

Oil

23.913

(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.435

0.935

WEIGHT

SCALE
No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.
NUMBER
46
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3.

LEA s source of improvement for utilization in proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.

036

78.261

(2)

009

19.565

(4)

Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.348

WEIGHT

SCALE

0.875

NUMBER
46

Adopter regularities to be affected:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

042

91.304

(2)

004

08.696

(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.174

WEIGHT

SCALE
No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.
NUMBER
46

0.570

Adopter materials available for users indicated by proposal:
WEIGHT

SCALE

FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

040

86.957

(2)

005

10.870

(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.174

0.870

No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.
NUMBER
46
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6.

Adopter requirements for utilization indicated by proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.

042

91.304

(2)

004

08.696

(A)

Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.174

WEIGH!

SCALE

0.570

NUMBER
46

Adopter assistance for utilization indicated by proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

042

91.304

(2)

004

08.696

(A)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.174

WEIGHT

SCALE
No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.
NUMBER
46

0.570

Assistance channels for utilization indicated by proposal:
WEIGHT

FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

042

91.304

(2)

SCALE
No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.

004

08.696

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.174

0.570

(A)

NUMBER
46
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9.

Proposal indicates its goals - objectives - activities
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.

033

71.739

(2)

012

26.087

(4)

Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.478

WEIGHT

SCALE

0.960

NUMBER
46

Proposal rationale (for item 9.)
FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

034

73.913

(2)

Oil

23.913

(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.435

WEIGHT

SCALE
No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.
NUMBER
46

0.935

11. Needs assessment data gathering and analysis in proposal:
WEIGHT

SCALE

FREQ.

PERCENT

001

02.174

(0)

032

69.565

(2)

013

28.261

(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.522

0.983

No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.
NUMBER
46
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12.

Instructional improvement has: goals - objectives - activities
- rationale that:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.

041

89.130

(2)

005

10.870

(4)

Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.217

WEIGHT

SCALE

0.629

NUMBER
46

13. Project director s selection indicated in proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

005

10.870

(0)

040

86.957

(2)

001

02.174

(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.826

WEIGHT

SCALE
No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.
NUMBER
46

0.709

14. Implementation strategy for improvement indicated in proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

003

06.522

(0)

040

86.957

(2)

003

06.522

(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.000

WEIGHT

0.730

SCALE
No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.
NUMBER
46
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15. Extent of dissatisfaction with the current practice (earmarked)
for change indicated in proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

002

04.348

(0)

No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.

036

78.261

(2)

008

17.391

(4)

Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.261

WEIGHT

SCALE

0.905

NUMBER
46

16. Information assembled to establish the worth of the proposed
innovation indicated by proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

031

67.391

(2)

015

32.609

(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.652

WEIGHT

SCALE
No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.
NUMBER
46

0.948

17. Problems apt to be associated with the institutionalization of
the innovation indicated in proposal:
WEIGHT

SCALE

FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

046

100.000

(2)

000

00.000

(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.000

0.000

No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.
NUMBER
46
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18. Compatability of proposed innovation with existing practice
indicated by proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.

042

91.304

(2)

004

08.696

(A)

Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.174

WEIGHT

SCALE

0.570

NUMBER
46

Extent to which the proposed innovation can be observed being
utilized as indicated by proposal:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000

00.000

(0)

040

86.957

(2)

006

13.043

(A)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.261

WEIGHT

0.681

SCALE
No apparent consideration or participation of
intended users.
Innovator/University/Federal/State/Educational
agency, central administration or principal
conceptualized or determined.
Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
participated in the process.
NUMBER
46
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Part V. Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory
Part V utilized the Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization
Inventory items.

This instrument, designed by Wolf (1982), determines

the viability of aspirations set forth for a particular change
enterprise.

The inventory consists of five separate parts, each of

which includes four items rated by the reviewer.

Up to four points can

be earned on each item; hence, the proposals could receive a score
ranging from 0 - 80.

The mean scores obtained are then related to four

levels of aspiration of change enterprise set forth.

Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory Data

I. Conditions for change in target audience.
1.

Number of new practices/products sucessfully adopted within or
adapted to the targeted environments(s) over the past three years
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

006
039
001

13.043
84.783
02.174

(0)
(2)
(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.783

0.758

SCALE
none
2-4 practices
4 or more practices
NUMBER
46
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2. Extent of dissatisfaction with the current practice (earmarked)
for change:
FREQ.

PERCENT

003
036
007

06.522
78.261
15.217

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.174

WEIGHT
(0)
(2)
(4)

0.926

SCALE
ten percent
ten to thirty percent
greater than thirty percent
NUMBER
46

3. Availability of a current needs assessment pertaining to the
change contemplated:
FREQ.

PERCENT

001
037
018

02.174
80.435
17.391

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.304

WEIGHT
(0)
(2)
(4)

SCALE
none
some
much
NUMBER
46

0.840

4. Resource potential of environment: money,
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

000
044
002

00.000

(0)
(2)
(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.087

80.435
04.348

0.412

SCALE
none/limited
moderate
extensive
NUMBER
46

facilities,

flexibility:
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Summary Data - Conditions for Change in Target Audience

SCORE PART I.

SCORE

FREQUENCY

PERCENT

4
6
8
10
12

1
6
26
10
3

02.174
13.043
56.522
21.739
06.522

STD.DEV.

MEAN
8.348

NUMBER

1.649

46

II. Characteristics and Commitments of Linkage Person(s).
6.

Prior history of successfully linking some aspect of knowledge
production with some aspect of knowledge utilization in an
instructional setting.
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

001
038
007

02.174
82.609
15.217

(0)
(2)
(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.261
7.

SCALE
none
once or twice
more than two
NUMBER
46

0.801

Compatibility between characteristics and background of linkers
and targeted audience:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

001
040
005

02.174
86.6:9
10.870

(0)
(2)
(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.174

0.709

SCALE
Little
Some
Much more practices
NUMBER
46
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Time commit ment

1inker(s):

FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

005
035
006

10.870
76.087
13.043

(0)
(2)
(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.043

SCALE
Little - under ten
Moderate - greater
Extensive - 1 day |
NUMBER

0.988

46

Extent to which linker is capable of providing
i .e. , need assessments, evaluation, know-how:
FREQ.

PERCENT

001
038
007

02.174
82.609
07.215

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.261

WEIGHT

SCALE
Not capnble
Some capabi 1 i t y
Most capable

(0)
(2)
(4)

NUMBER

0.801

46

Summary Data - Characteristics and commitments of Linkage Persons
SCORE

FREQUENCY

4

0

00.000

6
8
10
12

4
27
9
6

08.696
58.696
19.565
13.043

SCORE PART II. MEAN
8.739

STD.DEV.
1.652

PERCENT

NUMBER
46
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III. Characteristics of Innovation to be Institutionalized.
11. Information assembled to establish the worth of the proposed
innovation:
FREQ.

PERCENT

002
031
013

04.348
89.130
28.261

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.487

WEIGHT
(0)
(2)
(4)

1.049

SCALE
None
Some
Much
NUMBER
46

12. Problems apt to be associated with the institutionalization of
the innovation:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

005
041
000

10.870
89.130

00.000

(0)
(2)
(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.783

SCALE
Many
Some
None anticipated
NUMBER
46

0.629

13. Compatibility of proposed innovation with existing practice:
WEIGHT

FREQ.

PERCENT

006
039
001

13.043
84.743
02.174

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.783

0.758

(0)
(2)
(4)

SCALE
None
Some
Much
NUMBER
46
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14. Extent to which the proposed innovation can be observed being
utilized:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

006
035
005

13.043
76.087
10.870

(0)
(2)
(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.957

SCALE
Not visible
Occasionally visible
Routinely visible
NUMBER

0.988

Summary Data

46

Characteristics of the Innovation

SCORE

FREQUENCY

PERCENT

2

2

4

3
5
24
7
5

04.348
06.522
10.870
52.174
15.217
10.870

6
8
10
12
SCORE PART III. MEAN

8.000

STD.DEV.
2.348

NUMBER
46
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Characteristics of the Environment Targeted for Change.
16. Number of persons in targeted environment for change:
FREQ.

PERCENT

004
012
030

08.696
26.087
65.217

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

3.130

WEIGHT
(0)
(2)
(4)

1.310

SCALE
Many - 200 or more
Moderate - 50-199
Few - under 50
NUMBER
46

17. Number of opinion leaders and other infuentials identified within
the target audience likely to support:
FREQ.

PERCENT

001
038
005

02.174
82.609
10.870

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.130

WEIGHT
(0)
(2)
(4)

0.653

SCALE
Few
1/2 to 2/3
Nearly all
NUMBER
46

Number of decision making levels in targeted environment
WEIGHT

FREQ.

PERCENT

003
038
005

06.522
82.609
10.870

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.087

0.839

(0)
(2)
(4)

SCALE
Many - four or more
Moderate - two to four
Few - less than two
NUMBER
46
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19. Number of administrative units (academic dept.) to be affected by
the change:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

002
025
019

04.348
54.348
41.304

(0)
(2)
(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

SCALE
Many - five or more
Moderate - three to
Few - one to two
NUMBER

1.114

2.739

46

Summary Data - Characteristics of the Environment

SCORE PART IV.

SCORE

FREQUENCY

PERCENT

4
6
8
10
12

0

00.000

5
5
22
11

10.870
10.870
47.826
23.913

MEAN
10.087

STD.DEV.
2.604

NUMBER
46
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V» Characteristics of Selected Communication Strategies Plans/Tactics
21. Number of persons specifically assigned to make and carry out
communication plans:
FREQ.

PERCENT

000
019
027

00.000

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

3.174

WEIGHT

SCALE

(0)
(2)
(A)

None
One
Two or more

41.305
58.696

0.996

NUMBER
46

22. Complexity of communication strategies/tactics planned
(i.e., outside resources, money, consultants):
FREQ.

PERCENT

004
042
000

08.696
91.304

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.826

WEIGHT
(0)
(2)
(A)

00.000

SCALE
Most complex
Some what complex
Not complex
NUMBER
46

0.570

Percent of target audience likely to be reached as a direct
outcome:
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

003
020
023

06.522
43.478
50.000

(0)
(2)
(A)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.870

1.240

SCALE
Low - under fifteen percent
Moderate - over fifteen percent
High - over fifty-one percent
NUMBER
46
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24. Extent to which selected communication strategies are likely to
facilitate personal communication between linker - opinion leader
members.
FREQ.

PERCENT

WEIGHT

001
038
007

02.174
82.609
15.217

(0)
(2)
(4)

MEAN

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.261

SCALE
Not likely
Somewhat likely
Very likely
NUMBER

0.801

46

Summary Data - Characteristics of Communication plans

SCORE PART

SCORE

FREQUENCY

PERCENT

4
6
8
10
12
14

0
1
15
15
10
5

00.000

MEAN
10.130

STD.DEV.
2.083

02.174
32.609
32.609
21.739
10.870
NUMBER
46
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Summary Data - Parts I - V Wolf Inventory

SCORE PART IV.

SCORE

FREQUENCY

PERCENT

4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0
1
5
15
14
9
1
1

00.000
02.174
10.870
32.609
30.435
19.565
02.174
02.174

MEAN
9.061

STD.DEV.
1.500

NUMBER
46
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Part VI Outcome Data
Part VI consists of five items intended to glean information
related to outcomes of instructional improvement enterprises that were
undertaken.

These data were organized around agency perception of

outcomes and the researcher's operationally defined outcome for each
aspiration level intended.

Summarized data are presented as four

categories:

1.

Evaluation data available:

FREQ

PERCENT

CODE

002
004
023
017

04.348
08.696
50.000
36.954

1
2
3
4

2.

CATEGORY
Research study
Participant related data
Agency related data
Not funded or no data available

.Agency or participant viewed as successful/unsuccessful

FREQ

PERCENT

002
026

07.142
92.857

CODE
1
2

CATEGORY
Unsuccessful
Successful

2a. Agency or participant degrees of successful:
FREQ

PERCENT

002
007
009
010
000

07.142
25.000
32.142
35.714

3.

00.000

CODE

0
1
2
3
4

CATEGORY
Unsuccessful
Successful
Moderately successful
Very successful
Successful JDRP guidelines

Operationally defined view of successful/unsuccessful in
meeting aspiration level put forth.

FREQ

PERCENT

CODE

020
009

68.965
31.034

1
2

CATEGORY
Unsuccessful at aspiration requirements
Met requirements of aspiration put forth

Summary Data Related to Hypotheses of the Study

Hypothesis 1.

That program aspirations are stated as "fuzzy concept

in at least two out of three proposals analyzed.

Data
Instrument: Part III. Program Aspiration
Mean scores: Total Fuzziness
ITEMS

MEAN

STD.

1-40

2.554

0.369

6
40
46

FUZZINESS STANDARD
3.000

FINAL SCORE
- 0. 450

Proposals above the standard equals 13.043 percent
Proposals below the standard equals 86.957 percent
Proposals scored for Program Aspiration fuzziness
Sub-score 1: General Variables Part IIIA

ITEMS

MEAN

STD.

1-20

2.554

0.438

42
4
46

FUZZINESS STANDARD
2.000

FINAL SCORE
+ 0. 554

Proposals above the standard equals 91.304 percent
Proposals below the standard equals 8.696 percent
Proposals scored for fuzziness related to general variables
Sub-score 2: Wolf Instrument Variables Part IIIB

ITEMS

MEAN

STD.

21-40

2.511

0.339

44
2
46

FUZZINESS STANDARD
2.000

FINAL SCORE
+ 0.511

Proposals above the standard equals 95.653 percent
Proposals below the standard equals 4.348 percent
Proposals scored for fuzziness related to Wolf variables
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Interpretation of Data related to Hypothesis 1
The construct,

Program Aspiration, is defined in Chapter III (pp.

88 - 90) as a process model that takes into consideration these
dimensions: why a program needs to exist; delineates what the program
is; defines what ways the program is accomplished; for what
circumstances the program is important; and finally, to what degree
implementation is intended.

The researcher delineated forty variables

to operationalize this construct.

Data were gathered from each proposal

to determine to what degree each proposal included and operationalized
the forty variables delineated under this construct.
The data gathered pertaining to hypothesis 1 support its
acceptance.

Thus,

program aspirations as stated in at least two out of

three proposals analyzed were "fuzzy concepts".

Specifically,

ninety-three (93.478) percent of the proposals were below the minimum
standard (mean score of 3.0) set for sufficiently operationalizing the
construct,

program aspiration.

The overall program aspiration data

(mean = 2.555, std. dev. = .369) for these proposals suggest that
although this construct was insufficiently operationalized, the
information available (as weighted,

p. 88) pertaining to these variables

was at least implied and on some variables - delineated.

Carefully

delineated information would enable a proposal reviewer, experienced in
the particular topic, to make critical judgements about change proposed
within an LEA.

Implied information would be more likely to mislead a

reviewer to the actual abilities of an LEA to carry out a proposed
improvement.
The researcher delineated the program aspiration data by general
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variables (Part IIIA) and variables associated with the Wolf Knowledge
Diffusion/Utilization Inventory (Part IIIB).

This delineation enabled

the researcher to determine the contribution of each sub-part, and
assess if sufficient information was present at the proposal stage to
utilize the Wolf instrument.
adopted for this purpose.

A lower standard (mean score of 2.0) was

If achieved, information pertaining to

variables associated with the inventory was implied at the proposal
stage, and was deemed sufficient for an experienced user of the
instrument to score proposals.

The mean score obtained for Part IIIB

was 2.511, which exceeded the standard set; approximately ninety-six
(95.653) percent of the proposal exceeded the minimum standard adopted
by the study.

The mean score achieved indicated these proposals not

only included information pertinent to the Wolf instrument,
some variables the information was clearly delineated.

but with

These data

suggest that use of the Wolf instrument at the proposal stage by an
experienced linkage agent is justified to analyze the viability of the
level of aspiration set forth within such proposals.
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_Hypothesis 2.

That persons apt to be recipients of the proposed work

either were not involved or were marginally involved in conceptualizing
what is to be improved in at least two out of three of the proposals
analyzed.

Data
Instrument: Part IV. User Participation
Mean scores: Total Fuzziness
ITEMS

MEAN

STD.

1-19

2.252

0.401

2
44
46

USER PARTICIPATION STANDARD
3.000

SCORE
- 0.

748

Proposals above the standard equals 4.348 percent
Proposals below the standard equals 95.652 percent
Proposals scored for User Participation

Interpretation of Data related to Hypothesis 2
The User Participation construct describes the relationship
between the intended user of a proposed improvement to the actual
development and selection of the improvement at the proposal stage.

The

construct was measured by gathering data around nineteen variables (Part
IV, Appendix B) related to user participation.
The data gathered pertaining to hypothesis 2 support its
acceptance.

Thus,

persons apt to be recipients of the proposed

improvement either were not involved or were marginally involved in
conceptualizing what was to be improved in at least two out of three of
the proposals analyzed.

Specifically, ninety-six (95.652) percent of

the proposals were below the minimum standard set for sufficiently
involving the recipients of the proposed improvement.

The overall user

particpation data (mean = 2.252, std. dev. = .401) as weighted (p. 92)
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suggest that at the proposal stage persons apt to be recipients of the
proposed improvement were not ignored,
either at the federal, state,
principal level.

but the change was conceptualized

university, central administrative or

Where intended users were involved in the process,

these users were not a representative sample.

For example, one or two

teachers would be solicited to determine the need for an improvement
that would affect approximately one hundered and fifty teachers.
Systematic or formal needs assessments involving the intended users,
although found in some of the proposals, were clearly an exception in
the proposals reviewed.
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Hypothesis 3. That unattainable program aspiration levels have been set
forth in at least two out of three proposals analyzed.

Data
Instrument: Part V. Wolf Instrument (WKD/UI)
Mean scores: Minimum aspiration level
ITEMS

ASPIRATION SCORE

1-25

9.062

STD
1.178

ASPIRATION DESIRED STD
9.435

1.50

STATUS
-.374

Over all analysis: exceeded level indicated in proposal
15
31
46

Proposals above the standard equals 32.61
Proposals below the standard equals 67.27
Proposals scored for Program Aspiration

percent
percent

Sub-analysis: Each aspiration level
ASPIRATION LEVEL
Awareness
Analysis/reaction
Pilot test
Adoption/Adaption

PROPOSED
0
1
4
41

MET MINIMUM REQUIREMENT

1
4

10

PERCENTAGE

.
.

100
100

24.
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Interpretation of Data related to Hypothesis 3
The Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory (1981) yields
a score related to four levels of aspiration: (1) awareness; (2)
analysis and reaction;

(3) pilot testing; and (4) adoption or adaption.

This score is determined by examining data (Part V, Appendix B) gleaned
from four antecedent conditions for change and the strategies and
tactics of the change enterprise.

To determine if an unattainable

aspiriation level occurred, the aspiration purported by a proposal was
compared to the score yielded by the Wolf Instrument.

The Wolf

instrument and its theoretical foundations are described for the reader
in Chapter 2 (pp.

54 - 59).

The data gathered pertaining to hypothesis 3 support its
acceptance.

Thus,

unattainable program aspiration levels have been set

forth in at least two out of three proposals analyzed.

Specifically,

sixty-seven (67.23) percent of the proposals did not attain the minimum
score necessary for the aspiration level put forth at the proposal
stage.

However,

the sub-analysis indicated that this hypothesis is

rejected for lower levels of aspiration.

Each proposal that indicated

either the aspiration level of an analysis/reaction or a pilot test did
meet the minimum requirements for that aspiration level.

These data

suggest that proposals routinely aspire to achieve implementation levels
that are not possible,

given the existing conditions and receptivity to

change indicated at proposal stage.
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Hypothesis 4. That program aspiration levels set forth were not realized
in at least two out of three proposals analyzed.

Data
Instrument: Part VI Outcomes
Operational definitions: aspiration levels
PROPOSALS PREDICTED

NOT MEET

Wolf Instrument

MEET

31

15

20

9

2

26

N

PERCENT SUCCESSFUL

46

32.61

PROPOSAL OUTCOMES
Outcomes determined as
successful according to
operational definitions

Outcomes determined as
successful according
to Agency criteria

29*

31.03

28**

92.8.

Sub-analysis: Each aspiration level
ASPIRATION LEVEL

PROPOSED

Awareness
Analysis/reaction
Pilot test
Adoption/Adaption

0
1
4
15

*

MET MINIMUM REQUIREMENT

1
3
5

PERCENTAGE

100.
75.
25.

Data was available for one proposal that utilized the
improvement but was funded from a different source.

** Data was available only from proposals actually funded by agencies
and supervised by that agency
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Interpretation of Data related to Hypothesis 4
To determine outcomes of hypothesis 4, three sets of data were
used:

(1) aspiration level purported by each proposal; (2) outcome data

related to operationally defined aspiration levels (p. 53); and finally,
(3) outcomes as categorized by agency perceptions.
interpreted three ways:

These data are

(1) overall aspiration data as proposed compared

to outcome data obtained and then related to operationally defined
aspiration levels (p.

53);

(1) sub-analysis of each aspiration level

proposed compared to outcome data obtained, and then related to each
operationally defined aspiration level; and finally,

(3) outcomes as

perceived by agency criteria.
The data gathered that compared proposed aspiration levels to
operationally defined aspiration outcomes support acceptance of
hypothesis 4.

Thus,

program aspiration levels set forth were not

realized in at least two out of three proposals analyzed.

Specifically,

sixty-nine (68.97) percent did not meet the aspiration level put forth
at the proposal stage.

However, when this same data is broken down into

each different aspiration level proposed, the hypothesis is rejected for
the lower aspiration levels (analysis/reaction and pilot test) and
accepted for the higher level of aspiration (adoption/adaption).
Data related to agency or project criteria resulted in rejection
of the hypothesis.

Agency officials perceived that approximately

ninety-three (92.8) percent of the enterprises they funded were
successful in some way.

These officals were reluctant to classify

outcomes related to aspiration levels put forth at the proposal stage as
a dichotomous classification (i.e., attained - did not attain).

Both
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agency and project officials preferred to classify outcomes by degrees
(i.e., unsuccessful, successful, moderately successful, extremely
successful, validated).

On the basis of the classification used by

these officials, the hypothesis would be rejected.

These results

indicate a discrepancy occurs between acceptable/desirable agency
perceptions for success and the operational definitions of outcomes
utilized by the study.

Discussions of this discrepancy with agency

officials provide some perspective for the discrepancy: first, agency
officals recognized the accuracy of the operational definitions; and
second, agency officials down-played the dimensions of time and percent
of utilization when interpreting outcome data.
Outcome data were limited for two reasons:

first, only funded

proposals yield outcome data (the actual number of proposals funded, n =
28, represented approximately sixty percent of the proposals analyzed);
and second,

little information was available in the agency files, and

what was there were of minimal value to the present study.

Stored

evaluation information uncovered represented check lists of visits and
check lists to determine if a project was meeting stated objectives.
This absence of viable outcome data was quite surprising, since all the
proposals funded indicated that some type of evaluation of the
improvement was intended (item analysis pp.

103 - 104, items 24 - 26).

Discussion of this apparent deficiency with agency officials
revealed:
is,

(1) evaluation was not always a requirement of funding; that

the funds awarded were not allocated to evaluate,

but to improve;

(2) past experience with evaluation components resulted in bias
everyone wanted to keep the project going (i.e., staff, evaluators
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results were always positive!); (3) some projects did do evaluation
work,

which somehow was lost within the agency receiving the material.

In two cases, a research study was located that described and evaluated
the implementation of the proposed improvement.
One un-obtrusive measure was obtained from publishers records of
material purchases.

These particular records were confidential company

records, and are not presented in the study.

These records were used to

determine the scope of materials actually obtained by a LEA in
conjunction with the implementation of an improvement.

In the specific

case of fourteen proposals, the improvement could not be utilized
without these materials.

For example, one proposal which indicated that

adoption/adaption was its aspiration was judged to be successful by both
the LEA and funding agency officials.

However,

the publisher's records

indicated that materials were only purchased for approximately forty
percent of the teachers, and refills were not being obtained for more
than twenty-five percent of the teachers.

These data indicated that the

LEA had a very successful pilot test occurring - it did not have an
adoption.

That is,

fifty-one percent of the intended population did not

utilize or adapt the improvement for at least a period of three years.
Outcome data, with the above mentioned exception, were limited to
a comparison of the operation definitions of the study with no empirical
data.

Comparisons obtained were based upon reflections of various

agency officials or participants involved in the enterprise.

These

reflections were generated during discussions with the researcher.
information yielded was organized around Part VI of the researcher s
instrument.

Agency officials and participants that provided these

The
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outcome data were cooperative and seemed to be objective in their
reflections.

Rater Reliability for Summary Data

Reliability Coefficients
The researcher carried out a set of calculations to determine
reliability coefficients for each part and sub-part of the instrument.
These reliability coefficients were calculated as a two factor analysis
of variance.

The analysis of variance technique was used because it

yielded information (a) pertaining to the significance of relationships
between variables under study and (b) pertaining to the reliability of
each part of the instrument used.
presented in Table 1.
highlighted.

The results of these analyses are

Coefficients significant at the .05 level were

The researcher's interpretations of these reliability data

are presented following Table 2.
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TABLE 2
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED BY TWO FACTOR
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN THE MEAN SCORES OF
RANDOMLY SAMPLED AND RE-SCORED PROPOSALS

Instrument Part

Variation Source

DF

SS

MS

Program Aspiration
Part IIIA

Proposal score
Rating 1,2
Residual
TOTAL:

4
.474
.119
1 l.E-8 1 .E-08
.017
4
.07
9
.554
.06

Program Aspiration
Part
IIIB

Proposal score
Rating 1,2
Residual
TOTAL:

4
1
4
9

.234
.016
.014
.264

.058
.016
.0035
.029

Program Aspiration
Parts IIIAB

Proposal Score
Rating 1,2
Residual
TOTAL:

4
1
4
9

.342
.0035
.024
.37

.086
.0035
.0055
.041

User Participation
Part IV

Proposal Score
Rating 1,2
Residual
TOTAL:

4
1
4
9

.452
9E-06
.034
.486

.113
9E-06
9E-03
.054

4
1
4
9

.544
.144
.096
.784

.136
.144
.024
.087

Wolf Instrument
Part IV (WKD/UI)

* P < .05

Proposal Score
Rating 1,2
Residual
TOTAL:

F

r

.8523*
-8E-07

.9407*
4.57

.9313*
.68

.9244*
.005

.8235*
6.0
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Interpretation of Table 2
During the preliminary field test of the researcher’s instrument,
reliability coefficients were calculated which suggested revisions
within Parts III and IV were needed.

The only significant reliability

coefficient (.9124) was obtained in conjunction with part IV (Wolf
instrument - WKD/UI) of the instrument.

Revisions were made within the

instrument as suggested by the data obtained.
Next, rater reliability was determined using the revised
instrument.

Ten percent of the proposals analyzed were randomly

selected and re—scored to acquire the needed data.

The re—scoring of

these proposals was done at the conclusion of the data gathering period.
The re-rating time between proposals re-scored ranged from two months to
five months.

Analysis of these data revealed very strong positive

coefficients for instrument Parts III and IV.

The weakest coefficient

occurs with both Program Aspiration Part IIIA - General Variables, and
the Wolf instrument.
Since a discrepancy occurred with the Wolf instrument between the
pilot test and study test outcomes, additional interpretation is in
order.

The Wolf instrument data used during the pilot test, which

yielded a reliability coefficient of .9124, addressed a set of randomly
chosen proposals representing only one of the agencis involved with the
study.

The Wolf instrument data used during the actual study, which

yielded a reliability coefficient of .8235, addressed all proposals.
Differences between means were greater (-.4 to + 2), the range of scores
was greater (9.2 - 11.2), during the pilot test.

Differences between

means were quite small (+.40 to -.40), and the range of scores was
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restricted (8.4 - 9.2) and scores were lower during the study itself.
The lower reliability coefficient obtained during the re-scoring is the
result of a restricted sample size (5 proposals), small variance, and
the limited range of scores obtained from these proposals.

These

factors are further affected by one additional dimension, that is, the
mean score obtained on the program aspiration construct, Part IIIB.
These items pertain specifically to the Wolf instrument.

Each

proposal s score ranged from 2.1 - 2.6 indicating each variable included
in the Wolf instrument was at least implied in the proposal.

However,

since no proposal scored above 3.0 (i.e., operationalized - information
clearly delineated) some minor variance would be expected.

The variance

obtained between the test and re-test was not significant (Table 2, F
score), and does not alter the use of the scores as intended by the
instrument or the researcher.
One additional reliability indicator is also possible with the
Wolf instrument since the instrument yields a numerical indicator for
assessing aspiration levels attainable for the change enterprise. This
additional reliability indicator, in relation to the Wolf instrument
scores is: the accuracy and consistency of determining a proposal status
as either falling short, or exceeding the minimum score of the
aspiration put forth at the proposal level.
instrument scored 1.0 (i.e.,

On this indicator the Wolf

predicted the exact same status for each

proposal re-scored).
The results of this randomly sampled re-analysis and scoring of
the proposals indicates a safe degree of reliability occurred across the
proposals scored by the reseacher's instrument.
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Rank Order of Proposals

The rank order of proposals was determined by sorting proposals
by mean scores yielded under each variable, program aspiration, user
participation, and aspiration level (Wolf Instrument - WKD/UI).

These

particular scores were used to determine the acceptance or rejection of
hypotheses 1—3.

Proposals were first ordered by mean scores yielded

under the aspiration level, then mean scores yielded under user
participation, and finally, under program aspiration.
ordered,

Once rank

lowest to highest, the first ten proposals (approximately 22

percent) were designated as the lower strata; the last ten proposals
(approximately 22 percent) were designated as the upper strata.
Proposals comprising each strata are presented in Table 3.
Delineation of proposals into strata was done to determine if
significant differences occurred between strata on:
yielded from the Wolf Instrument,

(1) the mean scores

(2) user participation, mean scores

and (3) program aspiration mean scores.

The t statistic was chosen to

determine if significant differences occurred between mean scores of
each variable used to sort the proposals and selected other variables.
These data are presented in Table 4.
in Tables 3 and 4 follows.

An interpretation of data reported
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TABLE 3
LOWER AND UPPER STRATA OF PROPOSALS DEPICTED
WITH SELECTED VARIABLES

IDnumber

Prog.Asp.
Mean Score

User Part.
Mean Score

WKD/UI
Mean Score

S

Rnk.

NF
NF
NF
F
NF
NF
F
F
NF
F

mm.
48.
67.
52.
43.
64.
61.
67.
93.
MM

Outcomes
Agency Study

Lower Strata
038
023
017
003
015
026
042
041
019
034

1.70
1.80
1.80
2.00
2.10
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.30
2.30

1.579
2.00
2.316
1.368
2.421
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

7.2
8.8
8.4
8.8
9.2
7.2
8.0
8.4
6.4
7.2

NA
NA
NA
+
NA
NA
+
+
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Upper Strata
004
008
016
036
043
005
029
027
022
002

2.80
2.90
2.90
2.90
3.00
3.10
3.20
3.20
3.20
3.30

2.737
2.316
2.316
2.842
2.00
3.158
2.421
2.421
2.737
3.263

9.2
9.6
9.6
10.4
10.8
10.4
10.4
11.2
10.0
12.4

F
F
NF
F
F
F
F
F
NF
F

71.
69.
70.
MM
60.
78.
MM
MM
NA
71.

+++
+++
NA
+++
++
+++
+++
MM
NA
+++

S - Funding status (F) funded (NF) not funded
RNK - Agency rank expressed as a percent of total score
OPDEF - Operational definition of aspiration levels (-) below
(+) above (converted from inventory scores)
NA - Does not apply, not available
MM - Missing data
AGENCY - agency outcomes: (-) unsuccessful (+) successful
(++) moderately successful (+++) very successful

+
+
NA
+
+
+
MM
NA
+
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TABLE 4
t TEST RESULTS OF THE MEAN SCORES OF THE LOWER STRATA
COMPARED TO THE MEAN SCORES OF THE UPPER STRATA
AND SELECTED VARIABLES REPORTED IN TABLE 1

Variables:

Lower Strata
Mean

Program Aspiration
User Participation
Aspiration level WKD/UI
Agency outcomes
Operation def. outcomes
Agency rank
Funding Status

*

p < .05

2.06
1.96
7.96
1.00
0.00
61.87
1.40

Upper Strata
Mean
3.05
2.62
10.40
2.85
1.714
69.83
1.80

t Score

DF

-11.154*
- 4.100*
- 5.940*
- 6.000*
- 3.794*
- 1.700
- 1.340

18
18
18
9
8
14
18
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Interpretation of Tables 3 and 4
Significant relationships between selected variables of the upper
and lower strata (Table 3) studied are reported in Table 4.

Results of

t tests indicate significant differences exist between program
aspiration mean scores, user participation mean scores, level of
aspiration (WKDU/I) mean scores, agency outcome mean scores, and
operational definition outcomes mean scores.

Two of the variables

studied - agency rank and funding status - were not significantly
related.

These data suggest that agency rank and funding status are not

significantly related to the major variables of this study.
The two sets of proposals differ in at least five ways: first,
six out of ten proposals within the upper strata exceeded the minimum
standard for sufficiently operationalizing the program aspiration
construct; in contrast,
that standard.

not one proposal in the lower strata attained

Second, the mean scores calculated for the upper strata

involving user participation indicate that on several of the variables
studied,

these proposals did sufficiently involve intended users

(two

proposals exceeded the standard set); in contrast, only two proposals
comprising the lower strata indicated that on some variables studied,
these proposals sufficiently involved the users.

Third, seven out of

ten proposals comprising the upper strata attained scores from the Wolf
instrument indicating that these proposals were capable of meeting
requirements for the most sophisticated aspiration level adoption/adaption; in contrast,

not one proposal comprising the lower

strata met the minimum criteria for that aspiration level.

Fourth,

out of six proposals funded in the upper strata were viewed as very

five
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successful by agency criteria, and the sixth one was rated moderately
successful; in contrast, the funded proposals within the lower strata
were ranked as minimally successful.

Fifth, and finally, six out of

seven funded proposals in the upper strata met the aspiration level put
forth at the proposal stage; in contrast, no funded proposal in the
lower strata met the aspiration level put forth at the proposal stage.

Correlations Between Summary Data

Correlation Analyses
Correlations were calculated between each construct measured by
the instrument (i.e.,

Program aspiration, User participation, and Level

of Aspiration) and available outcome data.

These correlations are

presented in Table 5, and discussed following the presentation.
Correlations significant at the .05 level were highlighted.
Twenty-eight of the forty-six proposals selected, or about sixty
percent, were funded.
outcome data.

The set of funded proposals yielded needed

Archives searched did not include information pertaining

to the ultimate disposition or status of non-funded proposals.

Hence,

analyses reported are based upon only the set of funded proposals.
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TABLE 5
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MAJOR INDEPENDENT
AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Independent

Dependent Variables

Funding
Status

Operat. Def.
Outcomes

Agency Def.
Outcomes

1. Program Aspiration
Part III

.3481

.6231*

.4887*

2. User Participation
Part IV

.3101

.4915*

.3677

3. Aspiration Level
(WKD/UI) Part V

.3844

.4572*

.3043

-.1060

.6725*

.2690

4. Aspiration Variance
(WKD/UI)
Part V

*

p < .05
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Interpretations of Table 5
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (r) were
calculated between variables selected for study.

Table 5 portrays

outcomes of the calculations and highlights significant correlations
between the independent and dependent variables.

Correlation

coefficients when intended for prediction purposes are interpreted for
strength of prediction, not strength of association.

According to Borg

and Gall (1983) coefficients below .35 have little predictive value,
coefficients around .50 provide crude group prediction, and correlation
coefficients from .65 - .85 make possible,
group predictions.

for most purposes, accurate

These bench-marks were utilized by the researcher to

interpret correlations reported in Table 5.
Five of the twelve correlations were significant at the .05
level.

The first significant r was between the program aspiration

variable and actual aspiration outcomes as operationally defined by the
study. A strong positive r was obtained (r = .6231) which suggests that
the degree to which a proposal operationalized its program aspiration
was an accurate predictor of the aspiration level attained during the
improvement enterprise.
The second significant r was obtained between the program
aspiration variable and improvement outcomes as perceived by agencies.
The r obtained ( r = .4887) represents a moderate positive association
between these variables, which appears to qualify as a crude predictor
of agency perceived outcomes.
Data reported pertaining to the program aspiration construct and
outcomes as perceived by the standards of the study and standards
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acceptable by agencies suggest that a clearly delineated program
aspiration (a) enhances achievement of more sophisticated aspiration
levels, and (b) provides more accurate information upon which to
determine the degree of success attained by an improvement enterprise.
The third significant r was obtained between the user
participation variable and aspiration outcomes achieved, as
opei ational1y defined by the study.

A moderate positive association was

attained (r = .4915) which suggests that user participation represents a
crude predictor of aspiration levels, as operationally defined by the
study.
The fourth significant r was between the mean score yielded by
the Wolf instrument and aspiration levels attained, as operationally
defined by the study.

The r obtained (r = .4572) represents a moderate

positive association between a proposal’s mean score as determined by
the Wolf instrument and the actual aspiration level outcome attained.
Thus,

proposals that yielded higher mean scores would likely attain the

higher aspiration level, as operationally defined by the study.
However,

the actual raw score yielded for a proposal using the Wolf

instrument was only a crude predictor of the actual aspiration level
attained by the change enterprise.

The result is not unusual, since the

score yielded is correlated to the minimum aspiration level attainable,
thus, the change enterprise proposed may be capable of meeting an
aspiration greater than the enterprise intends to undertake.
example,

For

proposal 036 yielded a raw score of 10.4 indicating

adoption/adaption was possible,

but for the intentions of the project

only a minimum score of 6.0 was necessary for the activites intended.
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The enterprise was concluded at the pilot test level.

This example

indicates that the enterprise did not attain the aspiration level as
measured by the Wolf instrument,

but this enterprise had no intention of

meeting that aspiration level — its intention was to conduct activites
at a much lower level, and it did that quite well.
The fifth and final significant r was calculated between the
predictive variance of the Wolf instrument and attained outcomes
operationally defined by the study.

The r calculated (r = .6725)

represents a strong positive association between the instrument's actual
scores and the attained outcomes operationally defined by the study.
The r calculated indicated that the aspiration level documented by the
Wolf instrument was an accurate predictor of the attained aspiration
outcome, as operationally defined by the study.
The correlation calculated between the independent variables and
dependent variables indicates several other relationships occur,
these relationships are not significant.

but

The independent variables

correlated were slightly related to outcomes measured by funding status,
and with the exception of the program aspiration variable, not related
to agency perceived outcomes.
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Cross Tabulations Between Summary Data

The chi-square statistic was used to describe relationships
between expectations/observations of data patterns for selected
diffusion/utilization and demographic/descriptor variables cross
tabulated with major study variables.

The results of these cross

tabulations are presented in Tables 5 and 6.
Categorical data obtained for each selected diffusion/utilization
and demographic/descriptor variable were cross tabulated program
aspiration data and user participation variables.

Where statistically

significant relationships occurred at the .05 level of significance, the
researcher described the overall pattern of relevant data, and explained
the significant relationship.
presentation of results.

Interpretations follow the tabular
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TABLE 6
CHI-SQUARE RELATIONSHIP OF SELECTED
DIFFUSION/UTILIZATION AND DESCRIPTOR VARIABLES DESCRIBING
THE FORTY-SIX PROPOSALS ANALYZED
CROSS TABULATED TO PROGRAM ASPIRATION AND USER PARTICIPATION
VARIABLES

Maior Study Variables

Demographic/descriptor:
proposal group
Selection
Inception
Duration
Funding Agency
Utilization Unit
Population Addressed
Population Affected
Population level

.49
1.25
.14
1.25
.10
1.91
.04
1.31
3.17

* p < .05

Chi-Square

3
4
3
4
1
4
3
3
2
3
1
2
3
3
4
2
1

.58
1.34
3.92
2.48
.001
2.71
.73
.29
1.47
.37
2.14
1.75
1.11
5.92
2.09
2.51
. 72

4
2
1
2
1
4
1
2
2

CO

.48
2.79
1.23
1.95
.004
1.72
.68
5.72
4.85
8.47*
.26
1.26
3.69
6.11
3.17
3.98
.04

DF

1 ■P' CO

Chi-Square
Diffusion/utilization:
Aspiration Level
Origin of Improvement
Improvement Stage
Improvement Materials
Adopter Regularities
Adopter Materials
Adopter Requirements
Adopter Assistance
Assistance Channel
Assistance Supervision
Linker Presence
Relation of Linker
Proj. Dir. time/qual.
Linkers Expirence
Fidelity of Improvement
Improvement Status Aff.
Proposal Purpose

User
Participat

U U M 1—• (jO N) CO OJ -P" 1

Program
Aspiration

K)

Variables

1

4# / /

4

l.ii
.08
. 17
AT
. 01

2
1
2
1

Q

07

4

. 01
• 7-L
11 • JH
^4

1
2
2
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Interpretation of Table 6
Results of cross tabulations between data from selected
demographic/descriptor and diffusion/utilization variables and program
aspiration and use participation variables was presented in Table 6.
The chi-square statistic calculated indicated that only one of the
diffusion/utilization variables was significantly associated with the
program aspiration variable.

The Table 6 results, with this one

exception, confirm previously-reported results.

That is, program

aspiration data and user participation data were not related to a
particular demographic/descriptor category of proposal type, selection
process, agency funding,

population addressed or affected, grade level,

or inception date.
Each instructional improvement, and implementation plan presented
in a proposal was categorized according to eighteen
diffusion/utilization variables.

Seventeen of the eighteen variables

were cross tabulated with program aspiration and user participation
variables.

Only one of the variables - i.e., assistance supervision -

was significantly associated with the program aspiration variable; none
was significantly related to the user participation variable.
The assistance supervision variable categorized the source of
supervision intended for the improvement enterprise.
categories,

Specific

percents and frequencies related to the variable are

presented in Table 6a.

TABLE 6a
CROSS TABULATED RESULTS BETWEEN ASSISTANCE SUPERVISION
VARIABLE AND PROGRAM ASPIRATION VARIABLE
PRESENTED AS PERCENTS AND FREQUENCIES

Supervision variable

Program aspiration Variable
not attained

Supervision source
Local Education Agency
Funding Source
Federal/State agency
Innovator
Total frequency

attained

%

f req.

%

100
90
100
33

(2)
(35)
(2)

0
10
0
67

U1

40

freq.
(0)
(4)
(0)
121
6 =
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Interpretation of Table 6a
Table 6a suggests that the source of assistance supervision for
execution of the improvement was a factor in attaining the standard for
sufficiently operationalizing the forty variables delineated under the
construct, program aspiration.

Proposals whose implementation

assistance included supervision by the innovator of the intended
improvement were very likely to have sufficiently operationlized the
construct,

program aspiration.

These results suggest that

operationalizing an instructional improvement's program aspiration (as
defined by the study) is perceived by the innovator, but not perceived
by either the educational agency utilizing the improvement or the
funding agency as a factor for attaining successful outcomes.
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TABLE 7
CHI-SQUARE RELATIONSHIP OF SELECTED
DIFFUSION/UTILIZATION AND DESCRIPTOR VARIABLES
CROSS TABULATED TO ASPIRATIONS INTENDED AND
ASPIRATION OUTCOME VARIABLES**

Variables

Ma ior Study Variables
Aspiration
Variance
DF
Chi-Square

Demographic/descriptor
Proposal group
Selection
Inception
Duration
Funding Agency
Utilization Unit
Population Addressed
Population Affected
Population level

9.27*
8.79*
2.27
.09
2.14
5.42
.33
4.02
5.04

3
4
3
4
1
4
3
3
2
3
1
2
3
3
4
2
1

4
2
1
2
1
4
1
2
2

7.21*
4.97
5.93
3.33
2.45
1.43
1.82
3.21
.73
6.24
not computed
3.85
2.83
11.34*
0.66
1.28
. 37

11.9x*
6.96'h'
. 80
.99
1 . S3
4. oi
.03
Oz. 7/11
3.86

* p
. 05
** Hypothesis 3, n = 46 proposals, hypothesis 4, n = 29 proposals

f<--) <}■ CO -<f '—I CO ■—ICNCNCOOCNOOOOCNCN

Diffusion/utilization
8.78*
Aspiration Level
5.49
Origin of Improvement
1.96
Improvement Stage
2.85
Improvement Materials
2.36
Adopter Regularities
4.26
Adopter Materials
.80
Adopter Requirements
1.34
Adopter Assistance
.91
Assistance Channel
8.19*
Assistance Supervision
.05
Linker Presence
.44
Relation of Linker
5.75
Proj. Dir. time/qual.
14.30*
Linkers Expirence
4.05
Fidelity of Improvement
.63
Improvement Status Aff.
.04
Proposal Purpose

Aspiration
Outcomes
Chi-Square DF

1

4

2
1
2
1
3

1
2
2
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Interpretation of Table 7
Results of cross tabulations between data from selected
demographic/descriptor and diffusion/utilization variables and
aspiration level variance and aspiration level attained variables were
presented in Table 7.

The chi-square statistic calculated indicated

that five variables were significantly associated with the aspiration
level variance variable, and three variables were associated with the
aspiration level attained variable.

The specific categories,

percents

and frequencies of these significant relationships are presented in
Tables 7a and 7b.

Interpretation and a summary of the overall

significance follows presentation of each table.
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TABLE 7a
CROSS TABULATED RESULTS BETWEEN SIGNIFICANTLY ASSOCIATED
DIFFUSION/UTILIZATION AND DEMOGRAPHIC/DESCRIPTOR VARIABLES
AND ASPIRATION VARIANCE VARIABLE PRESENTED AS PERCENTS
AND FREQUENCIES

Variables:

Aspiration Variance Variable
below Minimum
%

Aspiration Level:
Awareness
Analysis
Pilot Test
Adoption/Adaption

0
0
0
76
Total Frequency:
Assistance Supervision:
100
Local Education Agency
69
Funding source
100
Federal/State
0
Innovator
Total Frequency:
Linker Experience:
100
None
79
Limited
25
Moderate
100
Extensive
Total Frequency:
Proposal Source:
NSF agent
IV - IVc
NSF group
Mixed - OE
Occ.Ed

Above Minimum
Freq

Freq.

%

(0)
(0)
(0)
ilU
31

0
100
100
24

(0)
(1)
(4)
(10)
15 = 46

(2)
(27)
(2)
ill
31

0
31
0
100

(0)
(12)
(0)
ill
15

(4)
(22)
(3)
ill
31

0
21
75
0

(0)
(6)
(9)

71
71
25

(10)

29
29
75

100
86

(3)

Total Frequency:
Proposal Selection:
80
Representative, random
Representative, Director
selected but random
Representive, Agency sel.
63
Total Frequency:

(10)
(2)

161

0
1

31
(24)

20

(2)

75
37

ill
31

ill
15
(4)
(4)

(6)
(0)
ill
15 = 46

(6)
(6)
ill
15 = 46
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Interpretation of Table 7a
Table 7a presents cross tabulated results of five variables that
the chi-square statistic identified as significantly associated to
outcomes of either not attaining or attaining the minimum score
necessary for achieving the aspiration level set forth at the proposal
stage.

The first three variables are categorized as

diffusion/utilization variables;
demographic/descriptor variables.

the remaining two are categorized as
The table depicts relationships

between each significant diffusion/utilization variable and
demographic/descriptor variable and the outcome variance variable.
The first significant diffusion/utilization variable, aspiration
level, was based upon four categories of aspiration intended for a
change enterprise.

These levels, in rank order from simple to complex,

are awareness, analysis,

pilot test, and adoption/adaption.

The

aspiration variance was determined by comparing the raw score yielded by
the WKD/UI with a pre-determined minimum raw score deemed necessary to
attain a proposal's aspiration level.

If a proposal's raw score was

higher than or equal to the minimum raw score required, the proposal was
scored as attained; if the raw score was below the minimum required, the
proposal was scored as not attained.

Results indicated that the

complexity of the aspiration level intended was a factor in realizing
the aspiration.

Lower levels were very likely to be attained, whereas

higher levels were more difficult to attain.

The overall data yielded

by the WKD/UI suggests unrealistic aspiration levels are routinely set
forth in proposal documents.
Second,

the assistance supervision variable categorized the
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source of assistance supervision for execution of the intended
improvement.

Results of this cross tabulation suggest that the source

of assistance supervision was a factor related to attaining the
particular aspiration level intended.

When implementation assistance

plans included supervision from an involved innovator for the execution
of an improvement, WKD/UI scores exceeded minimum scores required for
the intended aspiration level.

In contrast: given situations where the

LEA was in total control of the execution of the improvement, WKD/UI
scores fell below the minimum score required to realize the aspiration
levels set forth; and given situations where funding agencies were the
prime supervision source for execution of an improvment, WKD/UI scores
fell below the minimum score required to realize proposals aspirations.
These divergent results suggest that neither guidelines for proposals
nor proposal writers take into account the importance of assistance
supervision in the process of school improvements.
Third, the linker experience variable categorized the linkage
agents identified in proposals by four levels of experience.

Results

of this cross tabulation suggest that whereas linker experience is a
factor related to attaining the minimum score needed for aspirations
intended, extensive experience was not related to attaining aspirations
set forth.

One explanation for this apparent contradiction relates to

the role of the linker during the proposal writing period.
or may not have contributed to the proposal itself.

Linkers may

Hence, an

experienced linker may come on board after a proposal is funded,

but not

be able to compensate for flaws in the proposed school improvement plan.
The remaining two variables,

proposal source and proposal
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selection, are classified as demographic/descriptor variables.

A scan

of the frequencies associated with each of these variables indicated
that they were somehow linked to each other (i.e., both variables had a
category with frequencies of 2 and 6).

This possible link was verified

by pulling the code numbers for the proposals, and examining the data in
these categories.

To interpret this link and association with the

aspiration variance outcomes, each variable is presented and described
along with the relationships uncovered.
The proposal source variable is related to the funding agency.
Results of this cross tabulation indicate that the funding source
solicited was a factor in attaining the aspiration level intended.

A

significant number of the proposals reviewed that sought funding from
the National Science Foundation (NSF) attained or exceeded the minimum
score needed for the aspiration level intended.
The proposal selection variable categorized each proposal
reviewed by factors involved in the selection process.

The proposal

selection variable was linked to the proposal source variable by one set
of proposals.

The link between these variables is related to the fact

that the researcher was unable to obtain proposals directly from the
NSF.

To obtain NSF proposals the researcher solicited various project

directors, and colleagues for NSF material stored in their files.
proposals were obtained from these sources,
randomly chosen.

Once

they were coded and then

Subsequent analyses of these particular proposals

suggested that a systematic bias may have been introduced by the NSF
proposals.

Further investigation was conducted to determine what other

influence may have brought about results reported.
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The investigations uncovered several results.

First, comparison

of the data in Table 3 indicated that these proposals comprised thirty
percent of the upper strata, and only ten percent of the lower strata.
This presence could have accounted for the significant differences
between the strata (Table 4).

However, cross tabulations between the

agency selection and proposal selection variables with the program
aspiration and the user participation variables indicated that no
significant relationships existed.

These major study variables

comprised the criteria for delineating the upper and lower strata.
was suspected,

As

no impact within the upper/lower strata data resulted.

Second, a re-examination of the three variables significantly related to
the aspiration variance variable was done.

The results indicated that

the proposals in this group were associated with lower aspiration level,
involved linkers with extensive experience, and were supervised by the
developers of the improvement in some cases.

These characteristics

suggest that the NSF either utilized guidelines that encouraged or
routinely funded proposals related to the three previously-mentioned
attributes.

Third it is possible the researcher unintentionally

included a non-representative sample of proposals that were submitted to
the NSF.

The majority of the NSF proposals reviewed were funded, Since

competition for NSF funds is intense and many proposals are rejected, a
sampling bias is a possibility.

In sum, the eight NSF accounted for six

out of fifteen proposals that attained the minimum aspiration score
intended.

Even though the inclusion of these proposals impacted upon

over-all data outcomes, their inclusion did not alter the fact that the
aspiration variance hypothesis was accepted.
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TABLE 7b
CROSS TABULATED RESULTS BETWEEN SIGNIFICANTLY ASSOCIATED
DIFFUSION/UTILIZATION AND DEMOGRAPHIC/DESCRIPTOR VARIABLES
AND ASPIRATION OUTCOMES VARIABLE PRESENTED AS
PRECENTS AND FREQUENCIES

Variables:

Aspiration Level Attained Variable
not attained
%

Aspiration Level:
Awareness
Analysis
Pilot Test
Adoption/Adaption
Linkers Experience:
None
Limited
Moderate
Extensive
Proposal Source:
NSF agent
IV - IVc
NSF group
Mixed - OE
Occ.Ed

Freq.

attained
%

Freq.

0
100
75
22

(0)
(1)
(3)
111
9

== 29

(0)
(2)
(6)
in
9

:= 29

(M
(1)
(5)
(0)
121
9

= 29

0
0
25
78
Total Frequency:

(0)
(0)
(1)
(19)
20

100
89
33
0
Total Frequency:

(1)
(16)
(3)
121
20

0
11
67
100

71
0
20
100
100
Total Frequency:

(10)
(1)
(1)
(2)
121
20

29
100
80
0
0

(13)

24

(4)

(1)
121
20

80
37

(4)
m
9

Proposal Selection:
Representative, random
76
Representative, random
but Director selected
20
Representive, Agency sel.
86
Total Frequency:

= 29
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Interpretation of Table 7b
Table 7b presents cross tabulated results for four variables that
were significantly associated with not attaining or attaining the level
of aspiration intended.

Four of the diffusion/utilization and

demographic/descriptor variables significantly related to the aspiration
variance variable come into play in conjunction with the aspiration
level variable as well.
missing from Table 7b.

Only the assistance supervision variable is
Further, a similar pattern between results

reported in Table 7a and Table 7b become apparent.

Variables selected

(proposal selection and proposal source) influenced both the aspiration
variance and aspiration level in similar ways.
These results suggest the following:

(1) the set of NSF proposals

stand far apart from other proposals as previously mentioned; the effect
may be consequence of sampling bias; and (3) the significant results did
not alter the fact that the aspiration level hypothesis was accepted.

Summary of Cross Tabulations

Variables have been identified that are significantly related to
selected aspects of school improvment earmarked for study.

Five

variables related significantly to aspiration variance; four related
significantly to aspiration level.
provided in the sub-sections.

Details of these relationships were
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Summary of Results

A summary of analyses conducted and reported in Chapter IV are
offered in Table 8.

The Table features significant and non-significant

relationships reported across all four elements of the study.

It

provides an overview of what was reported in Chapter IV and also
provides a context within which to interpret study outcomes.

TABLE 8
SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Hypotheses:

Accept

Program Aspiration
User Participation
Level of Aspiration
Lower levels
Upper Levels
Overall
Outcomes - Study defined
Lower Level aspirations
Upper Level aspirations
Overall
Outcomes - Agency criteria
Upper/Lower Strata:

Reject

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
Differences

Program Aspiration
User Participation
Aspiration Level WKDU/I
Agency Outcomes
Study Outcome
Agency rank
Funding Status

s
s
s
s
s
n.s.
n.s.

Independent/Dependent Correlations;
Study Outcome

Agency Outcome

Strong +
Moderate +
Moderate +
Strong +

Moderate +
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Program Aspiration
User Particpation
Level of Aspiration
Aspiration Variance

Funding Status
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Cross Tabulations:
Variables:
Aspiration level
Assistance Supervision
Linker experience
Proposal group
Proposal selection

Prog.Asp

**

s = p < .05, n.s. = non-significant
* = status, ** significant association

Study Variables
Asp.var.
User Part.
**
**
**
**

Asp.lev
*#
**
**

CHAPTER
SUMMARY,

V

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS, AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Introduction

Study outcomes were organized,
Chapter IV.

presented and summarized in

Chapter V summarizes the study, offers interpretation of

study outcomes, relates outcomes to other research, and draws
implications for future research.

The Chapter is organized as follows:

1. Synopsis of the study
2.

Interpretation of results

3.

Implications for further research

Synopsis of the Study

Data was sought about the process of proposal conceptualization
to improve the process in particular, and to improve planned change
initiatives in general.

Research related to the role of administrators

in instructional improvement, operationalizing program intentions,
linkage methodology, and feasibility assessments formulated the basis
for generating four study hypotheses.

An instrument was designed to

gather quantitative data from proposals organized around the four study
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hypotheses.

The instrument consisted of six parts and was field tested

prior to use in the study.
To gather relevant data the researcher solicited proposals from
nine contacts in seven agencies serving Massachusetts schools.

From

these contacts approximately two hundred and fifty proposals that
aspired to improve instructional practice by development, implementation
and diffusion of instructional improvements were accessed.

From those

proposals, a representative sample of forty-six proposals was obtained
and systematically analyzed as the data source for this study.

The

proposals obtained represented a wide range of instructional
improvements that were proposed and, in many cases,

implemented within

both elementary and secondary schools in Massachusetts.

The communities

submitting these proposals ranged from rural to urban areas.
Both qualitative and quantitative analyses of data were
expedited.

Frequencies, cumulative percentages, means, standard

deviations, correlations and chi-squares were calculated to test study
hypotheses.

The results obtained from these analyses were presented in

Chapter IV.

Interpretation, related research and implications for

future research follow in this chapter.

Interpretation of Results

Organization

Interpretations of the results are organized in four parts,
first, outcomes of the hypothesis testing are reported and interpreted;
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second, analyses of meaningful relationships are offered; third,
relationships are established between study outcomes and other relevant
research; and finally, limitations and qualifications are discussed.

Results Related to Study Hypotheses

1. Program Aspiration Hypothesis
Program aspirations as stated are "fuzzy concepts" in at least
two out of three proposals analyzed.

(Results:

program aspirations were

"fuzzy concepts” in approximately eighty-seven percent of the proposals
analyzed.)

These results suggest:
—that proposals do not adequately delineate information related
to forty variables known to affect outcomes of the diffusion/utilization
process.

These variables describe the need for an instructional

improvement, what that particular improvement represents, the methods by
which that improvement is accomplished,

the appropriate circumstances

for utilizing the improvement, and finally, what degree of
implementation of the improvement is intended for the proposed
enterprise.

Inadequately delineated proposal information doesn't

indicate that either LEA or Agency officials aren't aware of the
information of interest.

What agency officials do or do not know isn t

a problem; what they put into or expect from proposals is of concern.
When proposals prepared by them are difficult to interpret because of
unoperationa]ized language usage and unstructured conceptual
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development, meaning isn’t extracted readily.

Even though about

two-thirds of the proposed improvements analyzed were beyond the
conceptual stage, were well developed, were validated (thirty-five
percent) by an outside source, and were supported by tangible
instructional materials,

proposal aspirations related to the

improvements were stated unclearly.
—that proposal guidelines do not call for information that is
operationally-defined often enough.
process in general.

This shortcoming indicts the

If information included in proposal documents is

fuzzy, reviewers selected for their expertise have difficulty judging
the worth or appropriateness of proposed improvements.

Experts'

ratings

are flawed simply because the information presented is unclear.
Specific study results related to shortcomings of proposal guidelines
indicated program aspirations and funding status were not significantly
correlated.

The degree that proposals did or did not operationalize the

forty variables was unrelated to proposal funding.

However,

proposals

that were funded and also successfully operationalized program
aspirations coherently yielded data suggesting a strong positive
correlation between aspiration statements and outcomes,

and a moderate

positive correlation between aspiration statements and agency officials
judgements of success.
—that agencies should put greater stress on LEA officals to
articulate each program aspiration.

If the LEA’s are deficient in

operationalizing their program aspirations and an agency is intent on
implementing instructional improvements, it may be appropriate for
agencies to offer LEA official assistance (either funding or
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supervision) in order to bring about desired improvements.

Correlation

data between attaining outcomes and agency perceptions of success
support this contention.

Further,

fifty-one percent of the proposals

intended to make use of unproven ideas and materials in conjunction with
adoption/adaption plans.

Materials that are still developmental do not

often lend themselves to rapid adoption.

Also, the promise these ideas

or trial materials hold may not be generalizable to the situation
intended.
that a funding agency's perceived need for instructional
improvement may or may not be shared by LEA officials.

What funding

agency officials want tends to become an event even though the event may
not reflect actual LEA-perceived needs.

LEA officials may or may not be

involved with the process of problem conceptualization; and, they may or
may not comprehend what is expected.

Hence, their response - in the

form of a proposal - can be expected to miss targets specified by agency
officials rather predictably.
financial support,
follow.

When "fuzzy concepts" receive agency

unpredictable and often undesirable consequences

Funding support was not correlated to outcomes, agency

perception of success,

program aspirations, or user participation.

—that the early stages of the improvement process are not
exploited by either Funding agencies or LEA officials as an appropriate
time to operationalize improvement intentions.

Proposals usually

identify a problem or need (Agency or LEA) and offer a general solution.
An assumption is made that details will be worked out in process by some
linkage agent.

(Ninety-five percent of the proposals indicated some type

of linkage agent was involved in the improvement process intended.)
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This process insures that a few persons will conceive strategies and
tactics which are intended to influence the behavior of many persons.
Targeted audiences tend to balk at participation in school improvement
work proposed by the few (the source of seventy-four percent of the
improvements was not from the most designated target audience teachers).
—that inexperienced linkage agents charged with implementing
’’fuzzy" instructional improvements are not likely to bring about the
desired improvements.

Confusion, lost time and energy, and

unpredictable outcomes, can be expected if the linkage agent is
inexperienced or has limited time, to engage in linkage work.
data revealed:

Study

sixty-eight percent of the linkers either had limited or

no experience; and, only thirty percent of the project directors were
judged as suitable or qualified.
—that what is implemented may or may not be related to what was
intended because of unclear program aspiration.

Approximately ninety

percent of the proposals intended to adopt or adapt improvements,

but

only seventeen percent of the prospective LEA’s had even pilot tested
the proposed improvements.

The majority of the improvements were not

well developed at inception (fifty-one percent) and many required
special assistance (seventy-four percent); but, only a few proposals
(seven percent) received direct help from the developers (who were
familiar with the essential elements) and the remaining majority
(fifty-five percent) were likely to receive little (once or twice) or
only quarterly assistance.

Given these circumstances, it is unlikely

that proposed improvements would attain either moderate or extreme
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fidelity (fifty-two percent) required.

2. User Participation Hypothesis;
Persons apt to be recipients of the proposed work either were not
involved or were marginally involved in conceptualizing what is to be
improved in at least two out of three of the proposals analyzed.
(Results: approximately ninety-six percent of the proposals analyzed
indicated persons apt to be recipients of the proposed work were either
not involved or only marginally involved in conceptualizing the
improvement.)

These results suggest:
—that insufficient involvement of the users of proposed
improvements has been routine at the proposal stage
outcomes:

Supporting study

first, sixty-one percent of the intended improvements were

developed at some form of university setting, or by independent
curriculum developers associated with universities;

second, only

twenty-four percent of the proposals indicated that original development
of the improvement involved the intended user;

third, only twenty

percent of the proposals indicated the intended user was the source of
intended improvements;

fourth, only twenty-six percent of the intended

users were involved in planning the rationale for the goals, objectives,
and activites of the proposal;

and fifth, only twenty-eight percent of

the proposals involved intended users in needs assessment data
gathering.
—that although the intended users were not sufficiently involved
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the users were not ignored.

These data support the contention: first,

of the nineteen variables associated with user participation only one
variable (project director selection) revealed minimal consideration
(eleven percent of proposals); second, the majority of decision making
(between seventy - one hundred percent) was rendered by agency, LEA, and
university officials or a small group of non-representative users.

This

decision making did reflect concern for the intended users, but not
representative involvement.
—that needs assessments that intended to involve users (targeted
audience) of proposed improvements were generally absent from proposals.
These data support the contention: Only twenty-eight percent of the
proposals offered evidence that some form of needs assessment was
carried out.
documented.

Considerable variability in effort characterized attempts
For example, one proposal needs assessment involved

intended users fully and implemented exactly what the assessment
indicated; another needs assessment involved potential users in the
selection of and commitment to improvements designated; and, still
others relied upon non-representative users (i.e., volunteers, committee
members, and so forth) for needs assessment data.
—that teachers apt to be recipients of school improvement work
are not involved during the early stages of the process.

Data obtained

indicated that audiences targeted for school improvement consisted
primarily of teachers.
for teachers.

Seventy-eight percent of the improvements were

Since only twenty-eight percent of the intended users

were involved at the initiation stage of a school improvement, it is not
unreasonable to conclude that teachers targeted for school improvement
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work do not participate routinely in conceptualization of the
improvement.
—that a problem related to the inclusion of targeted users may
be ascribed to the process of soliciting proposals.

The time available

between offering proposal requests (RFPs) and due dates established for
completed proposals often leaves little time for much deliberation.
Decisions are frequently made by a few administrators, occasionally in
collaboration with selected potential users.

Since few proposals

actually receive agency funding, adminstrators may be reluctant to
survey users to limit false hope and disappointment.
—that a lack of involvement of potential users in the planning
stages creates an uncertain environment for implementation, and, that
support is difficult to generate when the improvement represents someone
else's effort.

Lack of knowledge of proposed improvements tends to

stimulate anxiety and resistance to change.
consequence of of the user being ignored.

Such behavior may be a
Lack of involvement can be

considered by some intended users as demeaning them as professionals.
Other study findings support this contention: first, the majority of
program aspirations were stated as "fuzzy" concepts, and without clear
intentions the worst concerns that intended users may have are easy to
justify; second, study data indicated that seventy-six percent of the
improvements would have interrupted programmatic and behavioral
regularities of the users (changed the methods used in curriculum areas,
and the ways users interacted with their students);

third, a majority

of the proposals intended to institutionalize the improvement
(sixty-three percent) i.e.,

retain separate status (this implies that
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with separate status an improvement is an intrusion on conventional
practice);

fourth, only seventeen percent of the improvements were

pilot tested (at the intended user site) prior to the proposed full
adoption/adaption implementation.

3. Aspirations Intended Hypothesis
Unattainable program aspiration levels have been set forth in at
least two out of three proposals analyzed.

(Results:

minimal

conditions required to meet aspiration levels set forth were not
apparent in approximately sixty-seven percent of the proposals analyzed.
However, minimal conditions were met by proposals that aspired to
conduct efforts at low aspiration levels; namely, analysis/reaction, and
pilot testing.)

These results suggest:
—that irrelevant information may have been utilized in selecting
proposals for funding by agency officials routinely.

This contention is

supported by these outcomes: first, the majority of proposals analyzed
provided information to assess the worth of an improvement,

but the

imformation reported was "fuzzy" (program aspirations, as stated, were
"fuzzy" in eighty-seven percent of the proposals);

second, the "fuzzy"

information provided in the proposals compounds the problem, because the
guidelines for rating proposals were without explicit directions and
often had complicated weighting formulas

(it seemed that the process

employed by these agencies was sufficient to order proposals; but, given
the fact that funding was not correlated with outcomes or agency
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perceptions of success,

the information generated could not be used to

assess the potential worth of improvements proposed); third, in spite of
the "fuzzy" information found in the proposals, the Wolf instrument was
able to predict outcomes of these improvements quite reliably (r = .67)
(differences between agency and Wolf instrument analyses probably stem
from the fact that the Wolf instrument utilized variables that were
known to impinge on outcomes).

Agency officials often utilized

information related to spending of available funds, insuring that
minimum conditions prescribed in proposal guidelines were met, and
relied on judgement calls of "experts" in the area of the improvements
to judge the worth of the proposal document?.

Evidence obtained

suggests neither agency officials or "experts" were able to make
judgements pertaining to outcomes of school improvements at the proposal
stage.
—that LEA and agency officals are overly optimistic at the
proposal stage about what can be accomplished by just implementing an
improvement. Data obtained indicated most proposals (seventy-six
percent) fell short of the minimum criterion level set forth for
adoption/adaption.
task:

first,

These data detail the difficulty of the proposed

fifty-one percent of the efforts proposed intended to

adopt/adapt an improvement without benefit of much conceptual or pilot
work; second, a substanital credibility gap existed between special
assistance called for (seventy-three percent) and assistance made
available (only fifty-four percent would receive one to four visits);
and third, a minority of the project directors were judged as suitable
(thirty percent) to expedite work related to utilization of the
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improvement.
that information exists in proposals to accurately determine
strengths and weaknesses of improvement efforts,

but this information

has not been recognized as a valid indicator of intended outcomes.

The

Wolf instrument appeared to be an accurate predictor of outcomes (r =
.67).

Yet agency officials who had access to the same information,

plus

the advantage of discussing this information with LEA officials, did not
make funding decisions related to either successful outcomes or agency
perception of success.

It would appear that agency officials made use

of selection criteria: (a) which were unrelated to important information
and/or information voids apparent within proposals submitted; and (b)
which were unrelated to outcomes of school improvement undertakings.

4. Aspiration Level Outcome Hypothesis
Program aspiration levels set forth were not realized in at least
two out of three proposals analyzed.

(Results: Outcomes proposed were

not realized in sixty-nine percent of the projects where outcome data
were available.

However, outcomes were attained at the low aspiration

levels; that is, all the proposals intending analysis/reaction were
successful,

and seventy-five percent of the proposals intending pilot

testing were successful.

Study data indicated that agencv percei\ed

outcomes were not related to the actual aspirations intended at proposal
conceptualization.)

These results suggest:
that outcomes as predicted by the WKD/UI were verified, and the
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Wolf instrument offers promise as a formative evaluation tool.

The Wolf

instrument predicted outcomes quite reliable (r = .6725), given the
consideration that once the assessment was made, no data were adjusted
after the project was launched.

Had adjustments been made, the

reliability would be closer to .9000.

For example, proposal (043) was

scored as meeting its aspiration - adoption/adaption; however, a
critical element indicated as already existing (a bus) was not
available, and without a bus the project was unable to attain
aspirations set forth.

Had this information been included in the

analysis, the proposal would not have scored in a positive manner.
—that instructional improvements have not attained aspirations
set forth at the proposal stage.

However, this does not suggest that

the enterprises undertaken were entirely unsuccessful.

It does

indicate, that agency and participant assessments were based routinely
upon informal anecdotal information rather than upon data related to
operationally define outcomes.

Study data indicated thirty-nine percent

of the proposals intended internal evaluation, and forty-three percent
intended internal and external evaluation.

However,

few proposals

actually promised written write-ups of evaluation work proposed; and few
write-ups were found.

Two research efforts were uncovered within

proposal files, and neither report judged outcomes in terms of percent
of utilization or the duration that the improvement was utilized.
LEA and funding agency officials seemed to determine success
subjectively.

That is,

project success seemed to be related to

fortuitous circumstances.

For example, one proposal (045) lost its

project director and a project participant assumed the leadership

Both
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duties.

The new director was not as qualified, and despite incredible

effort the improvement did not attain intended outcomes.

Both agency

and LEA officials judged the effort successful, but the effort was still
far short of adoption/adaption, its intended mark.
—that instructional improvements were routinely implemented with
the assumption that introduction and funding were sufficient to attain
adoption/adaption outcomes.

Given conditions often found in these

proposals at inception, extensive funding and resources would not result
in adoption/adaption without consideration of factors known to impinge
upon that outcome.
task:

first,

These data detail the difficulty of the proposed

fifty-one percent of the efforts proposed intended to

adopt/adapt an improvement without benefit of much conceptual or pilot
work; second, a substantial credibility gap existed between special
assistance called (seventy-three percent) and assistance made available
(only fifty-four percent would receive one to four visits); and third, a
minority of the project directors were judged suitable (thirty percent)
to expedite work related to utilization of the improvement.
—that without accurate assessments and continued monitoring, the
improvement process is likely to be overstated.

Study data indicated

that a variety of potential trouble areas existed which would thwart
implementation.

For example,

fifty-one percent of the proposals

indicated conceptual ideas or trial efforts were to be implemented to
the adoption/adaption level in just one or two years; and, a large
percentage (seventy-six percent) of proposals indicated that intended
improvements would disrupt existing programmatic and behavioral
regularities;

the majority (seventy-three percent) of the intended
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duties.

The new director was not as qualified, and despite incredible

effort the improvement did not attain intended outcomes.
and LEA officials judged the effort successful,

Both agency

but the effort was still

far short of adoption/adaption, its intended mark.
—that instructional improvements were routinely implemented with
the assumption that introduction and funding were sufficient to attain
adoption/adaption outcomes.

Given conditions often found in these

proposals at inception, extensive funding and resources would not result
in adoption/adaption without consideration of factors known to impinge
upon that outcome.
task:

first,

These data detail the difficulty of the proposed

fifty-one percent of the efforts proposed intended to

adopt/adapt an improvement without benefit of much conceptual or pilot
work; second, a substantial credibility gap existed between special
assistance called (seventy-three percent) and assistance made available
(only fifty-four percent would receive one to four visits); and third, a
minority of the project directors were judged suitable (thirty percent)
to expedite work related to utilization of the improvement.
—that without accurate assessments and continued monitoring, the
improvement process is likely to be overstated.

Study data indicated

that a variety of potential trouble areas existed which would thwart
implementation.

For example,

fifty-one percent of the proposals

indicated conceptual ideas or trial efforts were to be implemented to
the adoption/adaption level in just one or two years; and, a large
percentage (seventy-six percent) of proposals indicated that intended
improvements would disrupt existing programmatic and behavioral
regularities;

the majority (seventy-three percent) of the intended
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improvements required special assistance and organization.

Conversely,

proposals (ninety-three percent) indicated that only occasional
(quarterly) to moderate (monthly) assistance was to be provided; and,
only a small percentage (thirty percent) of the project directors were
judged as suitable for the task at hand.

Results of Correlations
Both strong and moderate correlations were obtained (see p.
between major independent and dependent variables identified.

160)

These

relationships suggest the following:
—that outcomes of the improvement enterprise are related to
specification of program aspiration, aspiration level set forth at
inception, aspiration variance (proposal exceeds minimum score for
attaining aspiration put forth), and user participation.
indicated that:

first,

Study data

proposals that sufficiently operationalized their

program aspiration were usually funded, were viewed as very successful
by agencies, and attained aspirations set forth; second,

proposals that

sufficiently involved the intended users were judged very successful by
agency criteria, and also attained intended outcomes.

Third,

proposals

that met the set realistic aspiration levels, most likely met them (and
in many cases exceeded the minimum conditions set forth to attain levels
desired).

Results of Cross Tabulations
Cross tabulations were utilized to analyze major study variables
for systematic bias from either the demographic/descriptors of proposals
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or diffusion/utilization categories of intended improvements.

Few

significant relationships were evident between the selected
demographic/descriptor and diffusion/utilization variables and major
study variables.
These results suggest:
that study results related to major variables are generalizable
to proposals that LEA's submit to agencies for improvement assistance.
All proposals reviewed that were submitted by LEAs directly to funding
agencies were not significantly related to any of variables cross
tabulated to the major study variables. The few significant
relationships uncovered were traced to a single source, the set of NSF
proposals.

A common strand that NSF proposals represented was that each

proposal submitted intended the originator of the proposal to become an
intermediate source from which LEA's could obtain improvement
assistance.
—that results of the user participation variable are the only
study variable that are generalizable to the NSF proposals.

Follow up

on the variables that were systematically related to the major study
variables identified a single source.
National Foundation proposals.

That source was the set of

The only major study variable that the

NSF proposals did not systematically influence was the user
participation variable.

Proposals submitted to the NSF did not

sufficiently involve the intended uses for the improvements intended.
However,

the data did not suggest that the intended users were ignored,

but it indicated that the proposal writers tended to render all the
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decisions, or involved non-representative users (one exception was
noted).

Overarching Results

The overall data yielded by this study indicated two results of
special importance to the improvement process in general and the
proposal process in particular: first, a great deal of information was
readily available at the proposal stage related to strengths, weaknesses
and aspirations of intended improvements; and second, this information
did not appear to be utilized by LEA or agency official during the
proposal conceptualization process.

Limitations and Qualifications

Three limitations and qualifications for the study are offered:
First, the time required to analyze each proposal was often two or more
hours, which limited work to about two proposals per day.

Thus, the

actual number of proposals studied comprised a small representati\e
sample of all proposals offered during the time period of interest.
Second, one set of proposals stood apart from the others; although this
impact did not affect overall outcomes as stated,
not generalizable to this set of proposals.

but the results are

This set of proposals is

characteristic of a proposal where intermediates (i.e., Colleges,
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Universities, Developers) apply to major grantees under very competitive
circumstances for funding to work with LEA's.

The generalizability of

this study would then pertain to those proposals between LEA officials
and agencies that support LEA’s directly.

Third, this study has only

analyzed one type of proposal, those proposals that intend to improve
instructional practice.

Proposals that are generated that do not intend

to involve instructional practice may not be affected by any of the
major study variables.

Results Related to Other Research

In the area of instruction there will always be improvements.
The past twenty years have seen a multitude of improvements aimed at
instructional practice.

These proposed improvements have been received

in variable ways with variable results.
alter educational practice noticeably.

Implementation efforts did not
This study gathered data from

improvement undertakings at the earliest stages of the change process,
analyzed data obtained, and then compared these results with outcome
data.

The study was rooted in research drawn from three areas: (1) the

role of adminstrators in the improvement process; (2) the relation of
"need assessments" and "program statements" to outcomes and (3) the
"linkage methodology" tradition.
Results of this study were generally compatible with much
research reported over the past fifteen years related to improvement of
instructional practice.

Researchers suggest most improvements do not
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get beyond the awareness or pilot test stage and those that do may or
may not make a difference (see Derrick,
Emrick & Peterson,

1978; Goodlad,

1972; McLaughlin,

1979 and others).

1975-1978;

Researchers also

suggest many of the improvements proposed even though aspirations were
not attained were not entirely unsuccessful.

A recurring theme across

such studies is "great expectations for improvement, minimal impact on
practice" (Wolf,

1983).

Emrick and Peterson (1978) offer an explanation for these
outcomes: persons responsible for improvement situations routinely
ignore the complexity of the change process and view consider change an
event.

We implement, we change.

This study obtained data related to

the early stages of the change enterprise.

The researcher learned that

substantial information is available at proposal conceptualization that
details the complexity of the change enterprise.

Awareness of this

information seems related to planning strategies and tactics to cope
with the change proposed.

Research reported by Hutchinson et al.

(1970-1978), Morris et al.

(1978) and Harris and Bessent (1969) have

already indicated the value of having a systematic plan early in the
change process,

that is: an operationalized plan permits focusing;

determines why a program exists; and how implemented materials,
activites, and adminstrative arrangements are expected to produce the
desired outcomes.

Study results verified the importance of a systematic

plan: when intentions were sufficiently operationalized at the proposal
stage improvement efforts seem to achieve outcomes intended; and
proposals that did not,

fell short of intended outcomes.

Study results raised questions about the viability of the

mutual
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adaptation" explanation of outcomes of past attempts at instructional
improvement.

The mutual adaptation notion was based primarily upon

results of the Rand Corporation’s change agent studies (Berman et al.
1975 - 1978), which suggested "local ownership" was an important
ingredient of program success.

The Rand researchers believed successful

results occur as a consequence of dynamic interplay between provider,
user and the improvement.

Outcomes that result are a legitimate

interpretations of program intentions, regardless of what outcomes are
attained (Farrar et al.,

1980).

Study results obtained suggest

outcomes are not related to the notion of mutual adaptation, but are a
consequence of prior conditions. Prior conditions like insufficiently
operationalizing intentions, insufficiently involving intended users,
not paying attention to the complexity of the improvement enterprise and
finally, absence of a systematic methodology related to
diffusion/utilization variables of importance do appear related to
outcomes.
A re-occurring theme within the research on education change has
been the role of the administrator (see Katz & Kahn,
Bessent,

1966; Havelock,

examples).

1971; Goodlad,

1966; Harris &

1975; and Holman,

A variety of roles have been suggested,

1975 for

but the overarching

theme is that the administrator is crucial to the change environment.
The present study verifies the importance of that role, in that
administrators make the majority of decisions related to the intended
users (teachers) of improvements to instructional practice.

Study

results suggests the role of the administrator may be even more crucial
to the change enterprise than previously believed.

Administrators are
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frequently the agents that generate proposals to improve instructional
practice in which they either do or do not operationalize intentions,
involve representative users,

or make use of information to plan

realistic outcomes.
Finally,

Theoretical work proposed by Wolf and developed in

collaboration with Fiorino,
between

Hutchinson,

Welsh,

Allan,

Goodman and Thayer

1973-1981 resulted in the development of two methodological

tools to assist linking the world of knowledge production and knowledge
utilization.

One tool was entitled the Wolf/Welsh Linkage Methodology;

the other the Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory.
study utlilized the second tool.

This

The Wolf Knowledge

Diffusion/Utilization Inventory accurately predicted outcomes of
educational
Further,

improvements at the proposal stage when used in this study.

the tool is purport to be content free,

study support this belief.

and results of this

Proposal analyses represented a wide range

of improvement efforts and content areas.

Implications for Future Research

Refinement and in-depth analysis of researcher's instrument
The instrument used to gather data needs to be analyzed using
factor analysis (or other statistical measures)

techniques to identify

items that contributed to the outcomes of the program aspiration and
user participation variables.
indicated

Other supplementary analyses done

strong correlations with the sub-parts of the instrument.

An
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analysis would permit development of a shortened and refined instrument,
the instrument was reliable in gathering data,

but was so long that it

limited the number of cases analyzed.

Develop operationalized guidelines for WKD/UI
The Wolf Instrument (WKD/UI) was reliable and an accurate
predictor of aspirations attainable by a change enterprise.

However,

the instrument needs to have clearer rules to determine reference frames
for varied situations.

For example, the researcher set rules for

interpreting the items when two or more linkage agents were involved; or
if data was implied, rules were employed for maintaining consistent
responses.

Systematized and operationalized rules insure reliability,

and permit accurate use by inexperienced users.

Relate proposal guidelines to factors of importance for knowledge
diffusion/utilization
The study did not specifically relate proposal guidelines to the
data obtained in the study.

It would be quite useful to examine funding

criteria systematically over the past ten years.

A study of this type

could relate factors associated with the Wolf Knowledge
Diffusion/Utilization Inventory to what information was specifically
delineated in proposal guidelines.

A study of this nature could also

relate what agencies required LEA's to delineate in proposals, and what
weight was put on representative user participation.
could then be related to the present study.

These results
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Seek or develop methodological tools to operationalize intention at the
proposal stage
The study identified the need for a methodological tools to be
used either by LEA'S,

funding agencies, or linkage agents that would

assist in the operationalizing of intentions to carefully delineate a
program aspriation.

A search could be conducted to find existing tools

of this sort, or to develop appropriate ones related to the proposal
stage of instructional improvement.

Determine specific relations of study variables to outcomes
The study identified a relationship between the program
aspiration, user participation, level of aspiration variable and
outcomes.

Path analysis statistics can be used to determine the

effect, direction and magnitude of each of these variables on outcomes.

Case study analysis of improvement enterprises around the Wolf
Instrument
Case studies can be conducted ex post facto of instructional
improvements that have empirical research studies to document the
enterprise.

Each variable studied here could be related, and the Wolf

instrument could be used as a formative tool to analyze each phase of
the improvement.

Case study techniques permit in-depth analyses not

possible in a study such as this one type.

Study of National Science Foundation Proposals
Data indicated that proposals submitted to the NSF stood apart
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from the majority of proposals analyzed.

A study of these proposals

could yield factors that account for the divergent results.

For

example, are rigid guidelines established, does competition spur the
process of conceptualization, or do these proposal writers just do a
better job?

Relationship of developers to proposal conceptualization
Data indicated that where the developers were involved in
proposal conceptualization or supervised the effort put forth, a
significant number of proposals achieved desired outcomes.

This

relationship needs to be explored to determine what relationship is at
work in these circumstances.

Re-analysis of improvement outcomes as explained by the process of
"Mutual Adaption”
Study data indicated prior conditions are evident at proposal
conceptualization to explain outcomes that the mutual adaptation
research base has utilized as a measure of adoption/adaption.

These

prior conditions relate to insufficiently operationalizing intentions,
insufficiently ivolving intended users, not paying attention to the
complexity of the improvement enterprise, and finally, absence of a
systematic methodology related to diffusion/utilization variables known
to impinge on outcomes of the improvement enterprise.
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.tear Chuck,
*c are currently conducting a research effort that requires data
that ton in,tv have in vour files or archives. The data we seek relates
to proposals to public or private agencies your organization may have
initiated or participated in over the years.
Specifically, we are
•
i it!’ for proposals that intended In improve instruct inn.al practice
in ill in-1 i lenient a i v or secondary schools.
Ue intend to
1.
2.
1.

analyze proposals that meet the following criteria:
Implemented within the past ten years
Intended to improve instructional practice
Had the primary purpose ol installation

i'lise data will enable us to examine specific elements of the proposal
preparation process.
It your organization participated in the proposal preparation
process since the early nineteen-seventies, we would welcome your
partictpatiori in this study.
Please weigh our request in light ot the
jjta maintained in your organization's archives. We will contact vou
by telephone soon to share additional information with you and to
ascertain vour interest in working with us.

Most cordlal1y,

Leonard Amburgey, M.Kd.
Doctoral Candidate

W.C. Wolf Jr.. Ph.D.
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ORIENTATION

This instrument has been designed for a systematic analysis of
proposals that intended to improve instructional practice.

The data

obtained from these proposals was designed to shed some light on the
process of proposal conceptualization in general, and to specifically
determine the degree to which these proposals: operationalized their
program aspirations; could achieve their aspiration level; and finally,
determine the extent to which persons apt to be recipients participated
in the process.

The instrument contains six distinct parts:

Part

I. Background Variables and Descriptors.

This part details 32

items termed background variables and descriptors.
this section is entirely nominal.

The data gathered in

Numbers are assigned to various

descriptors for the purposes of identification and to determine
frequencies obtained from the proposals examined.

Part II.

Proposal Diffusion/Utilization variables and Descriptors.

This

part identifies 17 items termed proposal diffusion/utilization variables
and descriptors.

The data gathered in this section is entirely nominal.

Numbers are assigned to the various descriptors for the purposes of
identification and to determine the frequencies obtained from the
proposals examined.
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Part III. Program Aspiration.

This part consists of 40 items, each

related to the program aspiration.

Each item can receive a maximum

score of four points; hence, each proposal can have a score from 0-160.
The cumulativecore is used to determine the degree to which a proposal
operationalized its program aspiration.

Part IV. User Participation. This part consists of 19 items related to
user participation.
hence,

Up to four points can be obtained for each item;

the range of scores for each proposal is from 0-76.

The

cumulative score is used to determine the degree to which proposals
indicated that recipients of the improvement participated in the
proposal conceptualization process.

Part V.

Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory. This part

utilizes the Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory items.

This

instrument designed by Wolf (1982) determines the viability of
aspirations set forth by a particular change enterprise.

The inventory

consists of five separate parts, each of which includes four items rated
by the reviewer.

Up to four points can be earned on each item; hence,

the proposals can receive a cumulative score from 0-80, and the mean of
this score determined by the Wolf Inventory (1982) is related to four
levels of aspiration of the change enterprise.

PART VI.

Improvement Outcomes/Summary. This part consists of a

questionaire for agency officials related to five areas describing the*
outcomes of the proposed projects.

The second section of this part is a
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summary and description of the proposed improvment to instructional
practice.

SCORING METHODOLOGY

Archival documents once obtained by the reviewer are first ordered
sequentially in ascending order.

Only documents pertaining to the

proposed instructional improvement are read prior to scoring.

Documents

pertaining to outcomes, or reviewer remarks about that proposal are
ignored until all variables that could be influenced are scored.
Response to each variable is recorded on a separate score sheet that is
organized for entry into the computer file.
Specifically, each proposal obtained is read, re-read and the
reviewer writes a brief abstract.
and it is scored appropriately.
to insure accuracy.

The reviewer then refers to each item
Reference back to the proposal is done

Trials indicated one to two hours to complete

proposal readings and scoring, and
computerize the data obtained.

from

fifteen to twenty minutes to
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MISSING VALUES

Where some items may have missing values, or in some cases the
item chosen is not relevant to the proposal examined the foilwing codes
and descriptors are available for use in the study.

Code

Descriptor
0-

Data not considered in proposal nor available now

00-

Data not specified,

but available to reviewer

X00-

Data not specified,

but accurately rated by reviewer

X000-

Data not specified,

but estimated by reviewer

8-

Data not relevant to proposal examined

9-

Other.

When the code is preceeded by X, that X will be replaced by the value
scored by the reviewier from that particular items weighted scale .
These codes are preliminary, once a pattern occurs the data will
be re-coded before final analysis occurs.
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DATA SCALES/WEIGHT/QUALIFIERS

aZZINESS SCALE

(0) No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

or, item not mentioned in proposal in any context
or, item known to reviewer, but not implied by proposal

(2) Implied or identified in proposal, but not clear
or delineated for reviewer.

or, item not specified but easily undersood as being implied
or, item implied in "fuzzy" terms ie. conceptual
or, item identified in specific terms, but not clear
or, item identified to a common core without boundaries

(4) Specified and delineated within proposal for
reviewer

or, item specified specifically, and highlighted
or, item further specified for understanding and clear meaning
or, item delineated, but not operational for reliable meaning
or, item delineated and operationalized for reliable meaning
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USER PARTICIPATION SCALE

(0) No apparent consideration or participation of
intended user.

or, item clearly reflects a top down implementation
or, item clearly reflects user input was ignored

(2) University/Federal/state, other LEA, central adminstration or
principal conceptualized or determined.

or, item reflects non-representative sample of user
or, item reflects user input had little weight on response
or, item was external to present or intended users

(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or
determined/participated in the process.

or, item reflected involvement of representative sample
or, item reflected "bottom" up source of improvement
or, item developed externally but did involve intended users
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PART I.

Background and descriptor variables:

Proposal title:
1.

Case code #:(000) Date:
Agency file (

2.

__
/

/83

) source:(

)

Selection mode:
(1) Group (2) Representative sample (3) Agency selected (4) Other
City/town located: _

3.

Zip code _

4.

Population of city/town (

5.

Population of Local Education Agency (

6.

State: _

7.

Proposal inception date:

)
)

(1) 1972-77 (2) 1978-82
8.

Proposal status from review
(1) not funded (2) funded

9.

Project duration indicated from proposal in years:
(1)

1-2 (2) 2-4 (3) 4-6 (4) 6-8

10. Funding agency:

(1) NSF (2) STATE (3) PRIVATE (4) OTHER

11. Unit for utilization of improvement:
(1) school systems (2) schools (3) classrooms
(4) adminstrators (3) teachers

(6) other
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12. Number of individual Units :

13. Total funds agency provided:
$___
14. Total funds LEA actually allocated for improvement effort
(not in-kind service):

$__
15. Population addressed (USERS) by project effort:
(1) Administrators (2) Teachers (3) Parents (4) Other
16. Total population addressed by effort

: (

)

17. Population affected (impacted-used with) by project effort:
(1) Adminstrators (2) Teachers

(3) Parents

(4) General

or (5) Special Students (6) Other
18. Total Population affected by effort:

(

)

19. Population level addressed by project:
(1) Elementary (2) Secondary (3) Higher Ed. (4) other
20. Category descriptor (area of improvment):

21.

Process descriptor (specific processes employed):

22. Content descriptor (subject matter involved):

23. Extent of project records:
(1) Proposal only (2) few (3) Many (4) Extensive
24. Project evaluation:
(1) None (2) Internal (3) External (4) 2 & 3
25. Evaluation type:
(1) Anecdotal (2) Formative (3) Summative (4) 2 & 3
26. Evaluation funding level:
$_

27. Project status desired by proposal:
(1) incorporated (2) institutionalized (3) other
28. Accessibility to participants:
(1) No (2) Yes
29. Level of maintenance funding for proposed improvement:
$
30. Other instructional improvments occuring parallel to project:
(1) yes (2) no (3) no information
31. Present population of users affected are involved in parallel
improvements:
(1) yes (2) no (3) no information
32. Agency ranking of

proposal available ( raw score_)

Percent of possible_
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PART II.

Proposal diffusion and Utilization Descriptors and Variables

1.

Proposal aspiration level as indicated by proposal:
(1) Awareness
(2) Analysis
(3) Pilot test
(4) Adoption-adaption

2.

Origin of improvement for users rated by reviewer:
(1) Federal/State
(2) Curriculum developers/university
(3) External LEA
(4) Central adminstration or curriculum coordinator
(5) Administrator/teacher curriculum group
(6) Teacher curriculum group

3.

Instructional improvement stage rated by reviewer:
(1) Conceptualized-idea stage some attempt
(2) Trial- field tested, second year use
(3) Final-packaged for dissemination
(4) Validated-JDRP guidelines or similar
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4.

Improvement materials available for users rated by reviewer:
(1) None
(2) Descriptive-telIs about
(3) Instructional-tells how
(4) Support-assists instructional
(5) all

5.

Adopter regularities affected rated by reviewer:
(1) Behavioral
(2) Programatic
(3) Both

6.

Adopter materials available for users rated by reviewer:
(1) None
(2) Descriptive-tells about
(3) Instructional-tells how
(4) Support-assists instructional
(5) all

7.

Adopter requirements for improvement rated by reviewer:
(1) No training
(2) Some orientation and organization
(3) Requires special assistance and organization
(4) Requires extensive assistance and organization

8.

Adopter assistance for improvement rated by reviewer:
(1) None-to once
(2) Occasional-quarterly
(3) Moderate-monthly
(4) Intensive-weekly

9.

Assistance channel for utilization rated by reviewer:
(1) Print
(2) Media
(3) Human
(4) All

10. Assistance funding source for implementation of improvement
indicated by proposal:
(1) LEA
(2) Funding source
(3) Innovator
11. Assistance supervision provided for execution of improvement
indicated by proposal:
(1) LEA
(2) Funding
(3) Fed/State
(4) Innovator
12. Change agent/Linker present indicated by proposal:
(1) No
(2) Yes
13. Relation of change agent/linker
(1) Internal
(2) External
(3) Both 1 and 2 present
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U. Project director working 50% of time as regular duty
qualifications about innovation rated by reviewer:
(1) no
(2) assigned
(3) suitable
(A) qualified
15. Change agent/Linker experience rated by reviewer:
(1) None
(2) Limited,

interested in process

(3) Moderate, some training
(A) Extensive,

formally trained

16. Fidelity of improvement required by user:
(1) unknown to reviewer
(2) no fidelity required
(3) limited fidelity requred
(4) moderate fidelity required
(5) Extreme fidelity required
17.

Improvement status at proposal conceptualization (criteria)
(1) Awareness
(2) Analysis
(3) Pilot test
(4) Adoption /Adaption
18. Proposal for:

(1) development (2) implementation
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PART III.

Operationalization of Program Aspiration

1. Proposal has goals-objectives-activites:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
2.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Aspiration level indicated by proposal:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
3.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Needs assessment source for proposal:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
4.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Instructional improvement to be implemented as a result of proposal

has goals-objectives-activities:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.
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5.

Program statement exists (rationale for item 4.)
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
6.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Instructional improvement stage of development:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
7.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Origin of improvement for proposal:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.
#

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
8.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Improvement materials available for implementation:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
9.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Worth of the proposed improvement established.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

10. Adopter (user) regularities affected:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

11. Adopter (user) materials available:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal, but not clear or
delineated for reviewer.

(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

12. Adopter requirements to utilize improvement:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

13. Adopter assistance to utilize improvement:
(0)

Mo information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.
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14. Assistance channel for users:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

15. Assistance funding for implementation of improvement:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

16. Assistance supervision for execution of improvement:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

17. Change agent/Linker present:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
18.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Project allocates professional development time for users:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.
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19. Change agent/Linker experience:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

20. Implementation strategy present in proposal:
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
21.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Number of new practices/products successfully adopted within or

adapted to the targeted environment(s) over the past three years.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
22.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Extent of dissatisfaction with the current practice (earmarked) f

change.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.
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23.

Availability of a current needs assessment pertaining to the change

contemplated.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
24.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Resource potential of environment: money,

facilities,

flexibility

etc.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
25.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Prior history of successfully linking some aspect of knowledge

production with some aspect of knowledge utilization in an instructional
setting.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

26. Compatibility between characteristics and background of linkers and
targeted audience.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.
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27.

Time commitment linker(s).
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
28.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Extent to which linker is capable of providing the expertise ie.

needs assessments, evaluation, know-how.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
29.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Information assembled to establish the worth of the proposed

innovation.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
30.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Problems apt to be associated with the institutionalization of the

innovation.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.
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31.

Compatability of proposed innovation with existing practice.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

32. Extent to which the proposed innovation can be observed being
utilized.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
33.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Number of person in targeted environment for change.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
34.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Number of opinion leaders and other influentials identified within

target audience likely to support.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.
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35.

Number of decision making levels in targeted environment.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(^)
36.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Number of administrative units (academic dept.) to be affected by

the change.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
37.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Number of persons specifically assigned to make and carry out

communication plans.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
38.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Complexity of communication strategies/tactics planned (outside

resources, money, consultants etc).
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.
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39.

Percent of target audience likely to be reached as a direct

outcome.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)
40.

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.

Extent to which selected communication strategies are likely to

facilitate personal communication between linker-opinion leader-members
of target audience.
(0)

No information from proposal discerned by reviewer.

(2)

Implied or identified in proposal,

but not clear or

delineated for reviewer.
(4)

Specified and delineated within proposal for reviewer.
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PART IV.

User participation data

1. Proposal aspiration:
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.
2.

Instructional improvements original development indicated:
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.

3.

LEA source of improvement for utilization in proposal
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.
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4.

Adopter regularities to be affected :
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/I'niversityFederal/State, other Educational Agency,
central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.

5.

Adopter materials available for users indicated by proposal:
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.

6.

Adopter requirements for utilization indicated in proposal:
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.
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7.

Adopter assistance for utilization indicated by proposal:
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.

8.

Assistance channels for utilization indicated by proposal
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.

9.

Proposal indicates its goals-objectives-activites:
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.
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10. Proposal rationale (for item 9.)
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.
11.

Needs assessment data gathering and analysis in proposal:
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.

12.

Instructional improvement has:goals-objectivesactivities-rationale that:
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/l!niversityFederal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.
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13.

Project director selection indicated in proposal:
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.

14.

Implementation strategy for improvement indicated in proposal:
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.

15.

Extent of dissatisfaction with the current practice (earmarked)

for change indicated by proposal.
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.
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Information assembled to establish the worth of the proposed
innovation indicated by proposal.
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.
Problems apt to be associated with the institutionalization of
the innovation indicated by proposal.
(0) No apparent consideration or participation of intended
users.
(2) Innovator/University/Federal/State, Educational Agency, central
adminstration or principal conceptualized or determined.
(4) Intended user of improvement conceptualized or participated in
the process.
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PART V.

Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory Data

I. Conditions for change in target audience

1.

Number of new practices/products successfully adopted within or

adapted to the targeted environments) over the past three years.
(0) none
(2) 2 to 4
(4) 4 or more
2.

Extent of dissatisfaction with the current practice (earmarked) for

change.

(0) 10%
(2) 10-30%
(4) 30%+
3.

Availability of a current needs assessment pertaining to the change

contemplated.
(0) none
(2) some
(4) much
4.

Resource potential of environment: money,

etc.
(0) none/limited
(2) moderate
(4) extensive

facilities,

flexibility
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5.

SCORE PART I. (
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II. Characteristics and commitments of linkage person(s)

6.

Prior history of successfully linking some aspect of knowledge

production with some aspect of knowledge utilization in an instructional
setting.
(0) None
(2) Once or twice
(4) More than two times
7.

Compatibility between characteristics and background of linkers and

targeted audience.
(0) Little
(2) Some
(4) Much
8.

Time commitment linker(s).
(0) Little-0-10 days
(2) Moderate-10 days or more but less than 1
day/week
(4) Extensive- 1 day/week (4)

9.

Extent to which linker is capable of providing the expertise ie.

needs assessments,

evaluation,

know-how.

(0) Not capable
(2) Some capability
(4) Most capable

10.

SCORE PART II.

(

)
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HI.

Characteristic of innovation to bo institutionalized

11.

Information assembled to establish the worth of the proposed

tnnovation.
(0) None
(2) Some
(4) Much
12.

Problems apt to be associated with the institutionalization of the

inno\at ion.
(0) Many
(2) Some
(4) None anticipated
13.

Compatabi1ity of proposed innovation with existing practice.
(0) Marked departure
(2) Somewhat compatible
(4) Most compatible

14.

Pxtent to which the proposed innovation can be observed being

ut11ized.
(0) Not visible
(2) Occasionally visible
(4) Routinely visible

15.

SCORE PARI III.

(

)
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IV. Characteristics of environment

16.

targeted for change

Number of person in targeted environment for change.
(0) 200 or more
(2) Moderate-50-199
(4) Few-50 under

17.

Number of opinion leaders and other influentials identified within

target audience likely to support.
(0) Few
(2) 1/2-2/3
(4) Nearly all
IS.

Number of decision making levels in targeted environment.
(0) Many- 4 or more
(2) Moderate 3-4
(4) Few 1-2

19.

Number of administrative units (academic dept.) to be affected by

the change.
(0) Many 5+
(2) Moderate 3-5
(4)

20.

SCORE PART IV.

(

Few 1-2

)
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^• Characteristics of selected communication strategies plans/tactics

21.

Number of persons specifically assigned to make and carry out

communication plans.
(0) None
(2) One
(4) Two or more
22.

Complexity of communication strategies/tactics planned (outside

resources, money, consultants etc).
(0) Most complex
(2) Somewhat complex
(4) Not complex
23.

Percent of target audience likely to be reached as a direct

outcome.
(0) Low

-15%

(2) Moderate +15%
(4) High +51%
24.

Extent to which selected communication strategies are likely to

facilitate personal communication between linker-opinion leader-members
of target audience.
(0) Not likely
(2) Somewhat likely
(4) Very likely
SCORE PART V.

(

)
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Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory Summary

26.

TOTAL SCORE PARTS I-V (

27.

(

28.

(

29.

(

) / 5 =

) - SCORE NEEDED (determined by proposal aspriration)

) =

)+/- SCORE

WKD/UI SCORES:

AWARENESS (2)
ANALYSIS (4)
PILOT TEST (6)
ADOPTION/ADAPTION (10)
30. Raw score pertaining to WKD/UI (Part III items 21-40):
(

)/ 20 =

31. Mean score of fuzziness data appropriate to WK/UI data.

(

)
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PART VI

Outcomes

1.

2.

3.

Agency assessment of improvement as carried out:
(1)

Unsuccessful as intended

(2)

Moderately successful

(3)

Extremely successful or

(4)

Validated JDRP guidelines

(5)

other: successful in other ways

Problems identified by agency:
(1)

Conditions for change in LEA

(2)

Characteristics of Project director/linkage person(s)

(3)

Characteristics of Innovation

(4)

Characteristics of Environment

(5)

Characteristics of Communication Strategy (plans/tactics)

Special limiting factors:
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4.

5.

Unique factors that enhanced success of improvement
(1)

Conditions for change in LEA

(2)

Characteristics of Project director/linkage person(s)

(3)

Characteristics of Innovation

(4)

Characteristics of Environment

(5)

Characteristics of Communication Strategy (plans/tactics)

Final status:
(1)

Greater than 30% of users were aware of improvement and

recognized the possibilities and potential benefits.

(2)

Greater than 30% of users actively sought information or

interfaced with the innovation and evaluated its potential worth.

(3)

Linker,

Innovator interfaced with 20-50% of the targeted

population for up to 2 years with a previously unused improvement.
The process gathered either formative or summative information.

(4)

Explicit action was taken where more than 51% of a targeted

user group installed for a period of 2-5 years a previously un-used
program of improvement.

This explicit action dictated that this

improvement was the only acceptable operating procedure.
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Description and Summary of Proposed Improvement.

Other/remarks:

This category contains remarks to describe any factors gleaned from
reading the proposal that might have an influence on the outcomes of
each hypothesis.

These remarks are recorded in the master data file and

on the original score sheets.
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ORIENTATION
The Wolf Knowledge Diffusion/Utilization Inventory (WKD/UI) has been
designed to accompany the Uolf-Welsh Linkage Methodology (WWLM).

The In¬

ventory was designed to provide persons, making use of the Methodology,
with decision-oriented data of importance to linkage enterprise.

These

date can be used to reduce the guesswork associated with communication en¬
terprise, they can be used to address problems which arise, and they can
be used to alter communication plans prior to the commitment of extensive
resources.

Persons using the Inventory have the added advantage of ob¬

jective documentation to support some or many of their linkage decisions.
The Inventory consists of five separate sections, each of which in¬
cludes tour items.

Up to four points can be earned for each item; hence,

me range of scores possible is zero to eighty.

Scores obtained can be

usee to judge the viability of aspirations set forth for the change en¬
terprise (See Part VI of the instrument.)
Parts Cme through Five are designed to be implemented sequentially.
Part One and Part Two, for example, are intended to be implemented first;
Part 7nre«a and Part Four second; and Part Fiv£ last.

Such a sequence can

oe varied by linkers to meet their respective needs.

Data accumulated in

tnis manner can then be related to Part SJ_x to ascertain the viability of
tr.e linkage agent's aspirations.
Part One focuses upon four "conditions" for change within targeted
environments.

Par_t Tw£ highlights characteristics and commitments of the

person(s) responsible for the linkage.

Part Three emphasizes character-
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istics of the innovation(s) to be institutionalized.

Pjrt Four places

empr.asis upon characteristics of environments targeted for change.

And

focuses upon characteristics of selected communication strate¬
gies and tactics.
Data sought are relatively strai >jht-forward and obvious, with one
exception.

Since the person or persons responsible for the linkage en¬

terprise must pass judgment on his or her (their) own churacteristies
and commitments when attending to Part Two, some loss of precision is
a probable residual of the self-appraisal.
The Viol f Knowledge Diffusion/Util ization Inventory is offered for
examination and utilization by persons who assume varied communication
respor.sibi 1 ities.

It is not unreasonable to believe the Inventory will

serve these persons by increasing their effectiveness.
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!.

ASCERTAINING CONDITIONS FOR CHANGE WITHIN TARGETED ENVIRONMENTS

Conditions for Change

Weight

Score

Number of new practices and pro¬
ducts successfully adopted with¬
in or adapted to the targeted
environment(s) over the past
three years.

a. None
b. Two to four
c. More than four

Extent of dissatisfaction with
current practice earmarked for
change.

a. Little (fewer
than 10r of per¬
sons affected are
dissatisfied)
b. A moderate amount
(ten to thirty
percent)
c. Extensive (more
than thirty per
cent)

-0-2-4-

-00

-4-

Availability of current "needs
assessment information per¬
taining to change contemplated.

a. None available
b. Some available
c. Much available

-0-2-4-

Resource potential (i.e., risk
money. faci1ities, flexible
staff. etc., apt to be availaole) of environment to be
changed.

a. None or limited
b. Moderate
c. Extensive

-0-2-4-

Total Score
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U* ASCERTAINING characteristics and commitments of the person(S) RESPONSIBLE

Cnaracteristics and Commitments of Persons

Weiqht

Score

1- Rrior history of successfully linking
sone aspect of knowledge production
with some aspect of knowledge utili¬
zation in an institutional setting.

a. None
b. Once or twice
c. More than twice

2. Compatibility between characteristics
and background of the linker(s) (i.e.,
training, experience, demographic
characteristics, etc.) and the charac¬
teristics and background of a targeted
audience.

a. Little or no
compatibility -0b. Some compatibil¬
ity
-2c. Much compatibil¬
ity
-4-

.-jc»unt of time committed by linker(s)
to expedite the change undertaking.

4. intent to wnich linker is capable of
providino expertise (for example,
needs assessment, evaluation, and
diffusion know-how) likely to be
needed throughout the change under¬
taking.

-0-2-4-

a. Little (less
than ten days
total commit¬
ment)
-0b. Moderate (more
than ten days
but less than
one day per week -2throughout
change undertaking)
c. Extensive (at
least one day per
week throughout -4chanqe undertaking)
a. Not capable
-0b. Some capabilities-2c. Most capable
-4-

Total Score
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Hi. ASCERTAINING CHARACTERISTICS OF INNO VAT ION (S) TO BE INSTITUTIONALIZED
Characteristics of Innovation(s)

Weight

Score

1. Extent to which information, which
establishes the worth of the pro¬
posed innovation^), has been
assembled.

a. None assembled
b. Some assembled
c. Much assembled

2. Problems apt to be associated
witn institutionalization of the
proposed innovation.

a. Many
b. Some
c. None anticipated

-D-2-4-

j.

a. Marked departure

-0-2-

ompatib'. 1 ity of the proposed
innovation with existing practice.

4. E-tent to whicn the proposed inno¬
vation can be observed being
utilized.

b. Somewhat compatible
c. Most compatible

0

-

-

2

-

-

4

-

-

-4-

a. Not visible
b. Occasionally visible
c. Routinely visible

Total Score

-0-2-4-
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‘V*

ASCERTAINING characteristics of environments targeted for change

Environmental Considerations

1.

Number of persons in targeted en¬
vironment to be affected by change.

Weiqht

a. Many (more than 200) -0b. A moderate number
(50 to 199)
-2c. Few (less than 50)
-4-

2. .lumber of opinion leaders and other
mfl^entials identified within tar¬
geted environment li<ely to support
tne proposed innovation.

a. Few
b. About half to twothirds
c. Nearly all

5. Number of decision-making levels (i.e.,
u school committee) in targeted environment.

a. Many (more than four)-0b. A moderate number
(three or four).
-2c. Few (one or two)
-4-

•* • Number of administrative units (i.e.,
academic departments) to be affected
by change.

a. Many (more than five)-0b. A moderate number
(three to five).
-2c. Few (one or two)
-4-

Total Score

-0-2-4-
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V.

ASCERTAINING CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

Characteristics of Communication Plans

Weight

Score

1. Number of persons specifically as¬
signed to make and carry out com¬
munication plans.

a. None
b. One
c. Two or more

-0-2-4-

2. Complexity (in terms of "outside"
money required, resources needed,
consultants needed, etc.) of com¬
munication strategies and tactics
planned.

a. Most complex
b. Somewhat complex
c. Not complex

-0-2-4-

3. Percentage of targeted audience
liKcly to be reached as a direct
outcome of the communication
ef fort.

a. Low (less than
152)
b. Moderate (16%
to 50%)
c. High (51% or
more)

4. LAtent to whicn selected commun¬
ication plans are likely to
facilitate interpersonal commun¬
ication among linker(s), opinion
leaders, and other members of
targeted audiences.

a. Not likely
b. Somewhat likely
c. Most likely

Total Score

-0-2-4-

-0-2-4-
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Vi.

ASCERTAINING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN COMMUNICATION INTENTIONS AND COMPLEXITY
OF TASK

Add up scores recorded within each of the five parts of this instru¬
ment; pool the scores for all five parts; divide the resultinq sum by five;
then, compare the average score obtained with minimum scores needed (see
page 9)to fulfill each change aspiration.
COMPILATION OF RESULTS
Section

Score

Part I
Part II
Part III
Part IV
Part V
Total Score
Total Score f 5
Minimum Score Needed
Difference
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Minimum average scores needed to fulfill four different aspirations
of change enterprise are set forth in the following bar graph.
MINIMUM SCORE REQUIREMENTS

AdoptionAdaption

8

..

Pilot Test
*.*■

Bo

JO

,

AnalysisReaction

*

2-

AwarenessInterest

Complex

Simple
Aspiration of Change Enterprise

iRSl)
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Average scores that are equal to or exceed the minimal average
scores needed to fulfill change aspirations suggest plans are on target.
Average scores that fall below the minimal average scores needed to fulfill
cnange aspirations suggest the aspirations may not be realized.

Below

average scores should alert linkage personnel to re-examine plans made.

APPENDIX D

WOLF-WELSH LINKAGE METHODOLOGY

W. C. Wolf, Jr.
Professor of Education
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1*

ATTRIBUTES of person apt to use the linkage methodology effectively
1.
Person has successfully linked some aspect of knowledge
production with some aspect of knowledge utilization within an
institutional setting at least once, perferably twice.
2.
Person's professional background and demographic
characteristics and the professional background and demographic
characteristics of a typical member of the targeted audience are
reasonably compatible.
B.
Person is able to devote a considerable amount of time
(hopefully, at least one day per week) to the linkage task.
C.
Person can be counted upon to deliver promised services on
time.
D.
Person either has been trained to do some aspects of the
following work or is accustomed to contracting with specialists for
work desired.
1.
Assess needs of targeted audiences.
2.
Survey the literature for various reasons, be able to
retrieve pertinent material, and be able to meaningfully
summarize results.
3.
Ascertain demographic characteristics and attitudes of
targeted audience.
4.
Conceptualize and then expedite diffusion/utilization
strategies and tactics.
5.
Conceptualize and then expedite evaluation strategies
and tactics.
6.
Prepare coherent project reports.
E.
Person understands basic elements of individual and group
motivation and is able to apply such know-how routinely.
F.

Person listens well and communicates effectively.

II. IDENTIFICATION OF A TARGETED AUDIENCE'S NEED TO MODIFY SOME ASPECT
OR ASPECTS OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
A.

Define parameters of a targeted audience.
1.
Specify members of a targeted audience (i.e., all
persons in two elementary schools, or, special education
personnel in a large city).
2.
Clarify roles of persons within the targeted audience
(i.e., students, teachers, supervisors, administrators, etc.).

B.
Ascertain needs of the targeted audience to modify practice,
using modus operandi like the following:
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1.
Examine relevant material (for example, local, state,
and federal education agency documents) for agency policy shifts,
expansion, or contraction.
2.
Conduct surveys of various members of the targeted
audience (use of a packaged needs analysis methodology if
applicable and if time permits).
3.
Compare practices of a targeted audience with the
practices of other similar groups.
4.
Examine available test results.
5.
Examine available demographic data (i.e., population
trends) which pertain to the targeted audience.
C. List and prioritize needs of targeted audience.
1.
Prepare a list of identified needs.
2.
Distribute the list to various members of the targeted
audience for the purpose of determining their priorities (repeat
as necessary until a clear picture of priorities unfolds).
3.
Use members' responses as a point of departure for
establishing a priortized list of needs.
D.
Clarify who will participate in the final selection of the
specific need or needs to be addressed (i.e., a committee, all
involved persons, etc.)
E.
Use the following criteria to facilitate selection of the
specific need or needs to be addressed.
1.
Resources to meet the need or needs.
2.
Time required to meet the need or needs
3.
Positive and negative consequences of meeting the need
or needs.
4.
Extent of target audience support/agreement.

Note:
If the needs of a well-defined targeted audience have been
ascertained, simply review what has been accomplished in light of the
elements of Step II.
Carry out only that work which has been overlooked
during or deleted from the initial effort.

HI.

IDENTIFICATION OF PRACTICES AND/OR PRODUCTS APT TO MEET IDENTIFIED

TARGETED AUDIENCE'S NEEDS
A.

Determine existence of practices and/or products to meet need

or needs.
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1.
Search existing information repositories for desired
know-how (i.e., ERIC, EPIE Institute, CEDaR Catalog, the PREP
reports etc.)*
2.
Search catalogues of publishers or other vendors for
desired know-how.
3.
Survey other groups like the targeted audience to find
out what relevent practices and/or products are being used.
4.
Survey selected members of the targeted audience for
desired know-how.
5.
Survey specialists for desired know-how.
B. Prepare a list of the available practices and/or products apt
to met the need or needs.

Note: If a specific practice and/or product is known which probably will
meet the need or needs identified, and if further searching and further
surveying does not seem appropriate or necessary, work called for in
step III may be reduced or eliminated.

IV.
SELECTION OF PRACTICES AND PRODUCT AND/OR PRODUCTS APT TO MEET
IDENTIFIED TARGET AUDIENCE’S NEEDS.
A.
Distribute the prepared list of practices and/or products to
various members of the targeted audience for the purpose of
determining their priorities (repeat as necessary until a clear
picture of priorities unfolds).
B.

Prioritize the list on the basis of responses received.

C.
Clarify who will participate in the final selection of the
practices and products.
D.
Establish criteria like the following, set forth conditions for
acceptance/rejection, and then use the criteria to facilitate
selection of the specific practices and/or products.
1.
Resources required to effectively implement the
practices and/or products.
2.
Time required to effectively implement the practices
and/or products.
3.
Positive and negative consequences of implementing the
practices and/or products.
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Note: If a specific practice/and or product is known which is likely to
meet the need or needs identified, work called for in Step IV may be
reduced or eliminated entirely.

V.
MODIFICATION OF PRACTICES AND/OR PRODUCTS SELECTED TO MEET
IDENTIFIED NEEDS OF TARGETED AUDIENCE

A.
Ascertain (using some sort of survey procedure) the extent to
which selected practices and/or products are compatible with the
generally accepted professional practices of the target audience
members.
1.
Compatibility (i.e., up-dating science instructional
resources) is a positive indicator.
2.
Incompatibility (i.e., offering—for the first
time—junior high school students an elective sex education
class) indicates further action must be contemplated
a. Review specifics of the selected practices and/or
products for the purpose of isolating troublesome elements.
b. Delete troublesome elements if possible.
c. If troublesome elements cannot be deleted, reduce them to
their least controversial form.
d. Make plans to cope with all aspects of adversity-related
to controversial elements-which can be anticipated.
B.
divide the selected practices and/or products into their most
basic elements.
1. Make plans to introduce the selections either piecemeal
or in toto.
2.
Make plans to introduce the selections as a pilot
undertaking or in toto.
3.
Prepare cost estimates for implementing the various
options suggested in Steps VB1 and VB2 above.
C.
Expedite whatever additional adaptations of the selections seem
appropriate to enhance the probability of modifying the specified
practice.

VI.
DETERMINATION OF DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND CERTAIN ATTITUDES
(TOWARD THE PLAN TO MODIFY SOME ASPECT OR ASPECTS OF PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICE) OF THE TARGETED AUDIENCE
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A.
Survey members of the targeted audience to ascertain their
Pri°r history of professional self-renewal.
1.
Identify those persons (self-renewers) who routinely
modify their professional practice.
2.
Identify those persons (entrenchers) who seldom modify
their professional practice.
B.
Use an uncomplicated sociometric survey technique (many options
are available) to ascertain who are the "influentials" and who are
the
isolates" within the targeted audience.
1.
2.

Identify the influentials.
Identify the isolates.

C. Interview a sample of the identified self-renewers and the
influentials to determine their respective attitudes toward the
practices and/or products selected to meet specified needs of the
targeted audience.
1.
Affirmation is a positive indicator.
2.
Either mixed reactions or opposition indicates further
action must be contemplated.
a. Review the specifics of the interviews completed to
isolate the sources of controversy.
b. Eliminate controversial aspects of the implementation
undertaking if possible.
c. If controversial aspects cannot be eliminated, confront
the sources of controversy and either overcome them or
neutralize them.
d. Discontinue the attempt to modify professional practice,
using the selected practices and/or products, if the
controversy persists in force.
e. If the problem continues to fester, go back to step II
and try again.

VII. CONCEPTUALIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGIES AND TACTICS
INTENDED TO INCORPORATE DESIGNATED PRACTICES AND/OR PRODUCTS WITHIN THE
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE OF THE TARGETED AUDIENCE

A.
Conceptualize a strategy (with appropriate tactics) which meet
five conditions.
1.
The strategy is geared primarily to the enterprise of
persons identified as self-renewers and influentials, but it also
involves all persons who will be influenced by the modifications
in practice.
2.
The strategy involves two steps: Step one focuses upon
self-renewers and influentials; step two utilizes these persons
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to influence others in the targeted audience.
3.
The strategy makes maximum use of interpersonal
(perferably face-to-face and two-way) channels of communication.
The strategy is participative in that all persons who
are to be affected by the modifications in practice participate
in making decisions about the undertaking.
5.
The strategy incorporates a time line which projects the
realization of specified aspirations.
B.
Offer the conceptualized strategy (with appropriate tactics) to
selected persons identified as self—renewers and influentials for
their critical review, and then modify it on the basis of feedback
provided.
1.
Expedite step one of the two step plan
a. Utilize varied interpersonal channels of communication to
introduce the selected practices and/or products to the
previously identified self-renewers and influentials.
b. Work closely with the self-renewers and influentials
until a core of them have modified their professional
practice as desired.
c. Recruit from the core of successful persons a small
number willing to become involved in generalizing the
modification in practice to other persons within the
targeted audience.
2.

Expedite step two of the two-step plan.
a. Utilize varied interpersonal channels of communication to
share desired modifications in the practice of the recruited
self-renewers and influentials with other members of the
targeted audience.
b. Work closely with the recruited self-renewers and
influentials during their attempts to convince selected
peers to modify practice as desired.
c. Continue the process of interaction until a substantial
core of the targeted audience has modified professional
practice as desired.

VIII. PART ONE. EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT OF THE DESIGNATED PRACTICE
AND/OR PRODUCTS UPON THE PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE OF THE TARGETED AUDIENCE
(EVALUATION OF THE MODIFICATION IN PRACTICE)
VIII. PART TWO. EVALUATION OF THE EFFICIACY OF STEPS I - VII TO MEET THE
NEEDS THROUGH THE MODIFICATION OF SOME ASPECT OF THE PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICE OF A TARGETED AUDIENCE (EVALUATION OF THE METHODOLOGY)
A.

Conceptualize evaluation plans which meet six conditions.
1.
The plans make provisions for formative data acquisition
at regular intervals throughout the implementation undertaking.
2.
The plans make provision for summative data collection.
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3.
The plans can be expedited within the framework of
available resources.
4.
The plans make provision for the preparation of reports
which can be understood by persons responsible for
decision-making.
5.
The plans are set forth so clearly that a valid
independent replication of them would be conceivable.
6.
The plans take into account standard reliability and
validity concerns associated with gathering, analyzing, and
reporting consequences of data.
B.
Offer the plans to at least one evaluation specialist for his
or her critical review, and then modify the plans on the basis of
feedback provided.
C.
Highlight four consequences of the selected practices and/or
products upon the professional practice of the targeted audience
when expediting the revised plans.
1.
The number of persons who could have and the number of
persons who actually did modify their professional practice as
desired.
a. Characteristics of the set of persons who opted to modify
their practice as desired
b. Characteristics of the set of persons who opted not to
modify their practice.
c. Similarities and differences between the two sets of
persons.
2.
Perspectives, derived from the "adopting" set of
persons, pertaining to whether or not the needs were met.
3.
Perspectives, derived from the "adopting" set of
persons, pertaining to the positive and negative effects of the
implementation upon their professional practice.
4.
Relationships between resources consumption and the time
allocated on the one hand and the utilization of the desired
practices and/or products on the other.
D.
Highlight the extent to which steps I - VII of the linkage
methodology met the needs of a targeted audience when expediting
the revised plans.
1.
Perspectives, derived from the person or persons who
used the tool, pertaining to viability of steps I - VII
a. Additional steps or sub-steps needed.
b. Steps or sub-steps not needed.
2.
Perspectives, derived from the person or persons who
used the tool, pertaining to the precision of the language
contained in steps I- VII.
3.
Perspectives, derived from the person or persons who
used the tool, pertaining to the precision of suggested
activities contained in steps I - VII.
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING UPON THE LINKAGE METHODOLOGY (STEPS I
THROUGH VIII) ON THE BASIS OF EVALUATION RESULTS (OFFERED BY PERSONS WHO
USED THE METHODOLOGY)

A.
Set forth recommendations for increasing the precision of
language contained in Step I through step VIII of the tool.
B.
Set forth recommendations for increasing the precision of
suggested actions contained in Step I through Step VIII of the
tool.
C.
Set forth recommendations for adding steps or sub-steps to fill
gaps recognized between Step I through Step VIII of the tool.
D.
Set forth recommendations for deleting steps or sub-steps
deemed unnecessary between Steps I through Step VIII of the tool.

